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IN THE 
SUPREME COURT 
OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY 
BABINGTON, husband and wife, and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
) 
) 
) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively) 
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC ) 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, ) 
Cross-Appellants ) 
Vs. ) 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LL2. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant/ Appellant 
Cross-Respondents. 
Appealed from the District Court of the _.5#7 ____ _ 
Judicial District for the State of Idaho, in and 
for{A~cUl!J 
Hon. &ny f1ftMz:L 
County 
District Judge 
Attorney_ for Respondent_ 
Filed this ___ day qf --'-______ " 19 _ 
_______ ------Clerk 
(AXTON PRINTERS, CALDWELL, IDAHO 152454 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
************** 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife, and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively) 
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC ) 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, ) 
Cross-Appellants ) 
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Supreme Court No. _36840_ 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC. 
Defendant/Appellant, 
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
ISB # 3198 
!rlmlLynClit\decl reliefuum jud/L afESlette _water 
FILED .. M .. ~ 
Clerk of the District Court 
Gooding County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
* * * * * * * * * 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
) 
) 
) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) . 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
GARY D SJ,ETTE 
22 Ss: 
23 
24 
26 
County of Twin Falls ) 
GARY D. SLETTE, fIrst being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows: 
Department of Water Resources regarding the conveyance loss issue, I contacted Dave Tuthill to 
request assistance. Mr. Tuthill recommended that I consult with Tim Luke of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. 
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2. Thereafter, I contacted Tim Luke, and advised him of the issues in the matter, and 
the court's suggestion to involve the Idaho Department of Water Resources regarding carriage loss 
determination. 
3. Subsequent to my conversations with Mr. Luke, he provided me with two emails 
which are attached hereto as Exhibits "A" and "B". In Exhibit "A", the Department declined the 
opportunity to be involved in the conveyance loss determination. Mr. Luke suggested that the 
responsibility for that determination should be made by the parties and their consultants. 
4. According to Mr. Luke, IDWR regulation of the Zingiber water right extends no 
further than the point of diversion of that water from the Padgett Ditch on Billingsley Creek. 
5. Pursuant to the court's decision dated November 26, 2008, the court has ordered 
that an open ditch on the Van HornlZingiber property must be placed by LynClif at the former 
location of the ditch in 2006. 
6. In order to meet the statutory requirement of Idaho Code § 42-1203 regarding the 
prevention of wasting, and the useless discharge and running away of water, LynClif Farms, 
L.L.c. is prepared to construct a lined ditch consistent with specifications prepared by Dr. Charles 
E. Brockway, Sr. As an alternative, and at the discretion of Van HornlZingiber, LynClif will 
provide an amount of four (4) inch diameter PVC schedule 125 pipe sufficient to run on top of the 
ground from the concrete structure on Justice Grade Road to the pond on the Van HornlZingiber 
property. 
7. The USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service has engineered modifications 
to the concrete structure on the Justice Grade Road which will insure that .3 cfs of Padgett Ditch 
water is diverted into the lined open ditch or the pipeline to transport Zingiber's decreed water 
rights. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibits "C" and "D" respectively, and by this reference 
incorporated herein, are true and correct copies of the Affidavits of Steve Clelland and Helen 
Thornton. 
Further, your affiant sayeth naught. 
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The undersigned certifies that on the .1::!!!!:day of February, 2009, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew J. Waldera 
MOFFATI THOMAS BARRETI 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
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Hand Deliver 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
Email slc@moffatt com 
ajw@moffatt com 
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Gary Slette 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Gary, 
Luke, Tim [Tim.Luke@idwr.idaho.gov] 
Tuesday, January 13, 2009 3:25 PM 
Gary Slette 
Merritt, Allen; Yenter, Cindy; Baxter, Garrick 
RE: Zingiber/LynClif 
I reviewed these documents, the water right held by Zingiber and the fish right held by LynClif, plus consulted with Allen 
Merritt, Cindy Yenter, and Garrick Baxter (Deputy Attorney General for IDWR who is managing SRBA cases). A couple of 
comments: . 
1) Zingiber's water right 36-10283B actually has an assigned conveyance loss as follows: 
WATER IS DELIVERED THROUGH THE PADGED DITCH. 
STOCKWATER, 20 CADLE .01 CFS OF THIS RIGHT IS LIMITED TO USE FOR CONVEYANCE 
LOSSES IN DELIVERY OF THIS RIGHT DURING THE IRRIGATION SEASON . 
. 02 CFS OF THIS RIGHT IS LIMITED TO USE FOR CONVEYANCE LOSSES IN DELIVERY OF THIS 
RIGHT DURING THE NON-IRRIGATION SEASON. 
2) IDWR is not a party in the matter that is the subject of Judge Wood's decision dated November 26, 2008, or case no. 
CV-2008-0000125. Therefore, IDWR should not be required or obligated to determine the conveyance losses referenced 
in the Judge's order. We view this as a civil matter between the two parties. The responsibility to determine the losses 
or otherwise just settle the dispute should be borne by the parties in the case. We believe the court may order or 
determine conveyance losses based on evidence provided by the parties and that such losses may need to be delivered 
in a manner consistent with a court order. If so, the parties will need to abide by the order and find a way to work together 
and deliver the water on the ditch, after deliveries to the head of the ditch are made by the water distriCt watermaster. If 
necessary, delivery of the rights on the ditch itself can be accomplished through a lateral ditch water users association 
that hires or apPoints a lateral ditch manager. I do not envision the water district watermaster delivering rights to the 
points of re-diversion on the ditch 
I might also point out that based on the conveyance loss conditions in right 36-10283B, I believe that may provide a basis 
in which to calcula'te conveyance losses relative to other rights on the ditch if the parties are willing to accept and apply 
the conveyance loss percentage under 36-1 0283B to the other rights. I have not confirmed how the conveyance losses 
were determined for this or other rights on the ditch. I believe the original claims investigation documents that would 
relate to these determinations are in storage at the state storage center. Our adjudication bureau can retrieve any files for 
your research if necessary. . 
If you have any further questions please contact me at 287-4959. 
Regards, 
Tim Luke 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 E Front St, PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
208-287-4959 
EXHIBIT A 
Gary Slette 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Gary, 
Luke, Tim [Tim.Luke@idwr.idaho.gov] 
Wednesday, January 14, 2009 11:47 AM 
Gary Slette 
Merritt, Allen; Yenter, Cindy; Baxter, Garrick; Clelland, Steve 
RE: Zingiber/LynClif 
As a follow-up, I was able to talk to Steve Clelland today (he was out yesterday). He advised me that conveyance loss 
calculations for the Padgett Ditch would have been based on use of the Worstell method. This involves use of a 
spreadsheet with input on ditch dimensions and water delivery per ditch reach. LynClifs fish propagation right would not 
have been considered in the calculations because it was not a right developed prior to 11/1987 and therefore not claimed 
in the SRBA. The parties' consultants may want to use or look at the Worstell spreadsheet as a method for determining 
the losses and include the junior fish propagation right or some typical delivery of that right. Again, original loss 
calculations should be in the water right files and we can provide copies of those files and relevant information upon 
request. We can provide also a copy of the Worstell spreadsheet to the consultants. I am not experienced in the use of 
that spreadsheet tool so another staff memberwho has more experience with its' use in the SRBA may need to be 
consulted. 
Tim 
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EXHIBIT B 
ALAN G. LANCE 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
CLIVE I. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
BRENT KING 
CHARLES L. HONSINGER 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208)327-5458 
Fax: (208)327-5400 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFrH runICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Twin Falls ) 
Subcase No. 36-10283B 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE CLELLAND 
REGARDING CLAIM NO. 36-10283B 
I, STEVE CLElLAND, being flrst duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am a Senior Water Resource Agent with the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources (IDWR). 
2. My work address is Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR), Southern 
AFFIDA VIT OF STEVE CLELLAND REGARDING CLAIM NO. 36-102838, ~ei 9 
:.·'1 
.1 
MICROFILMED 
F:iI1IRlr (\ DEC 5 1996 
'/ 
Regional Office, 222 Shoshone St. East, Twin Falls, ID 83301-6105. I reside in Twin 
Falls, Idaho. 
3. My educational background and work history both outside and within IDWR 
are detailed in my Affidavit of Steve Clelland as to the Investigation of Claims in the 
Hagerman Area. 
4. As part of my duties as a senior water agent, I investigated the acreage 
claimed as irrigated pursuant to claim no. 36-10283B. The pertinent details of that 
investigation are as follows: 
A. On July 24, 1990, IDWR water agent Helen Thornton and I conducted a field 
examination for the purpose of determining the irrigated acreage claimed pursuant to 
claim no. 36-10283B. 
B. During that field examination, I observed that water pursuant to this claim was 
applied to the place of use solely by means of flood irrigation. 
C. During the field examination, I observed that there were two parcels of land 
within the area claimed as irrigated. I observed that the parcel above and west of the 
Padgett ditch was not irrigated as no system was in place that could deliver water to 
the parcel. I observed that the parcel below and east of the ditch was irrigated. 
However, I also observed that a hill within the parcel below and east of the ditch was 
not irrigated and was unirrigable as no system was in place to deliver water to the 
hill. 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE CLELLAND REGARDING CLAIM NO. 36--10283B, Page 2 
62J 
MICR()FfLMED 
DEC 5 1996 
westernmost parcel and did show irrigation of the easternmost parcel. I observed that 
the ASCS map showed the irrigated acreage of the easternmost parcel to be slightly 
more than five acres. 
E. I later observed that the pertinent NAPP photograph was consistent with my 
observations that only the easternmost of the two parcels was irrigated. 
F. Using an ortho photo quad from 1974 and the grid system described in 
Appendix A to IDWR's Report Regarding Claim to Water Right No. 36-10283B, I 
estimated that five acres were irrigated with water delivered pursuant to this claim. 
/5{ 
DATED this ~ day of July, 1996. 
STEVE CLELLAND 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ;4f:. day of July, 1996. 
~~ 
Notary Public ~he State of Idaho 
Residing at: LS ~ 
My commission expires: Ie!). -5·~ 
AFFIDA VIT OF STEVE CLELLAND REGARDING CLAIM NO. 36-10283B, Page 3 
MKiH(JflLMED 
DEC 5 1996 
ALAN G. LANCE 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
CUVE J. STRONG 
Deputy Attorney General 
\ ) 
Chief, Natural Resources Division 
BRENT KING 
CHARLES L. HONSINGER 
Deputy Attorneys General 
Department of Water Resources 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0098 
Telephone: (208)327-5458 
Fax: (208)327-5400 
) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Subcase No. 36-10283B 
AFFIDAVIT OF HELEN 
THORNTON REGARDING 
CLAIM NO. 36-10283B 
I, HELEN L. HARRINGTON-TIIORNTON, being fIrst duly sworn on oath, depose 
and state as follows: 
1. I am currently a Hydrogeologist with the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources (IDWR). At the relevant time for purposes of this affidavit, I was employed as a 
Senior Water Resource Agent with IDWR. 
2. My work address is Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR), 
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Orchard, Boise, ID 83706. I reside in Boise, Idaho. 
3. My educational background and work history both outside and within IDWR 
are detailed in my Affidavit of Helen Thornton as to the Investigation of Claims in the 
Hagennan Area. 
4. As part of my duties as a senior water agent, I investigated the acreage 
claimed as irrigated pursuant to claim 00. 36-10283B. The pertinent details of that 
investigation are as follows: 
A. On July 24, 1990, IDWR water agent Steve Clelland and I conducted a field 
examination for the purpose of detennining the irrigated acreage claimed pursuant to 
claim no. 36-10283B. 
B. During that field examination, I observed that water pursuant to this claim was 
applied to the place of use solely by means of flood irrigation. 
C. During the field examination, I observed that there were two parcels of land 
within the area claimed as irrigated. I observed that the parcel above and west of the 
Padgett ditch was not irrigated as no system was in place that could deliver water to 
the parceL I observed that the parcel below and east of the ditch was irrigated. 
However, I also observed that a hill within the parcel below and east of the ditch was 
not irrigated and was uoirrigable as no system was in place to deliver water to the 
hill. 
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DATED this )4::: day of June, 1996. 
sMA.~ 
. HELEN L. HARRIN ON-TIIORmON 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this j:;r-day O~1996. 
~$~' No~ Publi~te 0 
Resldmg at: ~~;p..~ttC.....--=::::::"'::"":::~-;r-::;;;-:::;7 
My commission expires: 15:-/£  
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
ISB # 3198 
FILED'~~ -rA 
FEB· ? ~ t'\f~n9 : _, f . ~ J 
Clerk of the District Court 
Gooding County. Idaho 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
* * * * * * * * * 
LYNN 1. BABINGTON and KATHY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. V AN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
Ss: 
County of Twin Falls ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DR CHARLES E BROCKWAY, SR 
DR. CHARLES E. BROCKWA Y, SR., fIrst being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath 
as follows: 
1. I am a Professional Engineer and my Curriculum Vitae is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference. 
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2. am familiar with the Padgett Dit~ and have observed the concrete structure 
located on the rth side of Justice Grade Road adjacent to the Van HomiZingiber property. 
3. LynClif is required to provide a delivery means for Van HomlZingJ.lrer's .3 efs 
'gilt to the west boundary of the Van HomJZingiber property, a lined ditch with a 
bottom width 0 0.3 feet (3.6 inches) and a water depth of 0.2 feet (2.4 inches) will pass that flow 
with no seepag loss at the location of the original ditch. 
4, f LynClif is required to provide a delivery means for Van HomlZingiber's .3 cfs 
irrigation water . ght to the west boundary of the Van HomIZingiber property, a minimum four (4) 
inch diameter P C class 125 pipe will pass that flow with no seepage or evaporation Joss. . 
S. e use of either a lined ditch or Em' overland pipe will result in hydraulic 
efficiency, the nservation of water resources, and will prevent the wasting of water, as opposed 
. ed ditch. 
our affiant sayeth naught. 
DA this AA day of February, 2008. 
ED AND SWORN to before me this '1J) day of February, 2009. 
~FORIDAHO r::n::;:: ~ f?AM4.. 
Commission Expires: .::LO, 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the ~ day of February, 2009, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew 1. Waldera 
MOFF ATI TIIOMAS BARRETI 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
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(] Hand Deliver 
(] U.S. Mail 
( ~ Ovemight Courier 
(] Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
(] Email sk@moffatt com 
ajw@moffatt com 
Present title: 
Charles E. Brockway, P .E., Ph.D. 
Brockway Engineering 
2016 North Washington St. Suite 4 
Twin Falls, 10 83301 
(208) 736-8543 
(208) 736-8506 FAX 
E-mail: charles.e.brockway@brockwayeng.com 
Senior Member - Brockway Engineering P.L.L.C 
Formerly-Research Professor - Civil and Agricultural Engineering: Supervision of 
research conducted by the University Water Resources Research Institute and the 
College of Engineering at Kimberly, Idaho. Graduate student supervision and directed 
studies instruction in Water Management and Water Resources related subjects. 
Associate Director - Idaho Water Resources Research Institute 
Summary of education beyond high school: 
Institution, Degree, Year 
University of Idaho 1955-1959, B.S.-Civil Engineering, 1959 
California Institute of Technology 1959-1960, M.S. - Civil Engineering, 1960 
University of Colorado, Denver, Colorado, Management, 1963 
University of Denver; Denver, Colorado, Civil Engineering, 1964 
Utah State University, Ph.D.-Water Resources Engineering, 1977 
Number of years service on U of I faculty: 32 
Date of original appointment: 1965 
Dates of advancement in rank: 
Associate Research Professor: 1974 
Professor - 50% Agricultural Engineering, 50% Civil Engineering: 1978 
Subjects and courses taught: 
CE 500, CE 600, CE 502 
Summary of academic experience: 
University of Idaho - Research Professor-Civil and Agricultural Engineering, 1978 
University of Idaho - Associate Research Professor, Civil Engineering, 1974-1978 
University of Idaho - Assistant Research Professor, Civil Engineering, 1965-1974 
Boise College -Instructor in Engineering, 1961-1963 
Summary of other experience: 
Senior Member, Brockway Engineering P.L.L.C. Water Resources Engineering 
University of Idaho - USAID Pakistan Project on Irrigation Systems Management 
Research, 1984 
Hydraulic Research Engineer, 1963-1965 
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation - Boise, Idaho:..- Hydraulic Engineer, 1961-1963 
Converse Foundation Engineering, Inc. - Pasadena, California - Foundation Engineer, 
1960-1961 
.~ 
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California Institute of Technology - Pasadena, California - Assistant Project Engineer, 
U.S. Public Health Services Research Project, 1959-1960 
Partial Client List: 
Twin Falls Canal Company - Twin Falls, Idaho - Hydrology and water use 
North Side Canal Company - Jerome, Idaho - Hydrology and water use 
Micron Technology - Ground water and water supply 
J.R. Simplot Company - Land disposal of processing waste, water supply, water rights 
City of Twin Falls - Water supply and hydrology 
Idaho Trout Processors - Hydraulics and water supply 
Cedar Mesa Reservoir and Canal Co- Water Management Consultant 
Clear Springs Trout Company, Buhl, Idaho - Water supply and distribution systems 
Idaho Power Company, Boise, Idaho - Relationships of groundwater and surface water 
- Upper Snake River Basin - water right adjudication 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game - Evaluation of groundwater stream relationship for 
litigation - Parma vicinity 
Blaine County, Idaho - Waste disposal systems for high-density rural subdivisions 
City of Mountain Home, 10. Water Rights, hydrologic analysis 
Rinker Company, Long Beach, CA Hydrology, water rights 
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (was Maricopa County Water District) - Arizona Flood 
Study 
Office of Technology Assessment - U.S. Congress - Irrigation Distribution Systems 
U.S. Department of Justice -Indian Water Rights 
Montgomery Engineers - Ground water quality evaluations 
J.U.B. Engineers, Twin Falls, Idaho - Groundwater and hydraulics 
Amalgamated Sugar Company, Idaho - Hydrology and waste disposal 
Pioneer Irrigation District, Idaho Water rights and hydrology 
Aries Development Co. Subdivision water rights 
Eagle View Farms, Castleford ID-Water rights and irrigation system 
Rim View Trout Company, Wendell 10- Hydraulics 
Registered Professional Engineer: 
Idaho, Colorado and Washington 
Special Awards or Honors: 
Honorary Membership ASTM, 1959 
U.S. Army National Defense Transportation Award, 1958 
Distinguished Military Graduate - University of Idaho 
Top Ten Graduating Senior - University of Idaho, 1959 
No.2 in graduating class of 889, University of Idaho, 1959 
Representative of USBR Division of Research at 1963 intergovernmental Training 
Program, Denver, 1964 
Scholarship - University of Denver, Graduate School of Management, 1964 
National Science Foundation Fellowship - Utah State University, 1967-1968 
Award for Idaho, National Society of Professional 
Engineer of the Year, 1997 American Society of Agricultural Engineers 
Idaho Water Users Hall of Fame - 1998 
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Membership in professional and scholarly organizations: 
National Society of Professional Engineers, 1967- present 
Idaho Society of Professional Engineers, 1967- present: President 1978 
American Society of Civil Engineers -Irrigation & Drainage Division Committee 
Chairman: 
1.) Operation and Maintenance of Irrigation and Drainage Systems, 1975-
1981 
2.) Water Quality Committee, 1980-1984, Chairman 
3.) Task Committee on Guidelines for Erosion and Sediment Control in 
Irrigated Agriculture, 1980-1983, Chairman 
4.) Publications Committee, 1985-1992 
Research Society of America 
National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying, 1981-1991 
Idaho Board of Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors, 1981-1991, 
Chairman 
American Water Resources Association 
Offices held in such organizations: 
National Society of Professional Engineers 
Member- Young Engineers Committee, 1973-1974 
Chairman - Young Engineers Committee, 1975-1977 
Member- President's Committee on Board of Directors Organization, 1977 
Member - Registration and Qualification for Practice Committee, 1979-1981 
Chairman - Registration and Qualification for Practice Committee, 1982-1984 
Member - Participating Organizations Liaison Committee to NCEE, 1982-1984 
Idaho Society of Professional Engineers, President 1978 
President - Magic Valley Chapter, 1970-1971 
Member - State Ethical Practices Committee, 1966-1977 
Member - State Intersociety Relations Committee, 1968 
Member - State Nominating Committee, 1975-1976 
Member - Board of Directors, 1972-1973 
Member - Board of Directors, Past President Chairman - Nominating Committee 
1979 
State Director - Representative for Idaho NSPE, 1982-1983 
Nominating Committee for Idaho Board of Professional Engineers & Land 
Surveyors Member 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
Member - Operation and Maintenance of Distribution Systems Committee 
Irrigation and Drainage Division, 1975-1981 
Chairman - Irrigation and Drainage Division, Operations and Maintenance 
Committee, 1977-1979 
Member - Water Quality Committee, Irrigation and Drainage Division, 1980-1984 
Chairman - Water Quality Committee, Irrigation and Drainage Division, 1982-
1984 
Irrigated Agriculture, 1984 - Present 
Member - Publications Committee, 1985 - Present 
Corresponding Member - ASCE irrigation and Drainage Division Committee on 
Operation and Maintenance of I rrigation Systems 
63J 
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Reviewer - ASCE Irrigation and Drainage Division Committee on Publications 
Idaho Board of Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors Member, 1981 
Vice Chairman, 1983-1984 
Chairman, 1984-1986, 11990-1992 
National Council of Engineering Examiners 
Assistant Vice President, Western Zone 
Member, Professional Examinations Advisory Committee 
Member, Committee on Uniform Procedure and Legislative Guidelines, 1984 
Member, Communications and Publications Committee, 1983 
Member, Uniform Examinations and Qualifications Committee, 1984 -1986 
Member, Committee on Examination Policies and Procedures, 1987 - 1989 
Member, Advisory Committee on Council Activities, 1986-1987 
Assistant Vice President - Western Zone, 1986-1987 
Member, Fundamentals Examination Review Committee, 1986 1988 
Scholarly and creative activity: 
Research: 
Development of systems analysis procedures for optimization of irrigation system 
designs with enVironmental, physical, and social constrains. 
Evaluation of crop consumptive use, irrigation requirements, and methods of 
determining basin depletion from agricultural development 
Systems analysis of water use to develop mathematical methods for studying 
complex ground water-surface water systems - mathematical modeling of 
aquifers, 
Ground water quality and river system water quality evaluations for nutrient load 
determination and river system modeling. 
Development of guidelines for design of sediment removal facilities for on-farm 
and irrigation distribution system waste ways 
Evaluation of attainable impacts on water quality of irrigation return flows due to 
implementation of best management practices for sediment and nutrient control. 
Evaluation of alternate energy sources for irrigation and municipal needs in 
Idaho. 
Analysis of operation and maintenance cost of water distribution systems and 
determination of the relationship of costs to known physical and organizational 
parameters and water use efficiency. 
Evaluation of the economic potential for use of geothermal hot water and steam 
in Idaho, 
Study of the movement of water from canals to local water tables under saturated 
and partially saturated conditions. 
Studies of the mechanisms of microbial action, sedimentation and soil-water-
chemical interactions involved in natural sealing phenomenon in canals and 
reservoirs, 
Evaluation of irrigation management practices for sustained land disposal of 
geothermal fluids. 
Evaluation of practices and systems for controlling sediment and other pollutant 
losses from lands. 
to changes in recharge or 
withdrawal due to change in land use. 
Evaluation of procedures for estimating crop water requirements, 
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Development of cost effective procedures and equipment for measurement of 
irrigation diversions and power use in open and closed systems 
Community services and other relevant activities: 
Member - Intermountain District Church of the Nazarene; Camps Board -1976-1984, 
Board of Church Properties - 1976-1979 
Member and Vice President, Twin Falls Reformed Church Consistory 2000-Present 
Member - Twin Falls City Planning and Zoning Commission 12/1978-9/1979 
Member - College of Southern Idaho Geothermal Energy Commission 
Member - Governor's Committee on Energy Use - 1980-1981 
Member -Idaho Technical Advisory Committee for Sediment in Surface Water 
Chairman - Snake River Technical Advisory Committee -Idaho Legislative Council, 
1983-1985 
Advisor - Governor's Snake River Advisory Committee - 1985 
Member - Water Resources Foundation Board of Directors - 1985 
Chairman - Idaho Technical Committee of Hydrology 
Member - Idaho Department of Health & Welfare Sediment Citeria Committee 
Member - Snake Plain Advisory Committee of Idaho Department of Health & Welfare 
Member - Idaho Water Users Water Quality Committee - 1980 
Member - INEL Dose Evaluation and Risk Assessment Committee 
Member - Columbia River System Operations Review 
Member - Mid Snake River Nutrient Management Advisory Committee 
Member - Mid Snake River Irrigation Water Quality Coordination Committee 
Technical Advisor - Middle Snake River Committee 
Member - Liaison Committee, U.S. Geological Survey National Water Quality 
Assessment Program, Snake River Basin 
Member - Snake River Studies Committee, Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Member - City of Twin Falls Wellhead Protection Committee 
Member-Eastern Snake River Plain Groundwater Modeling Committee 
Publications: 
Brockway, C. E. 1964. Progress Report - Investigation of a Seepage Meter Designed by 
the Agricultural Research Service - Lower Cost Canal Lining Program, Bureau of 
Reclamation Hydraulic Branch HYD-529 
Brockway, C. E. 1964. Flow Resistance Coefficients of Three Sizes of Cast-in-Place 
Concrete Pipe. Bureau of Reclamation Hydraulic Branch, HYD-533, 1964 
Brockway, C. E. 1965. Investigation of the Effect of Turnout Geometry on the 
Registration Accuracy of a Propeller-Type Open Flowmeter Bureau of Reclamation, 
HYD-545, 1965 
Brockway, C.E. 1966. Groundwater Investigations and Canal Seepage Studies. 
Engineering Experiment Station, University of Idaho, Progress Report No.1, 1966. 
Bureau of Reclamation, HYD-574 
Worstell, RV and C.E. Brockway_ 1967. Estimating Seasonal Changes in Irrigation 
Canal Seepage. Presented at Spokane, Washington October 20, 1967. 
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Worstell, RV. and C. E. Brockway. 1967 Groundwater Investigations and Canal Seepage 
Studies. Engineering Experiment Station, University of Idaho, Progress Report No.2 
Bloomsburg, G.L. and C.E. Brockway. 1968. Movement of Water from Canals to 
Groundwater Tables. Research Technical Completion Report, Idaho Water Resources 
Institute. 
Worstell, RV. and C.E. Brockway. 1968. Field Evaluation of Seepage Measurement 
Methods. Presented at 2nd Seepage Symposium, Phoenix, Arizona February 1968. 
Bondurant, J.A, C.E. Brockway, and RV. Worstell. 1968. Plastic Casings for Soil Cores. 
Soil Science, Vol. 107 No.1 
Herbig, AE. and C.E. Brockway. 1970. Operations and Maintenance Costs of Irrigation 
Distribution Systems. Proceedings, National Irrigation Symposium, Lincoln, Nebraska 
Bondurant, J.A, C.E. Brockway and RV. Worstell. 1971. Systems Analysis of Irrigation 
Water Management in Eastern Idaho. Progress Report No.1, University of Idaho 
Engineering Experiment Station 
Brockway, C.E. 1971. What Does It Cost to Operate an Irrigation District? Proceedings, 
Fifth Regional Water Users' Conference, Bakersfield, California 
Bondurant, J.A, RV. Worstell, and C.E. Brockway. 1972. Water Resources 
Management in the Upper Snake River Valley. Proceedings, Irrigation & Drainage 
Division, Specialty Conference, ASCE, Spokane, Washington 
Nicholas, C. R, Warnick, and C. E. Brockway. 1972. Geothermal Water and Power 
Resources Exploration and Development for Idaho. Research Technical Completion 
Report, University of Idaho, Idaho Water Resources Research Institute, Moscow, 10 
Brockway, C.E. 1972. Estimating Irrigation Distribution System Operation and 
Maintenance Costs. Paper presented and the Annual Meeting, Pacific Northwest 
Region ASAE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, October 10-12, 1972. 
Bondurant, J.A, RV. Worstell, and C.E. Brockway. 1973. Implications of Changes in 
Water Management in the Upper Snake River Basin. Paper presented at the ASCE 
Water Resources Conference, Washington, D.C., January, 1973 
Brockway, C. E. 1973. Investigation of Natural Sealing Effects in Irrigation Canals, 
Research Technical Completion Report, Project A-023-IDA, Idaho Water Resources 
Research Institute 
Reese, D.L. and C.E. Brokcway. Operation and Maintenance Cost on Irrigation, 
De Sonneville, Jos L.J. and C.E. Brockway. 1973. Systems Analysis of Irrigation Water 
Management in Eastern Idaho. Research Technical Completion Report, Project B-018-
IDA, University of Idaho, Idaho Water Resources Research Institute, Moscow, 10. 
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Reese, David L., H. F. Mayland, and C. E. Brockway. 1973. Alternative Methods of 
Estimating Snow Water Parameters. Water Resources Research, Vol. 9 NO.5 
Bondurant, J.A and C. E. Brockway. 1974. Operation and Maintenance Cost on Irrigation 
Distribution Systems. Proceedings, Vilith International Congress of Agricultural 
Engineering, Flevohof, Netherlands 
Bondurant, J.A and C. E. Brockway. 1974. Sediment Ponds Clean Irrigation Runoff 
Water. Idaho Farmer. 
Brockway, C. E. 1974. Water Resources of the Upper Snake River Basin, Proceedings, 
National Environmental Research Park Symposium, Idaho Fails, Idaho. 
Watts, F.J., C.E. Brockway, and AE. Oliver. 1974. Analyses and Design of Settling 
Basins for Irrigation Return Flow. Research Technical Completion Report, Project A-042-
IDA, University of Idaho, Idaho Water Resources Research Institute, Moscow, 10 
Warnick, C. and C.E. Brockway. 1974 Hydrology Support Study, A Case Study of 
Federal Expenditures on a water and Related Land Resource Project. Boise Project, 
Idaho and Oregon Project C-4202. University of Idaho, Idaho Water Resources 
Research Institute, Moscow, 10. 
Brockway, C.E. 1975. Energy Plant Siting Position Paper, Idaho Society of Professional 
Engineers February, 1975 (Member of Committee on Energy Plant Siting). 
Bondurant, J.A, M.J. Brown, and C.E. Brockway. 1975 Some Aspects of Sedimentation 
Pond Design. Proceedings, National Symposium on Urban Hydrology and Sediment 
Control, Lexington, Kentucky 
Brockway, C.E. 1975. Issues Involved in Peoples Choices in Resources-Water. Idaho 
Academy of Science, Caldwell, 10. 
Brockway, C.E. 1975. Science in Idaho's Future, Idaho Academy of Science, Panel 
Symposium 
Claiborn, B.A and C.E. Brockway. 1975. Impact of Changes in Irrigation Water 
Management in Eastern Idaho. Research Technical Completion Report, Project A-040-
IDA, University of Idaho, Idaho Water Resources Research Institute, Moscow, 10. 
Bondurant J.A, C. E. Brockway, and M.J. Borwn. 1976. Characterizing Irrigation Return 
Flow Streams. ih U.S. Technical Conference and 10th ICID Congress. 
Brockway, C.E. 1977. Vegetative Buffer Strips for Sediment Retention in Irrigation 
Runoff. Proceedings, ASCE irrigation and Drainage Division Specialty Conference on 
Brockway, C.E. 1977. Sediment Ponds for Irrigation Return Flow and Potato Fresh Pack 
Effluent. Research Technical Completion Report, Project A-042-IDA University of Idaho, 
Idaho Water Resources Research Institute, Moscow, 10. 
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Fitzsimmons, D.W., G.C. Lewis, J.R Busch, G.M. McMaster and C.W. Berg. 1977. On-
Farm Methods for Controlling Sediment and Nutrient Losses. Proceedings, National 
Conference on Irrigation Return Flow Quality Management, Fort Collins, Colorado. 
Brockway, C.E. 1977. Investigation of Natural Sealing Effects in Irrigation Canals. Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Utah State University. 
Brockway, C.E. and K.P. Grover. 1977. Water Management and Groundwater in the 
Henry's Fork-Upper Snake River Basin of Idaho. Research Technical Completion 
Report, ASCE Henry's Fork Project, Idaho Water Resources Research Institute. 
Bondurant, J.A., M.J. Brown and C.E. Brockway. 1977. Predicting Irrigation Return Flow 
Rates. ASAE-SW-192. 
Claiborn, Brent and C.E. Brockway. 1977. Predicting Attainable Irrigation Efficiencies. 
ASCE. 
Grover, K.P. and C.E. Brockway. 1978. Evaluation of Urbanization and Changes in Land 
Use on the Water Resources of Mountain Valleys. Research Technical Completion 
Report. Project B-038-IDA. University of Idaho, Idaho Water Resources Research 
Institute, Moscow, 10. 
Robbins, C.W. and C.E. Brockway. 1978. Irrigation Water Salt concentration Influences 
on Sediment Removal by Ponds. Soil Sci. Soc. Am. J. 42:478-481. 
Longley, T.S., C.E. Brockway, and E.C. Larsen. 1978. Low Energy Sprinkler Equipment. 
ASAE Annual Meeting, Spokane, Washington. PN-78-406. 
Brockway, C.E. 1978. Systems Analysis of Irrigation Water Use in Eastern Idaho. 
OWRT. 
Brockway, C.E. 1978. Alternative Irrigation Systems for Flood Damaged Irrigation Lands 
Below Teton Dam. Research Technical Completion Report, Idaho Water Resources 
Research Institute. 
Busch, J.R, R.G. Allen and C.E. Brockway. 1978. Irrigation Rehabilitation Plans in the 
Teton Flood Area. ASCE Convention and Exposition, Chicago, Illinois. 
Allen, RG., J.R Busch, and C.E. Brockway. 1979. Optimal Irrigation Systems Subject to 
Available Resources Constrains. IX Congress CIGR 1979. 
Brockway, C. E. 1979. Relationship of Costs and Water-Use Efficiency for Irrigation 
Projects in Idaho. Research Technical Completion Report, University of Idaho, Idaho 
Water Resources Research Institute, Moscow, 10. 
Brockway, C.E. 1979. Effects of Changing Irrigation Efficiencies on Water 
ASCE irrigation and Drainage Division Specialty Conference. Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
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Brockway, C.E. 1979. Snake Plain Aquifer Model Studies. Idaho's Water, September 
1979. Vol. 6 NO.4 
Brockway, C.E., editor. 1980. Manual on Operation and Maintenance of Irrigation and 
Drainage Districts, American Society of Civil Engineers, prepared by Committee on 
Operation and Maintenance of Irrigation and Drainage Division. 
Allen, RG. and C.E. Brockway. 1980. Problems in Developing and Applying an Optimal 
Irrigation Plan. ASCE Journal of the Water Resources Planning and Management 
Division, Vol. 106 No. WR 1. 
Mayland, H.F. and C.E. Brockway. 1980. Frequency Analysis of Western Snow Data. 
Proceedings. 1980 ASCE Watershed Management Symposium. Boise, Idaho. 
Robinson, C.W. and C.E. Brockway. 1980. Vegetal Filters for Controlling Sediment in 
Irrigation Return Runoff. Proceedings. 1980 ASCE Irrigation and Drainage Division 
Specialty Conference. Boise, Idaho. 
Busch, J.R and C.E. Brockway. 1980. Systems Approach to Irrigation Planning 
Research. 1980 ASCE Irrigation and Drainage Specialty Conference, Boise, Idaho. 
Brown, M.J., C.E. Brockway, and J.A. Bondurant. 1981. Ponding Surface Drainage 
Water for Sediment and Phosphorus Removal. Transactions ASAE, Vol. 24, NO.6 pp. 
1478-1481. 
Brockway, C.E. and RG. Allen. 1982 Impact of the Energy Crisis on Irrigation and 
Drainage, Part IV: System Design and Management Practices to Reduce Energy 
Requirements and Consumption. Paper Presented at the 9th Congress of the 
International Committee on Irrigation and Drainage, National Conference. Jackson, 
Mississippi. 
Everts, Chris and C.E. Brockway. 1982. Reducing Soil Losses with Filter Strips. Current 
Information Series No. 587 University of Idaho College of Agriculture. January 1982. 
Luttrell, S.P. and C.E. Brockway. 1982 Impacts of Individual On-Site Sewage Disposal 
Facilities on Mountain Valleys - Phase I. Research Technical Completion Report. 
University of Idaho, Idaho Water Resources Research Institute, Moscow, 10. 
Wells, R, C.E. Brockway, and J.R Busch. 1983. Management, Maintenance and 
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
ISB # 3198 
!rlm\LynClif\decl reliefuum judlL aff.Babington _water 
FILED P: .. 
Clerk of the District Court 
Gooding County, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
* * * * * * * * * 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAJvl G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Ss: 
County of Gooding ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
I YNN I BABINGIDN 
LYNN J. BABINGTON, fIrst being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows: 
1. I am one of the Plaintiffs in this action 
L.L.C. 
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2. I am familiar with the Padgett Ditch diversion point l~ on BiJlingslcy Creek, 
and am familiar with the length of the Padgett Ditch running between Billingsley Creek and the 
Defendants' property. 
3. The length of the PadgettDttcb between its point of diversion on Billingsley Creek 
to the concrete structure on the north side of the Justice Grade Road is approximately six hundred 
thirty (630) lineal feet. The ditch varies in width from four to twelve feet wide and varies in depth 
from six to fifteen inches deep. 
4. LynCUf is willing to absorb any portion of the conveyance loss attributable to the 
Van HomIZingiber's water right for that segment of the Padgett Ditch by providing an orifice in 
the concrete structure located on the north side of Justice Grade Road that will deliver a 
continuous flow of .3 ctB during the irrigation season to the Van HomlZ1nglberproperty. 
5. If the court determines that Van HomIZingiber bas a legal right to have its .3 cfs of 
irrigation water delivered to its pond location at the bottom (west) end of its property, LynClif will 
instal] a lined ditch consistent with specifications prepared by Dr. Charles E. Brockway. Sr. 
According to Dr. Brockway. there wiIJ be no seepage loss in the lined ditch. 
6. As an alternative, and at the option of Van HomIZingiber, LynCHf will provide 
sufficient four (4) inch diameter schedule 125 PVC pipe which may be laid across the surface of 
th" ground running from the aforementioned ccmc:rctc ~ to the pond located on the Van 
HomlZinaiber property. Aceording to Dr. Brockway, such a pipe would preclude any seepage loss 
or evaporation 1081 which would aJlow Van HomIZingiber to receive .3 c& of its irrigation right 
during the irrigation season at the bottom (west) end of its property. 
Further, your affiant sayeth nauaht. 
DATED this J..:L. day of February, 2008. ~~/J/ L. /LYNNr~~ 
SUBSCRIBED ~·SWORN to before me this / 9' day ofFebnJary, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the Q....b day of February, 2009, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew J. Waldera 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
AFFIDAVIT OF LYNN J. BABINGTON - 3 
[ ] 
[ ] [....y-
[ ] 
[ ] 
Hand Deliver 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
Email sJc@moffatt com 
~ 
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
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Attorneys for Defendants William O. Van Hom 
and Zingiber Investment, LLC 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing 
business as L YNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
WILLIAM G. V AN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited liability company; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENTRE: CARRIAGE WATER 
COME NOW William G. Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC (collectively 
"Zingiber"), by and through undersigned counsel pursuant to 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: CARRIAGE WATER - 1 
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Procedure 56(c), and hereby submit this "Response" in opposition to the Plaintiffs' ("LynClif") 
Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Carriage Water ("Motion") and the corresponding 
Memorandum in Support ("Memorandum"), both dated February 20,2009. 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
Given the parties extensive prior briefing in this matter, including previous cross 
motions for summary judgment, and Zingiber's Rule II(a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration 
(subsequently converted to a Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment), the Court is well 
aware of the factual background of this matter.] For purposes of LynClif's present Motion, the 
focus of these proceedings is the decisions reached in the Court's Orders On: 1. Defendants' 
Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) Motion for Reconsideration, or in the alternative, Defendants' Request to 
Convert 11 (a)(2)(B) Motion to a Rule 59 Motion to Alter or Amend; 2. Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Strike; 3. Plaintiffs' Motion for Sanctions; 4. Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs, Disbursements, 
and Attorney's Fees; and 5. Clarification of Stay Order ("Orders"), filed on or about 
November 26,2008. It is these Orders in which the Court stated its need to hold an evidentiary 
hearing for purposes of protecting the integrity of Zingiber' s water right, as well as its separate 
Padgett Ditch ditch rights in light of LynClif's proposed pipeline project. In short, LynClif's 
present Motion seeks to obviate the need for the aforementioned evidentiary hearing by 
] For the sake of completeness, however, and to the extent the Court wishes to undertake 
a more thorough review of the procedural and substantive history of this matter, Zingiber hereby 
refers to, and incorporates by reference herein, its: (1) Memorandum in Support of Defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment, filed on or about June 9,2008; (2) Defendants' Memorandum in 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, filed on or about June 24,2008; 
(3) Zingiber's Reply in Support of Summary Judgment, filed on or about July 1, 2008; 
(4) Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, filed on or about September 26, 
2008. 
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presenting the Court with various options which LynClifviews as protective of Zingiber's Court-
acknowledged water and ditch rights. 
In short, the Court's Orders reached the following conclusions particularly 
pertinent to this matter: 
• "Thus, this Court determines that the historical location of [Padgett Ditch] 
is where it existed in 2006 immediately before Van Hom unilaterally 
changed the location of the ditch." (Orders at 15); 
• "Van Hom cannot 'increase' or enhance his (or Zingiber's) rights and at 
the same time impose greater burdens on LynClifby unilaterally moving 
the ditch. Thus, the issues presented must be viewed in context of the 
ditch as it existed in 2006 before Van Hom moved it." (Orders at 16); 
• "This Court agrees that VanHorn has a separate property right in the form 
of a ditch right, i.e., LynClif must leave the surface ditch in tact (sic)." 
(Orders at 16); 
• "[After LynClif constructs its pipeline], LynClifmust restore the open 
ditch in its condition as it existed immediately prior to the piping. This 
will protect Van Hom's ditch right." (Orders at 16-17); 
• "Thus, this Court recognizes that Van Hom has an irrigation right 
of 0.3 cfs (presumably measured from the point of diversion into Padgett 
Ditch at Billingsley Creek) that flows through at least some portion of 
Padgett Ditch (as it existed in 2006) on Van Hom's property before it is 
removed from Padgett Ditch and applied as irrigation water to Van Hom's 
property." (Orders at 18); 
• "Additionally, this Court recognizes that it may be necessary for Van Hom 
to change his irrigation practices if LynClif s water right is diverted 
through a buried pipe because the full amount of LynClifs water will no 
longer be in Padgett Ditch as it flows through Van Hom's property. 
However, this is not the type of 'injury' which would prevent LynClif 
from piping the ditch, so long as sufficient carriage water is left in Padgett 
Ditch for Van Hom to receive his irrigation right." (Orders at 18); 
• "[B]oth parties have legal rights." (Orders at 18); 
• "In other words, Van Hom can neither increase his property rights nor 
to LynClifs water right and separate ditch right by Van 
locates the ditch or how he chooses to irrigate." (Orders at 18); 
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• "Thus, this Court must hold a hearing to take evidence and both determine 
the amount of carriage water needed to maintain Van Hom's irrigation 
water right into the 2006 location of the Padgett Ditch to the point where it 
was taken from the ditch, and to ascertain how much carriage water each 
party must be charged with and how IDWR can administer this." (Orders 
at 20); and 
• "LynClif will be required to install a measuring device at their place of 
diversion to the pipe to enable IDWR to regulate and administer the 
separate rights ... This expense would be LynClifs because they are 
changing the status quo." (Orders at 20). 
In response, LynClifs Motion states that it is willing to protect Zingiber's well-
settled and separate water and ditch rights in whichever of the following proposed options the 
Court directs: 
• Through the "designed modifications to the concrete structure on the north 
side of Justice Grade Road," which modifications include "an orifice that 
will allow Zingiber's entire flow of 0.3 cfs to be diverted into either a 
lined ditch or pipeline." (Memorandum at 4); 
• "LynClif is prepared to install a lined ditch in the location of Padgett Ditch 
as it existed in 2006 ... The ditch would be installed in accordance with 
the design specifications articulated by Dr. Charles Brockway Sr. in his 
Affidavit. According to Dr. Brockway, a lined ditch that measures 3.6 
inches wide at the bottom with a water depth of 2.4 inches will carry all of 
the Zingiber water right." (Memorandum at 5); and 
• "As an alternative, and at the discretion of Zingiber, LynClif is prepared to 
provide Zingiber with a four-inch schedule 125 PVC pipe which can be 
laid on the surface of the ground to allow delivery of Zingiber's water to 
its pond." (Memorandum at 6). 
In an effort to circumvent the Court's requested evidentiary hearing, LynClifhas 
cloaked various settlement proposals in the guise of a Motion for Summary Judgment. However, 
LynClifs proposals do not restore the 2006 status quo, or comport with this Courts Orders, filed 
on November 26,2008. For these reasons alone, and for the others discussed below, LynClifs 
Motion should be denied on the that it does not 
well-settled and separate water and ditch rights. 
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II. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Summary Judgment Standard 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56 provides that summary judgment is proper if the 
pleadings, depositions, admissions on file, and affidavits show there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Generally, the 
facts should be construed in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party. Brown v. Caldwell 
Sch. Dist., 127 Idaho 112,115,898 P.2d 43,46 (1995). 
In Badelt v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P.2d 126, 127 (1988), the Idaho 
Supreme Court adopted the summary judgment standard announced by the United States 
Supreme Court in Celotex v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986). Thus, under Idaho law, "[t]he 
moving party is entitled to judgment when the nonmoving party fails to make a showing 
sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on which that 
party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Badelt, 115 Idaho at 102, 765 P.2d at 127. As the 
court stated in Jarman v. Hale, 122 Idaho 952,842 P.2d 288 (Ct. App. 1992): 
A party opposing a motion for summary judgment has the burden 
of presenting sufficient evidence to establish a triable issue which 
arises from the facts, and a genuine issue of fact is not created by a 
mere scintilla of evidence ... Summary judgment is proper if the 
evidence before the court on the motion would warrant a directed 
verdict if the case were to go [to] trial. Id. Further, a nonmoving 
party's failure to make a showing sufficient to establish the 
existence of an element essential to that party's case, on which that 
party will bear the burden of proof at trial, requires the entry of 
summary judgment. Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, supra; see also 
LR.C.P.56(c). "In such a situation, there can be no 'genuine issue 
as to any material fact,' since a complete failure of proof 
concerning an essential element of the nonmoving party's case 
necessarily renders all other facts immaterial." Celotex Corp. v. 
106 S.Ct. at 2552. 
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Jarman, 122 Idaho at 955-56,842 P.2d at 291-92 (citation omitted), overruled on other grounds 
by Puckett v. Verska, 144 Idaho 161, 158 P.3d 937 (2007). See also, Nelson v. Anderson Lumber 
Co., 140 Idaho 702, 707, 99 P.3d 1092, 1097 (Ct. App. 2004). ("The language and reasoning of 
Celotex ha[ve] been adopted in Idaho."); Nelson v. City of Rupert, 128 Idaho 199,202,911 P.2d 
1111,1114 (1996); Olsen v. J. A. Freeman Co., 117 Idaho 706, 720-21, 791 P.2d 1285, 1299-
1300 (1990); Garzee v. Barkley, 121 Idaho 771, 774, 828 P.2d 334,337 (Ct. App. 1992). 
In opposing a motion for summary judgment, '" a mere scintilla of evidence or 
slight doubt as to facts' is not sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of summary 
judgment." See Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84,996 P.2d 303, 
307 (2000), citing Harpole v. State, 131 Idaho 437, 439, 958 P.2d 594,596 (1998). The 
nonmoving party "must respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts showing 
there is a genuine issue for trial." Id., citing Tuttle v. Sudenga Indus., Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 150, 
868 P.2d 473, 478 (1994). 
B. The Law Of The Case Dictates That The 2006 Location And Configuration 
Of Padgett Ditch Serves As The Status Quo--The Context In Which This 
Matter Must Be Viewed And Reviewed 
1. Law Of The Case And This Court's Holdings To Date 
Though primarily a doctrine addressing the continuity of precedent in successive 
appeals, somewhat akin to the doctrine of stare decisis, the "law of the case" doctrine provides 
that "the decision on an issue of law made at one stage of a proceeding becomes precedent to be 
followed in successive stages of the same litigation." See, e.g., Swanson v. Swanson, 134 Idaho 
512,516 (2000); accord Black's Law Dictionary, Second Pocket Edition (2001) (which defines 
"Law of the Case" as: "An earlier decision giving rise to the application ofthis doctrine," and 
also refers to the "Law of the Trial" doctrine; defined as: "A legal theory or court ruling that is 
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not objected to and is used or relied on in a trial."). This "law ofthe case" concept should, by 
analogy, apply equally here for purposes of considering LynClif's Motion given LynClif's 
failure to object to any of the Court's express holdings to date. This Court's Orders, dated 
November 26, 2008, provide the context in which these summary judgment proceedings must be 
viewed, and LynClifhas never taken exception to that context. 
As discussed in Section I, supra, this Court has decided, among other things, that: 
(1) the historical location of Padgett Ditch for purposes of these proceedings is where the ditch 
existed on the Zingiber property in 2006; and (2) the issues presented "must be viewed in the 
context of the ditch as it existed in 2006." Orders at 16 (emphasis added). Consequently, the 
scope of the Zingiber water and ditch rights that this Court recognizes it must protect is defined 
by the 2006 location and configuration of Padgett Ditch, as well as the means and methods of 
irrigation ofthe Zingiber property in place at that time. As the Court noted in its November 26, 
2008 Orders, LynClifis now the one seeking to change the status quo via its pipeline-related 
modification of Padgett Ditch flows. Orders at 20. Consequently, LynClifis only permitted to 
do so by "restor[ingJ the open ditch in its condition as it existed [in 2006]. !d. at 16-17 
(emphasis added). 
Stated differently, the present law of this case, the baseline for consideration of 
LynClif's Motion, is the location and configuration of Padgett Ditch "as it existed" in 2006. This 
case is no longer concerned with whatever modifications Zingiber may have made to the ditch 
in 2006. Instead, this case is about the modifications and alteration of the status quo that LynClif 
seeks to undertake, and the steps that LynClifmust take pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-
1207, and this Court's Orders, in order to make the modifications it seeks. See also, Savage 
Lateral Ditch Users Ass 'n v. Pulley, 135 Idaho 237 (1993) (which expressly recognized the 
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propriety of the protection of one's "ditch rights" through the restoration of the preexisting ditch 
(location and configuration), rather than an alternative replacement). 
In short, Zingiber possesses a water right for delivery through Padgett Ditch. 
Correspondingly, Zingiber possesses a separate ditch right to Padgett Ditch. Zingiber's Padgett 
Ditch ditch rights are not a lined ditch 3.6 inches wide at the bottom with a water depth of2.4 
inches, nor a four-inch diameter PVC pipe lying on the surface of the ground. Neither of these 
LynClif-proposed facilities equate to a ditch right in Padgett Ditch as it existed in 2006, and 
neither of these proposed facilities "restore the open ditch in its condition as it existed." Orders 
at 16-17. Instead, the LynClif-proposed facilities spell the elimination of the segment of Padgett 
Ditch that has traversed the Zingiber property since 1881-the removal and obliteration of a 
ditch that LynClif most certainly did not receive the requisite prior written permission of an 
equally vested, and downstream, co-owner water user of that ditch to perform. See I.C. § 42-
1207. 
In sum, LynClifs lined ditch and alternative PVC pipeline proposals are not the 
restoration or replacement of Padgett Ditch as it existed on the Zingiber property. Instead, the 
proposals call for the construction of an entirely new spur ditch or lateral off of Padgett Ditch 
which has never before existed, and which could never be confused with the former Padgett 
Ditch. Zingiber's preexisting "ditch right" is a "Padgett Ditch" ditch right, not a "Zingiber 
Lateral" ditch right. 
In its November 26,2008 Orders, the Court expressly held that Zingiber cannot 
increase or enhance its rights and at the same time impose greater burdens on LynClifby 
unilaterally moving the ditch. Orders at 16. The Court then restated this maxim in relation to 
LynClifs separate water and ditch rights: 
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In other words, VanHorn can neither increase his property rights 
nor create injury to LynClif's water right and separate ditch right 
by Van Hom's unilateral decision and conduct-whether it be 
where Van Hom locates the ditch or how he chooses to irrigate. 
Id. at 18. In this matter, and with respect to LynClif's proposed Padgett Ditch modifications, the 
converse is equally true. In other words, LynClif can neither increase its property rights nor 
create injury to Zingiber's water right and separate ditch right by LynClif's proposed conduct-
whether it be LynClif's piping of the ditch, or how it chooses to irrigate. After all, "both parties 
have legal rights." Orders at 18. 
The Court has already held that Zingiber has a separate property right in the fonn 
of a ditch right, and that, consequently, LynClif must leave the surface ditch intact. Orders at 16. 
Therefore, LynClif cannot modify Padgett Ditch in a manner which increases its property rights 
to the detriment of those of Zingiber. This is particularly true where Zingiber's 1881 water right 
is extremely senior to LynClif's 10 cfs aquaculture right dating from 1979. 
2. The Proposals Set Forth In LynClif's Motion Fail To Preserve The 
Status Quo 
As discussed above, the status quo prior to LynClif's proposed modification of 
Padgett Ditch was the location and configuration of the ditch that existed in 2006. This status 
quo was neither a lined lateral measuring 3.6 inches wide at the bottom with a water depth of2.4 
inches, nor a four-inch PVC pipeline laying on the surface of the ground. See Affidavit of 
William O. Van Hom in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment (dated June 6, 
2008) at ~ 5 and at Ex. 3 (describing and depicting the location and configuration of Padgett 
Ditch in 2006). At the very least, that 2006 ditch was an earthen ditch. While LynClif 
undoubtedly views its proposals as more than reasonable, the proposals do not represent or 
replicate Zingiber's 2006 Padgett Ditch ditch right. Moreover, LynClif's proposals, in many 
65,3 
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respects, increase burdens/create conditions that never before existed (i.e., the proposals 
impennissibly represent the imposition of additional burdens upon Zingiber through the 
improper increase or enhancement of LynClif s purported rights). 
For example, and with respect to LynClifs "lined ditch" proposal, while LynClif 
fails to identify the proposed liner material, presumably the liner would be a rigid material such 
as concrete. Regardless, a rigid lined ditch would require proper sub grade preparation to both 
shape and grade the ditch. See Affidavit of Paul Drury ("Drury Aff.") at ~ 5. Rigid liner 
materials present various maintenance burdens not associated with larger earthen ditches such as: 
susceptibility to frost heaving; freeze/thaw cycle cracking; joint failure and leaking; water flow 
impedance from wind blown debris and vegetation encroaching upon the ditch; and 
cracking/deterioration from being trampled by heavy stock (such as Zingiber's cattle). Id. Soft 
lined ditches are subject to puncture; material degradation over time; and cannot withstand 
trampling by stock. Consequently, and in many respects, lined ditches, whether rigid or soft, are 
much more labor intensive to maintain than an earthen ditch. Id. Additionally, the lined ditch 
configuration/cross-section proposed by Dr. Brockway is not adequate to convey Zingiber's 
decreed water right to the pond in the 2006 alignment of the ditch. !d. at Ex. B. The Brockway 
design fails to account for flow depth and rate across the flattest part of the 2006 ditch alignment 
with adequate freeboard. Id. Preparation of the ditch sub grade will also likely require 
excavation and/or fill to obtain a unifonn slope. Id. 
Likewise, LynClifs PVC pipeline alternative is in many ways inferior to, and 
much more labor intensive than, an earthen ditch such as Padgett Ditch. For example, PVC pipe: 
degrades when exposed to sunlight; cannot withstand the trampling of stock; is highly 
susceptible to fouling/clogging by debris, moss, and silt (particularly a four-inch diameter pipe); 
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requires clean outs at changes in direction or changes in grade; joints easily separate due to the 
pipe's flexibility (particularly when exposed to, and influenced by, stock grazing and movement 
activities); and laying the pipe on the ground surface still requires proper sub grade preparation 
in order to maintain a uniform and workable slope. Drury Aff. at ~ 5. PVC piping, particularly 
on the ground surface, is also undoubtedly less aesthetically pleasing. Of additional concern is 
the fact that the proposed four-inch PVC pipeline is the absolute minimum diameter of pipe 
necessary to convey 0.3 cfs. Id. at Ex. B. The Brockway design builds in no extra capacity as a 
margin of safety, and does not account for increased flow rates which will occur should the 
design modifications outlined in the Affidavit of Stephen N. Thompson take place. Id. 
In addition to the facts that LynC1if's Padgett Ditch replacement proposals do not 
preserve Zingiber's Padgett Ditch-based ditch rights, and that the proposals impermissibly 
increase the burdens imposed upon Zingiber and its property, LynClif also states that "If 
Zingiber desires to bury the pipe in the ground at its own expense, that is a decision that it can 
make." Memorandum at 6. Apparently, LynClifhas lost sight of the fact that it is now the one 
seeking to alter the status quo (the location, configuration, and water flow of the 2006 
configuration of Padgett Ditch). Consequently, LynClif is obligated to make its modifications in 
a manner that does not increase the burdens or expense upon Zingiber. See I.C. § 42-1207; see 
also, Orders at 16-20, and Savage Lateral Ditch Users Ass 'n, supra. Stated differently, LynClif 
must pay its own way for the privilege of modifying Padgett Ditch and altering the status quo; 
LynClif cannot increase or enhance its rights and at the same time "impose greater burdens on" 
Zingiber by piping Padgett Ditch. Orders at 16 and 18. Even if the PVC piping proposal 
represented the adequate restoration of Zingiber's Padgett Ditch ditch rights-which it does 
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not-LynClifwould bear any and all costs associated with burying the pipe as it is the party 
seeking to alter the status quo. 
Though LynClif does not expressly so state, its citations to Idaho Code 
Sections 42-1203 and 18-4302, as well as to Mountain Home Irr. Dist. v. Duffy, 79 Idaho 435 
(1957), strongly suggest that LynClif contends that protecting Zingiber's Padgett Ditch ditch 
rights, as this Court is requiring LynClifto do, will promote the impermissible "waste" of water. 
Memorandum at 3-4. This suggestion is further bolstered by the assertions that each of 
LynClifs proposed alternatives (a lined ditch 3.6 inches wide at the bottom or a four-inch PVC 
pipeline) would minimize, if not eradicate, seepage and/or evaporative losses. Memorandum at 
5-6.2 
LynClif's implied argument erroneously presumes that carriage water represents 
an unnecessary or impermissible waste of water. Zingiber is not aware of any legal authority 
that so holds, and LynClifs Memorandum cites to no such authority. Instead, carriage water is 
that water reasonably necessary to facilitate the recognized beneficial use of the underlying water 
right, and its necessity is duly recognized. See, e.g., Hidden Springs Trout Ranch v. Hagerman 
Water Users. Inc., 101 Idaho 677, 681 (1980) ("The rule instead has been that some loss of water 
through seepage or evaporation is considered a prerogative of the appropriator, so long as the 
loss is reasonable."); IDAPA 37.03.02035.03(c) ("Conveyance losses of water from the point of 
diversion to the place of use which are determined by actual measurement may be allowed by the 
2 LynClif and its affiants fail to note that seepage losses from a lined ditch can 
approximate that of an unlined ditch if cracks and other discontinuities allow water to saturate 
the underside of the lining. Drury Aff. at Ex. B. The cracks that will most assuredly develop 
through freeze/thaw cycling and thermal expansion during the summer will result in syepage 
losses from the proposed lined ditch. Id. These conditi will further e acerbated by 
. Zin$iber: s ttl. Drury . 'at 5. 
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director if the loss is detennined by the director to be reasonable."); and SRBA Partial Decree for 
Water Right No. 36-10283A, attached as Exhibit A to the Supplemental Affidavit of Andrew J. 
Waldera ("Waldera Aff.") (which expressly provides that "0.22 cfs of the unsubordinated portion 
of this right is limited to use for conveyance losses in delivery of this right. "). 
In sum, carriage water (that water used to facilitate water delivery via the 
mitigation of conveyance losses), is not so much a separate category of water as it is a necessary 
extension of the ultimate beneficial use (irrigation and stock watering in this instance). If 
anything, carriage water, provided that it is reasonable, is a beneficial use of water; not the 
"wasting and useless discharge and running away of water," or the "willful or wanton waste" of 
water admonished in Idaho Code Sections 42-1203 and 18-4302.3 
LynClif also contends that it is "of additional importance" for the Court to 
consider the "historical method of irrigation of the Zingiber property." Memorandum at 5. 
LynCIif cites to the Affidavits of Steve Clelland and Helen Harrington-Thornton in support of 
the proposition that the Zingiber property was flood, as opposed to pump and sprinkler, irrigated 
as late as 1990. Memorandum at 5. Presumably, LynClif asserts this contention in an effort to 
circumvent its need to preserve the status quo that its pipeline project seeks to alter. Again, that 
status quo, pursuant to the Court's Orders, is the location and configuration of Padgett Ditch as it 
existed in 2006. Orders at 16-17. 
3 LynCIif's implied carriage water/waste argument is particularly interesting in light of 
the fact that its Padgett Ditch pipeline will daylight again, and rejoin the open earthen ditch 
configuration of Padgett Ditch at the downstream edge ofthe Zingiber property (the 
corresponding upstream edge of the LynClifproperty). If LynClifwere truly concerned with the 
conservation of water resources as its Memorandum implies, and as Paragraph 5 of the Affidavit 
measures on own property, rather than leaving the LynClif property segment of 
Padgett Ditch in its current and purportedly wasteful configuration. 
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Moreover, part and parcel of that 2006 status quo, or baseline "context" in which 
the "issues presented must be viewed" (Orders at 16), is the pump and sprinkler irrigation system 
in use on the Zingiber property from 2006 to present. See Second Supplemental Affidavit of 
William O. Van Horn ("Van Horn Aff.").4 The fact that the Zingiber property may have been 
irrigated via the use of corrugates in 1990 does not establish the means of irrigation prior to that 
time. Moreover, the 2006 status quo that LynClif seeks to alter via its piping of Padgett Ditch, 
clearly includes the pump and sprinkler irrigation system in use on the Zingiber property from 
2006 to date as detailed in the VanHorn Affidavit. 
As the Court has already noted, LynClif's obligations for purposes of delivering 
Zingiber's water extends to the location of Zingiber's irrigation pumps (the place on Zingiber's 
property where its irrigation water "is removed from Padgett Ditch and applied as irrigation 
water."). Orders at 18. For purposes of the 2006 status quo, those pumps are located 
immediately downstream of the pond situate, more or less, in the northwest corner of the 
Zingiber property. Van Horn Aff. at,-r 3. Consequently, LynClif's water delivery (including 
carriage water delivery) obligation, in light of its proposed modification of Padgett Ditch, is that 
water necessary to deliver Zingiber's 0.3 cfs irrigation water right to the pumps located in the 
northwest corner of the Zingiber property. To hold otherwise, would impermissibly fail to 
protect both Zingiber's water right and its separate Padgett Ditch ditch right from injury. Orders 
4 The Zingiber property pump and sprinkler irrigation system predated Zingiber's 
purchase of the parcel. Van Horn Aff. at,-r 2. Moreover, evidence suggests that the Zingiber 
property (formerly part of the larger Ya-Ta-Hay Investments, Inc. parcel) may have been 
sprinkler irrigated prior to the 1990 filed examinations performed by Clelland and Harrington-
Thorton. See Waldera Aff. at Ex. B (wherein the Ya-Ta-Hay Investments, Inc.'s Notice of Claim 
to a Water Right, dated July 22, 1988, states that the Ya-Ta-Hay parcel (which included the 
at the use of from ditches and . . . use of 
pump 
wheellines. "). 
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at 18 (wherein the Court conditioned LynClifs proposed Padgett Ditch piping upon the 
provision of sufficient carriage water in the ditch-'''this is not the type of 'injury' which would 
prevent LynCliffrom piping the ditch, so long as sufficient carriage water is left in Padgett Ditch 
for Van Horn to receive his irrigation right." (Emphasis added.)).5 
3. LynClif's Proposed Justice Grade Structure Is Deficient 
In addition to this Court's acknowledged need to protect Zingiber's Padgett Ditch 
ditch rights, the Court also expressly recognized the need to protect the integrity and/or ensure 
the delivery of Zingiber's 0.3 cfs irrigation and stockwater right. Orders at 16-20. Put simply, 
LynClifs proposed Justice Grade infrastructure does not adequately ensure that water delivery. 
Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Paul Drury raises serious concerns over whether 
LynClif s proposed Justice Grade water splitting/water delivery infrastructure will ensure the 
proper delivery of Zingiber's 0.3 cfs water right, and the additional carriage water necessary to 
deliver that water to its irrigation pumps. Just because LynClif and the NRCS contend that the 
5 LynClifs argument that its carriage water obligation, or conversely that Zingiber's 
carriage water entitlement, is derived solely from "the point of diversion identified in the SRBA 
decree for the Zingiber water right" is without merit. Memorandum at 4-5. As the Court's 
Orders recognize, LynClifs carriage water provision obligations stem from two sources: (1) the 
full measure of Zingiber's water right, and (2) Zingiber's equally vested and independent 
Padgett Ditch ditch right. As thoroughly discussed before in Zingiber's Memorandum in 
Support of Motion for Reconsideration ("Reconsideration") (filed on or about September 26, 
2008), Zingiber's Padgett Ditch ditch rights include a right to the flow of water historically 
conveyed through the ditch, not just one's own individual water rights. Reconsideration at 13-
14; see also, Savage Lateral Ditch Users Ass 'n, 125 Idaho at 243. Consequently, Zingiber's 
carriage water entitlement is not simply measured from the Padgett Ditch headgate on 
Billingsley Creek. Instead, it includes a component of communal ditch flows above and beyond 
the four corners of its own water right. While LynClif seemingly misunderstands this separate 
and independent right, the Court acknowledged it by holding that LynClif could construct its 
pipeline "so long as sufficient carriage water is left in Padgett Ditch for Van Horn to receive his 
" Orders at 18 It is Ditch ditch 
sprinkler pumps. 
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Justice Grade contraption will work does not make it so. Simply put, neither Mr. Drury, an 
Idaho-licensed Professional Engineer who specializes in water resource matters, nor Norm 
Young (whose qualifications the Court is already familiar from the previous Affidavit of Norm 
Young, filed on September 26,2008), believe that LynClifs proposed Justice Grade 
infrastructure, or the construction of its proposed pipeline comply with accepted engineering 
practices-let alone that the infrastructure as designed will ensure the delivery of Zingiber's 
water. 
Regardless of the engineering standard practices deficiencies contained within 
LynClifs Justice Grade infrastructure and pipeline proposal--deficiencies which represent 
disputed material issues of fact in their own right-LynClifs piping/infrastructure proposal 
either fails altogether to ensure the continued and uninterrupted delivery of Zingiber's water 
right, or impermissibly increases the burdens placed upon Zingiber in the following respects: 
• LynClifs design incorporates a horizontal screen which does not facilitate 
cleaning. Standard practice is to design a sloping screen to ease cleaning 
and maintenance operations. Additionally, a mechanical screen may be 
warranted in this case due to heavy trash loads, risk of property damage 
due to flooding, and need for a guaranteed water supply. Also, LynClifs 
design does not prohibit the use of cross bars which encumbers the 
cleaning process. As designed, cleaning will be difficult because it is 
horizontal, will be covered with flowing water during the cleaning 
operation, and the cleaning fork or other tool will catch on the crossbars. 
The design does not provide a location for a vehicle to be parked and 
loaded with the trash removed from the rack. This will pose an 
impedimentlhazard for traffic using Justice Grade Road; 
• LynClifs design does not provide for screening and maintaining the 
orifice plate conveying water to the Zingiber property. An accessible 
screen upstream of the orifice plate is necessary to ensure unobstructed 
flow through the orifice and to prevent debris from entering the 
conveyance system; 
upstream water levels. In the Padgett Ditch there is a flow measurement 
weir upstream of the water control structure, and inundation of the weir or 
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downstream nappe may affect the accuracy of measuring flows in the 
ditch; 
• Given that LynClifs design is highly susceptible to debris 
plugging/clogging, the design does not adequately provide for an overflow 
channel to direct flood flows away from Zingiber's property (flows which 
would easily overwhelm both LynClifs lined ditch and PVC pipeline 
proposals); 
• The inlet structure may not be able to withstand the weight of a vehicle. 
The inlet structure may be subjected to the direct weight of a truck or other 
vehicle because it is to be built within five (5) feet of the edge of the 
pavement along Justice Grade Road and extend west beyond the existing 
guard wall. The limited design materials do not evidence whether vertical 
and lateral loads from the pipeline have been adequately addressed. These 
forces could overwhelm the weight bearing capacities of the Justice Grade 
infrastructure and render it useless; 
• The limited information provided in the design materials makes it 
impossible to evaluate/verify the proper installation of the orifice plate-
the orifice that is to be used to deliver Zingiber's water right; 
• The depth of the existing concrete channel is actually 2'-6". LynClifs 
design identifies the depth of the channel as 2'-0". This discrepancy may 
result in problems during the installation at the pre-fabricated pipe inlet 
structure, such as: 
(a) The structure may not fit as designed. 
(b) The depth of water flow over the weir and the resulting 
flow rate may be different than designed. 
(c) The overflow route may be directed over the side walls of 
the inlet structure resulting in erosion of the public right-of-
way. 
• The minimum available distance along the existing concrete channel 
between the Zingiber fence line and the concrete guard wall for installing 
the pipe inlet structure is only 80". The overall width of the pipe inlet 
structure is 108". Installation of the pipe inlet structure will not be 
possible without disturbing the existing fence line and performing work on 
the Zingiber side of the fence line or modifying the guard wall; 
• 
without disturbance of the fence line or encroachment onto the Zingiber 
property; 
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• The technical infonnation included in LynClif's design is not adequate to 
evaluate the flow capacity of the weir, inlet box and orifice; 
• The capacity of the LynClifpipeline cannot be evaluated without a plan 
and profile drawing showing data on the elevation change between the 
inlet structure and the outlet structure; 
• The capacity of the weir inlet to the structure cannot be detennined using 
standard fonnulas and tables because as designed it does not comply with 
standard conditions for such structures. The trash rack will alter the flow 
characteristic nonnally established over a weir even when clear of trash. 
The converging sidewalls of the inlet structure will further alter the flow 
characteristics from those needed to use a standard fonnula or table to 
detennine flow capacity; 
• The design of the Zingiber water delivery orifice plate incorrectly assumes 
that the flow in the Padgett Ditch is 10 cfs at all times that Zingiber 
receives 0.3 cfs. This assumption is incorrect, because Zingiber's 
entitlement is to be delivered even when LynClifhas only 1.30 cfs in 
priority and Martin has 0.10 cfs. Using this incorrect assumption, the 
design is based upon sizing and locating the orifice discharging to 
Zingiber with an elevation of water calculated to be present when the weir 
inlet to the LynClif pipeline is discharging 10 cfs. When only the 
unsubordinated portion of LynClif's most senior right and the Martin right 
is being delivered, the structure as designed will provide only a small 
fraction of Zingiber's entitlement through the orifice; 
• A reliable calculation of the flow rate that will be provided through the 
orifice to Zingiber cannot be made because the weir at the inlet structure 
and the orifice do not meet standard conditions; and 
• The Affidavit of Stephen N. Thompson recommends a change to the 
design, apparently to address the inadequacy created by failing to account 
for periods of reduced flow in the ditch. However, the recommendation is 
made without including technical analysis to verify that the revision will 
provide adequate flow to Zingiber. There is no indication that a local 
conservationist has the authority to change a design made by the State 
Conservation Engineer or that the change is a requirement for federal 
funding to be used to build the structure. 
Drury Aff. at Ex. B. 
As demonstrated by the engineering review report prepared by Paul Drury and 
Nonn Young, there are substantial disputed issues of fact as to whether LynClif's proposed 
4!'e c ~Ui.t 
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Justice Grade infrastructure will ensure the delivery of Zingiber's decreed water right. Given 
these numerous disputed issues of fact, and given that this Court's November 26,2008 Orders 
require the continued and uninterrupted delivery of Zingiber' s water right (in addition to the 
protection of Zingiber' s separate Padgett Ditch ditch rights), it would be improper to dispose of 
this matter via LynClifs present Motion. 
C. The Unresolved Questions Of Where This All Leaves Padgett Ditch Co-
Owner Water User Kirt Martin, And What Becomes Of The Water 
Previously Earmarked For Conveyance Losses 
Directly related to LynClifs proposed piping of Padgett Ditch, and the carriage 
water issue are the issues of what is to become of the water ofMr. Kirt Martin, the final water 
user on Padgett Ditch who is downstream of both Zingiber and LynClif. As Zingiber has 
discussed before, Mr. Martin certainly represents a person who, in the parlance of Idaho Code 
Section 42-1207, is using or interested in Padgett Ditch. At one time, Mr. Martin submitted an 
affidavit to the Court (dated April 18, 2008) in which he stated that he did not oppose LynClifs 
proposed pipeline. Given that LynClifs proposed pipeline design was not reduced to paper until 
November 26,2008 (see Affidavit of Stephen N. Thompson at Ex. A), one can only presume that 
Mr. Martin was not privy to LynClifs design when he submitted his affidavit. 
Zingiber reiterates its contention that each of the water user co-owners of Padgett 
Ditch are indispensable parties to this action under Idaho Code Sections 10-1211 and 42-1207, as 
well as Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 19(a)(1). See, e.g., Defendants' Memorandum in 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment, filed on or about June 24,2008, at 7-9. 
This is particularly true for Mr. Martin, a water user co-owner of Padgett Ditch located 
downstream of Zingiber and LynClif-one who also stands to lose well-settled property rights if 
his interests are not accounted for. 
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MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENTRE: CARRIAGE WATER-19 Client:1160141.1 
Mr. Martin's rights are particularly pertinent to this matter for the following 
reasons: (1) LynClifs proposed pipeline project de·sign raises serious concerns over the 
continued and uninterrupted delivery of Padgett Ditch flows; and (2) Mr. Martin, like Zingiber, 
has an interest in the communal Padgett Ditch carriage water flows. First, if LynClifhas agreed 
to make provision for the delivery ofMr. Martin's water, Zingiber wants to see that agreement. 
Zingiber has no interest in bearing any responsibility or liability for LynClifs proposed pipeline 
. -
project. Second, if Mr. Martin's water is to be piped in conjunction with LynClifs water, then 
he, like LynClif, has no further need for, or right to, the quantity of water formerly earmarked for 
conveyance losses across the Zingiber property. Instead, that "conveyance loss" water must 
remain in that portion of the yet to be restored Padgett Ditch traversing the Zingiber property as 
it existed in 2006. To do otherwise, would promote the illegal use of water given that LynClifs 
pipeline should negate seepage and evaporative losses, thereby negating the legitimate need for 
LynClifs and/or Martin's corresponding "conveyance loss" (carriage) water. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
LynClifs Memorandum summarily states that "there are no issues of fact relative 
to the carriage water issue" and, likewise, that "there is no material issue of fact which would 
prevent this court from issuing its order on LynClifs Motion for Summary Judgment." 
Memorandum at 4 and 6. This Response Memorandum demonstrates otherwise. In sum, 
LynClifs Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied in its entirety not only because ofthe 
numerous disputed material issues of fact discussed herein, but also because the proposals 
contained within LynClifs Motion utterly fail to protect the integrity of Zingiber's separate 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: CARRIAGE WATER - 20 Client:1160141.1 
already recognized, the resolution ofthese matters requires an adequate evidentiary hearing. 
These matters are too important and too complicated to dispose of in such a summary manner. 
DATED this t ~~ day of March, 2009. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
BY-4~~~ ____________________ _ 
rew J. Waldera- Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants William G. 
Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this t to~ day of March, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy ofthe foregoing DEFENDA1~TS' RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: CARRIAGE WATER to be served by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
Fax: (208) 933-0701 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
~ Overnight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE: CARRIAGE WATER - 21 Client:1160141,1 
Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608 
MOFFA TT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
23425.0001 
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom 
and Zingiber Investment, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing 
business as L YNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited liability company; 
Defendants. 
STATE OF COLORADO ) 
County of Larimer ) 
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SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM G. VAN HORN - 1 Client:1159088.1 
William G. Van Hom, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. The following statements are made based upon my personal knowledge, 
and I make this affidavit as a second supplement to the original Affidavit of William G. Van 
Hom already on file in this matter, dated June 6, 2008 and the Supplemental Affidavit of 
William G. Van Hom, dated September 25,2008. Consequently, the June 6,2008 Affidavit of 
William G. Van Hom in Support of Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment and the 
September 25,2008 Supplemental Affidavit of William G. Van Hom are hereby incorporated by 
reference herein. 
2. Upon my and Zingiber Investment, LLC's purchase of the property 
located at 17927 Highway 30 in Gooding County, Idaho (commonly referred to throughout this 
litigation as the "Zingiber Property") in June 2006, the existing irrigation system for the house 
and yard, and the adjoining pasture, consisted of pump and sprinkler irrigation system. That 
preexisting system, with a few subsequent configuration modifications made by me remains the 
method of irrigation of the Zingiber Property to date. It is my understanding that Mr. Blaine 
Taylor, Trustee for the Right Lane Trust (my immediate predecessor-in-interest), installed the 
pump and sprinkler irrigation system after the Trust's purchase of the Zingiber Property from 
Mattie Grigg in July of 1997. The current pump/sprinkler irrigation system uses the same pumps 
originally installed by, or at the direction of, Mr. Taylor. 
3. The present pump/sprinkler irrigation system rediverts water from Padgett 
Ditch via two (2) pumps downstream of the pond located, more or less, in the northwestern 
comer of the Zingiber Property. The pasture irrigation system consists of nine solid sets with 
a maximum of six (6) sprinkler heads per zone. This system is driven by a three (3) horsepower 
666 
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pump. The house and yard sprinkler irrigation system is driven by a much smaller pump located 
downstream of the pasture pump. The house and yard sprinkler irrigation system consists of 
seven (7) zones. The pond functions as part of the entire irrigation system (pasture and house 
and yard) via its flow regulation capability, and via its function as a silt/settlement basin which 
aids in the operation of the pumps located immediately downstream. Attached hereto as 
Exhibit A are two hand-drawn schematic representations I prepared of the pasture and house and 
yard components of the Zingiber Property pump and sprinkler irrigation system. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 12 day of March, 2009. 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM G. VAN HORN •. 3 CIlent:1159086.1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \\o-V-- day of March, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM G. VAN HORN 
to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
Fax: (208) 933-0701 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
N Overnight Mail 
( )Facsimile 
Andr J. Waldera 
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
23425.0001 
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom 
and Zingiber Investment, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing 
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited liability company; 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. 
WALDERA 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. WALDERA - 1 Client:1160093.1 
Andrew J. Waldera, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am licensed to practice law in the State ofIdaho and serve as counsel of 
record for the Defendants in this matter. I have knowledge of the files in this matter, and I make 
this affidavit based upon personal knowledge. This affidavit supplements the prior Affidavit of 
Andrew J. Waldera, filed with the Court on or about September 26, 2008. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the SRBA 
Partial Decree for Water Right No. 36-10283A. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the original 
Notice of Claim to a Water Right filed by Mary Ruth Barrett on behalf ofYa-Ta-Hay 
Investments, Inc., dated July 22, 1988. Said Notice of Claim is comprised of what later became 
known as Water Right Nos. 36-10283A and 36-10283 B, appurtenant to what is now the separate 
LynClif and Zingiber parcels. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the documents 
comprising of the chain of title ofthe Zingiber parcel from the time of its unified ownership by 
Ya-Ta-Hay Investments, Inc. to date. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
A 
this 1(p+1 day of March, 2009. 
Residing at 3.6~""~~~~~~~ 
My Commission Expires -.,?{.~WtU:l.~~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \\o-th day of March, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF ANDREW J. W ALDERA to be 
served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
Fax: (208) 933-0701 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
~vemight Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
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In Re $RBA 
Case No. 39576 
} 
) 
) 
IN TH~ DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TUIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREe PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. S4(b) FOR 
7m1,; fl:1\1 27 Pt J 2: 118 
. !.\D ... IJ'; J 1 'i 
.\;~. 1',.. • '.\ ruSi<BA 
----------------) Water Right 36-10283A 'it-\'!j',j Fi'-J. __ ::'-i~l., IDAHO tf~H_C:D ___ ~ _______ .-.-
NAME AND ADDRESS: 
SOURCE: 
QUANTITY: 
PRIORITY DATE: 
POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
YA-TA-HAY INVESTMENTS, INC. 
HARY RUTH BARRETT 
813 W. KIOWA 
HOBBS, NH 88240 
BILLINGSLEY CREEK 
2.38 CFS 
TRIBUTARY: SNAKE RIVER 
THE PORTION OF THIS RIGHT IN =XCE5S OF 1.30 eFg 15 
SUBORDINATED TO ALL GROUND WATER AND SURFACE UATER RIGHTS WITH 
PRIORITY DATES OF DECEHBER 31, 1999 OR EARLIER. 
06/26/1881 
T07$ R13E S11 NESENE 
NIolSENE 
Within Gooding County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigatfon 
Stockwater 
Stockwater 
PERlOD OF USE 
02-15 TO 11-30 
02-15 TO 11-30 
12-01 TO 02-14 
QUANTlTY 
2.38 eFS 
0.12 eFS 
0.34 CFS 
THE IRRIGATION USE UNDER THIS RIGHT IN EXCESS Of 1.30 CFS IS 
SUBORDINATED TO ALL WATER RIGHTS WITH PRIORITY OATES OF 
DECEMBER 31, 1999 OR EARLIER. 
Irrigation 
T07S R13E S02 LOT 02 <SWNE) 2.0 
SWSE 25.0 
S11 HWNE 10.0 
54.0 Acras Total 
Stockwater 
T07s R13E S02 LOT 02 <SWNE) 
SWSE 
S11 NWHE 
Within Gooding County 
H"'SE 17.0 
Within Gooding County 
HIISE 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THE QUANTITY OF WATER DECREED UNDER THIS RIGHT FOR STOCKWATER 
USE IS NOT A DETERMINATION OF HISTORICAL BENEFICIAL USE. 
0.22 eFS Of THE UNSUaOROINATEO PORTION OF T~lS RlGHT IS 
lIHITEO TO USE FOR CONVEYANCE LOSSES IN DELIVERY OF THIS RIGHT. 
THE SUBORDINATEO PORTION OF THIS WATER RIGHT SHALL NOT BE 
ASSERTED, DELIVERED, HONORED, USED, ENFORCED, EFFECTIVE, OR 
OTHERWISE RECOGNIZED IF IT WOULD CAUSE OR REQUIRE, EITHER 
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, CURTAILHENT OF, INJURY TO, OR 
HITIGATION FROM ANY SURFACE WATER OR GRQUND WATER RIGHTS WITH 
PRIORITY DATES OF DECEMBER 31, 1999 OR EARLIER. -THE 
SUBORDINATION SHALL RUN WITH AND SE A PERPETUAL SERVITUDE UPON 
THIS WATER RIGHT AND THE ASSOCIATED LANDS, INCLUDING ANY NEW 
LANDS TO WHICH ALL OR ANY PORTION OF THIS VATER RIGHT IS 
TRANSFERRED. 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH 
OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY aE ULTIMATELY 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 1.R.C.P. 54{b) 
Water Right 36-10283A 
Exhibit A 
~lCROF"LMED 
PAGE 1 
Oct-31-2000 
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SRSA partial Decree Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(b) (continued). 
OTHER PROVISIONS (continued) 
DETERMlNED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. 1.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it i$ hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry 01 a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the ldaho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL OECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 36-10283A 
Barry \.Iood 
Administrative District Judge 
Presiding Judge of the 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
PAGE 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
~ ~v - l C> 'l.C\ '6 p,. ":.B 
CIVIL CASE NUMBEF..; ~ 39356 
Ident. Number tL~f"Q - I D b 8 '3 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM 
Date Received 
Receipt Number 
Please type or print clearly 
NOTICE OF CLAIM 
TOA 
WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
2" 't~-~~ ~ 
YA-TA-HAY INVESTMENTS, INC., A TEXAS CORP. 
1. Name of Claimant (s) MARY RUTH BARRETT Phone ( 505) 392-1132 
'-"--~-"-----
Mailing Address 813 West Kiowa, Hobbs! New Mexico Zip 88240 
2. Date of Priority (Only one (1) per claim) --::;Jc..;::u=n=e_2=6::;,...J.-' -=1:..;:8=8'-""1 ________ _ 
3. Source of water supply (a) John Bell Ditch. Pipe Ditch & Padgett Ditch 
which is tributary to (b) .... B""i .... l""'l""'i"""n""gs""'l=e"-oiy'--"C ... r=e=eko.>...-__________ _ 
4. a. Location of existing point of diversion is: Township 7 South Range 13 East Section 11 
NW 1/4 of SE 1/4 of NE 1/4, Govt. Lot, __ 8.M., County of -.:G::...:o:..;:o;..=d:=i;:;:lng""--_______ _ 
The point of diversion of the John Bell Ditch is: Township 7 Sout 
Additional points of diversion if any: Range 13 East, B.M., Section 11, NEt of SEt of NEt. The Pipe Dit 
is diverted out of the John Bell Ditch. 
b. If instream flow, beginning point of claimed lnstream flow is: 
Township ____ Range ____ Section 
__ 1/4of __ 1/40f __ 1/4, 
Govt. Lot __ 8.M., County of _____________________ _ 
ending point is: Township ____ Range ____ Section ___ _ ___ 1/40f __ 1/4 of 
1/4, Govt. Lot ___ 8.M., County of ________________ _ 
5. Description of existing diversion works (Dams, Reservoirs, Ditches. Wells, Pumps, Pipelines, Headgates, Etc), 
including the dates of any changes or enlargements in use, the dimensions of the diversion works as 
constructed and as enlarged and the depth of each well. Water is diverted from Billingsley Creek to the 
property by open ditches. Some of the property is irri~ated by use of CQrru~ates from 
open ditches and some of the property is irrigated by the use of a sprinkler system 
c~'~~,Z5€;~~~~c~sa.0~7s&*J?r"'*'+>7~Rz:i:W4,mQ,~maiDljnads:hJWdlines andwhe ellines • The d i yers j ons 
axe concrete and the Pipe Ditch! which is di vertedf;~~W7th~J~h~:S~i17D7i.t~h. deii~;;;~=theC 
IVI q ~I 
OCT 2 0 I~::;'t .' ~ 
Copies: White.State, yelJow.l,:1aG 
Exhibit B 
6. is claimed for the following p, "ses: 
(both dates are Inclusive) (cfs) (acre feet) 
For Irrigation purposes from Mar. 15 to Nov. 15 amount 7. 50 or 
For Stockwater purposes from Jan. 1 to pee. 31 amount 0.12 or 
For purposes from to amount or 
For purposes from to amount or 
7. Total quantity claimed (a) 7.50 (cfs) and/or (b) 5 ~i (acre feet) 
8. Total consumptive use claimed is 42Q acre feet per annum. 
9. Non-irrigation uses; describe fully (eg. Domestic: Give number of households served; Stockwater: Type and number of 
livestock Etc.) At times ! we have had 200 to 250 pairs of cattle on the property. . 
10. Description of place of use: 
a. If water is for Irrigation, indicate acreage in each subdivision in the tabulation below. 
b. If water Is used for other purposes, place a symbol of use (example: D for Domestic) 
in the corresponding place of use below. See instructions for standard symbols. 
TWP RNG SEC NE 1/4 NW 1/4 SW1/4 
NE1/4 N1J1/4 SW1/4 SE1/4 NE1/4 NW1/4 S1J1/4 SE1/4 NE1!4 NW1/4 ~1J1/4 'SE1/4 
7 S 13E 11 to 
7 s 13 E 2 ~O~G 1)-6 ILO~)~~2t S-2 ~O"G7 -8 
Total number of acres irrigated 
SE 1/4 
NE1/4 N1J1/4 S1J1/4 SE1/4 
10 40 
147 acres 
Totals 
40 
107 
11. In which county (ies) are lands listed above as place of use located? _..:::G:.:::o.::::o.::::d=i:.:ngI::l..-.:C:::.:o::..:u~n.:.:t:..J.Y ________ _ 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? Yes X No 
If your answer is No, describe in Remarks below the authority you have to claim this water right. 
13. Describe any other water rights used at the same place and for the same purposes as described above. 
or None (X ) 
14. Remarks: 
Last Name __ B=ARRE==T1'-=--____ Ident No. JJ(P - j D 2-93 
fEB 0 7 1993 
MICROFILMED 
c1feT~uoSt1'!fif'ow-~1tr1 
( 
Project: show clearly the poil diversion, place of use, section number. t( .... /lship, and range number. 
Scale: 2 inches equals 1 mile 
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15. of Claim (check one) BenE:: .. vldl Use __ Posted Notice License Permit ____ _ 
Decree -=X_ 
If applicable provide IDWR Water Right Number 36-009'+. 36-0095 & 36-0096 
Court U.S. Dj str; ct Court Case Number 1602 Decree Date March 22! 1932 
Plaintiff vs Defendant New International Mortgage Bank vs Idaho Fower Company 
16. Signature (s) 
(a.) By Signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, read, and understand the form entitled 
"How you will receive notice in the Snake River Basin Adjudication: (b.) I/We do __ do not ~ 
wish to receive and pay a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docket sheet. 
Number of attachments two (2) 
For Individuals: I do solemnly swear or affirm that the statements contained in the foregoing document are true 
and correct. '-:n JJ A ,,/J 
Signature of Claimant (8) 41 ,\:"u£> ~ Date 1-.;:?;;2. -6"6 
Date 
----------------
For Organizations: I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am __________ =::-__________ _ 
Title 
I that I have signed the foregoing m _____________ ~-~~--------------~----
Organization 
document in the space below as ________ ------------- of _________________ _ 
Title Organization 
and that the statements contained in the foregoing document are true and correct. 
Signature of Authorized Agent 
----------------------------
Title and Organization 
State of Idah%r ______ ) 
County of _....:G""'o""'o=d=i""'Pgt::>-___ _ 
) SS. 
) 
Date ______ _ 
t 
Subscribed and sworn (or affirmed) before me this ., ",,~7 ~;; / day of __ --.!:!.J~u=:.ly~ _____ 19 88 
SEAL Notary Public _____ 
17. Notice of Appearance: 
Residing at Hager£,n. Idaho / 
My Commission Expires 
Please Print Name 
5-10-91 
Notice is hereby given that I. will be acting as attorney at law on behalf 
of the claimant signing above, and that all notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant signing above 
should be mailed to me at the address listed below. 
Signature ________________________ _ 
Address 
------------------------------
Date 
-------------------
Last Name _-=B=AR=RE=..;'I'T"--___ Ident. Number 4.2G-/ 1J2 ... 't;3 
M/CI10FIU\AElJ 
MJ~8<7>~ED 
OCT lO ~~.., 
Exhibit c 
WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VAllJE RECEIVED, 
YA-'1'A-HAY INVES'IMENrs, a Texas corporation, 
a corporati on duly organized and existirq un::ler the laws of the state of Idaho, 
grantor, does hereby Grant, Bargain, Sell and Convey lUlto 
GOWEN T. GRIGG AND MATl'IE P. GRlGG, husband and wife, 
whose address is: P.O. Box 27B, Hagerman, Idaho 83332 
grantee, the follCMing described real estate, to-wit: 
SEE ATl'ACNIF.D EXlIWlT "A" 
.\ ., \ (, 8 .... 
. . '1. 1.' f.I U 
I .. () r· I[)AHO. COUNTY OF GOODING 
. J lor record at the requefUJST AMERICAN TiTlE . 
~min. past~o·clocld~_M. IhiL!..1-_ ... , 
.~ . 19...9.Q. J...A.- ~9~ 
JOHN A. MYERS, Ilecorder 
()or< 
SUBJEcr 'IO current years taxes, irrigation district assessment, public utility 
easements, subdivision restrictions an:! U.S . patent reservations. 
'IO HAVE AND TO OOW 'lhe said premises, with their appurtenances W1to the said 
Grantees their heirs an:! assigns forever. Ard the said Grantor does hereby rovenant 
to arrl with the said Grantees, that it is the aHner in a fee simple of said premises: 
tJlat they are free fram all Jl1CtDnbrances ard that it I"ill warrant and defend the same 
from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
IN WI'lNESS WHERFXlF, The Grantor, pursuant to a resol ution of its board of Direc-tors 
has caused its corporate name to be herellilto subscr~ by its President ard its 
corporate seal to be affixed by its Secretary this ~ day of September, 1990. 
PRESIDENT. 
AI'rEST: \&kM/~-' .-
carol Barrett 
SErnEl'ARY. 
STATE OF NEW MEXIOJ 
COU1ITi OF \0 Lu... ) SS 
• '" I u~. "'''1 ' . On 'Ihls ~day of September, ~n the year 1990, before me, a NOtary t"U/o.J .lC ~n 
and for said State, personally appeared Mary Ruth Barrett and carolj3a~~~t':!J.c.n~ 
or identified to TIe to be the President and Secretary respectively of..~\,toq::otat:.:ton 
that executed the instJ:Ul1)el1!- or the. person lo.t1o executed the."insb;UzlJQn .. ' lfo . 
-~ Q)r:pcmlilai', " ckrla:ill to that such Co ration exEi::utbd e . oj. 
. J: -(, 
First AJ11.erican 
0\. ,,' "" \ . . 
'. :> . ..:-": 
"'1> 
'1I'lI..-:I'-.' I It'I'1 
. ~ ~"" -1j 
'" 
-/ 
I 
EXHIBIT A 
PARCEL I 
Part of the Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of Section 
11, Township 7 South, Range 13, East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding 
County, Idaho, described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northwest corner of said Northwest Quarter of the 
Northeast Quarter; 
Thence South 0·04'31" West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary 
of said Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter; 
Thence South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet; 
Thence South 89°49'00" East 257.17 feet to the TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°49'00" East 581.54 feet; 
Thence North 0°11'00" East 419.75 feet; 
Thence East 215.41 feet to the Westerly right of way boun9ary of 
U.S. Highway 30; 
Thence North 2°24'05" East 8.79 feet along said Westerly right of 
way boundary to a point 50.00 feet right of station 266+71.33; 
Thence Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 150.08 
feet on the arc of a curve to the left with a radius of 
22,868.32 feet, a central angle of 0°22'34", and a chord which 
bears North 2°14'54" East 150.08 feet; 
Thence West 361.20 feet; 
Thence North 1°09'28" East 84.76 feet; 
Thence West 444.19 feet; 
Thence South 0°04'31" West 661.38 feet to the TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
PARCEL II 
Part of the Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of Section 
11, Township 7 South, Range 13, East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding 
County, Idaho, described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northwest corner of said Northwest Quarter of the 
Northeast Quarter; 
Thence South 0 ° 04' 31" West 994.90 feet along the ivesterly boundary 
of said Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter; 
Thence South 36·08'20" East 372.4 feet; 
Thence South 89°49'00" East 838.71 feet to the TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°49'00" East 200.00 feet to the Westerly right of 
way boundary of U.S. Highway 30; 
Thence Northerly along said Westerl 
radius of 17,238.74 feet, a central angle of 0°36'37" and a 
chord which bears North 2°07'44" East 183.63 feet to a point 
of curvature 50.00 feet right of Station 269+Mle~OF'LMED 
OCT 2 0 1~~'t Gs8>l 
YJV!Z/~ 
.• ,1 t: I( 
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EXHIBIT A CONTINUED 
Thence North 2°24'05" East 237.09 feet along said Westerly right 
of way boundary; 
Thence West 215.41 feet; 
Thence South 0°11'00" West 419.75 feet to the TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
RESERVING UNTO THE GRANTORS an easement for th~ purpose of ingress 
and egress over a strip of land located in the Northwest Quarter 
Northeast Quarter, Section II, Township 7 South, Range 13 East, 
Boise Meridian, in Gooding County, Idaho, more particularly 
described as follows: 
Beginning at the northwest corner of said Northwest Quarter of the 
Northeast Quarter~ 
Thence North 90°00'00" East a distance of 1294.64 feet along the 
northerly boundary of said Northwest Quarter of the Northeast 
Quarter to the westerly boundary of State Highway No. 30'; 
Thence southerly along said westerly boundary 719.97 feet on the 
arc of a non-tangent curve to the right with a radius of 
22,868.32 feet, a central angle of 1°48'14" and a chord which 
bears South 1°09'42" West a distance of 719.97 feet to the 
northeast corner of Parcel 27 of Ya-Ta-Hay Investments 
property as shown on Record of Survey as Instrument No. 82083, 
recorded March 17, 1990 in the records of survey of Gooding 
County, Idaho, and the True Point of Beginning; 
Thence southerly 30.02 feet on the arc of a curve to the right 
with a radius of 22,868.32 feet, a central angle of 0°04'31" 
and a chord which bears South 2 ° 06' 29" West a distance of 
30.02 feet along said westerly boundary of state Highway 30; 
Thence South 90·00'00" West a distance of 148.89 feet; 
Thence North 0·00'00" East a distance of 30.00 feet: 
Thence North 90°00'00" East a distance of 150.00 feet to the true 
point of Beginning. 
01/19/1995 03:32 8015315754 SIX WAY INC 
·#(;-25157- WARRANTY DEED 
For Value Received 
MArnE P. GRIGG a widow, 
Hereinahel" C>\lled the Grantor, hereby grants, b:ugains, sells and conveys untO 
RIGHT LANE TRUST, dated May 1, 1997, Blaine C. Taylor, Trustee 
Address: 643 N. Perry's Hollow Rd. Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 
Hereinafter cilled the Grantee, the following described premises situllted in Jerome County, Idaho, to-wit: 
See Exhibit "An Attached Hereto: 
SUBJECT TO: 
All reservations in patents or deeds-in the chain of title. 
Subject To',. Continued on Exhibit "B" Attached liareto: 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and to the succesSOl"$ heirs and 
assigll3 of the Grantee forever. The Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that the Gnntor is the owner 
in fee simple of Sllid premises; that they are free from all incumberances except as above described and that Grantor will warrant 
and defend the same from aI11awful claims whatsoever. 
Dated: July 8, 1997 
M TIlE P. GRIGG 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss_ 
COm.'TY OF Jerome ) 
On this 7th day of July, t997, before me, the undersigned, iI Notary Public in and for said State, per;on~ly appeared MA1TI1:: 
P. GRlGG, known or identified to me to be the penon whose name ($ subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged 
to me that she executed the same. 
Residing at: 
MrC::=Pll': 
Nota P . 
omQAl!Ul 
, .. <:1<_ .... 
NOT.I9:Y 'UalIC Sf A Tt Of IOAHO 
!£l\OME 
MyC~~!"IJf3<l-'i1: 
68J 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
Order Number: G-25157 
l'ARCEL NO.1 
TOWNSHIP 7 SOUTH:, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, 
GOODING COUNTY, IDAHO 
Section 11: Pan of the NWl,4NEIA of said Section, described as follows: 
Commencing at the Northwest corner of said NW1,4NEV.; 
Thence South 0'0"'31' West 994.90 feet ~oug the Westerly boundary of said 
NW1,4NE!4j 
Thence South 36"08'20' East 372.4 feet: 
Thence South 89°·49'00' East 257.17 feet to nm TRUE POINT OF BEGfNNING; 
Thence South 89°49'00' East 581.54 feet; 
Thence North 00 11'00" East 419.75 feet; 
Thence Eill 215.41 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary of U.S. Highway 30; 
Thence North 2°24'05' East 8.79 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary to a 
point 50.00 feet right of Station 266+71.33; 
Thence Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 150.08 feet on the arc of 
a curve to the left with a radius of 12,868.32 feet, a central angle of 0°21'34., ;and a 
chord whic.h bears North 2°14'54" East IS0.08 feet; 
Thence West 361.20 feet; 
Thence North 1 "09'28" East 84.76 feet; 
Thence West 444.19 feet; 
Thence South 0°04'31" West 661.38 feet to THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCEL NO. 2 
TOWNSHIP 7 SOUTH:, RANGE 13 EAST OF TIlE BOISE MERlDlfu'l, 
GOODING COUNTY, IDAHO 
Section 11: Part of the NWl4NE1,4 of said Section, described as follows: 
Commencing at the Northwest corner of said NWl4NE 1,4; 
Thence South 0°04'31" West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary of said 
NW'ANE1A; 
Thence South 36°08'20· East 372.4 feet; 
Thence South 89'''9'00' East 838.71 feet to THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°49'00' East 200.00 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary of U.S. 
Highway 30i 
Thence Northerly along said Westerly right af way boundary 183.63 feet on the:lfC of 
a nan-tangent curve ta the right with a radius of 17,238.74 feet, a central angie of 
0'36'37" ;and a chord which be:u-s North 2°07'44" East 183.63 feet to a point of 
c.urvature 50.00 feet right of Station 269+ 17.62; 
Thence North 2°24'05" East 237.09 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary; 
Thence West 215.41 feeti 
Thence South 0°11'00" West 419.75 feet to THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
TOGETHER WITH All WATER AND WATER RIGHT APPURTENANT THERETO: 
6·84 
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Exhibit "B" 
SUBJECT TO CONTINUED: 
1. Taxes for 1997 and subsequent years, which are a lien, but not yet due and payable. 
2. Assessments of The Bell Irrigation District 
3. Easement given by A. C. Kitching to the Great Shoshone and Twin Falls Water Power 
Company, its successors and assigns, dated November 10, 1909, recorded December 16, 
1911 in Book 20 Page 487 as Instrument Number 24926, Gooding County records, 
affecting the NW~NE'A of Section 11, Township 7 South, Range 13 East, Boise 
Meridian. 
4. Pole Line Easement given by John C. Sanborn and Jessie M. Sanborn, husband and 
wife, to Idaho Power Company, a corporation, dated May 23, 1930, recorded July I, 
1930 in Book 3 Page 338 as Instrument Number 50652, Gooding County records, 
affecting the NW'ANE'A of Section 11, Township 7 South, Range 13 East, Boise 
Meridian. 
5. Power Line Easement given by John C. Sanborn and Jessie M. Sanborn, husband and 
wife, to Idaho Power Company, a corporation, dated December 7, 1948, recorded 
March 8, 1950 in Book 5 Page 510, as Instrument Number 111131, Gooding County 
records, affecting the NW\4NE~ of Section 11 and the NW'ANW'A and Tax #1 of the 
NE\4NWIA of Section 12, Township 7 South, Range 13 East, Boise Meridian, 
6. Power Line Easement given by John C. Sanborn and Jessie M. Sanborn, husband and 
wife, to ld:!.ho Power Company, a corporation, dated April 3, 1953, recorded May 29, 
1953 in Book 7 Page 254 a.~ Instrument Number t21500, Gooding County records, 
affecting NWIANE'A of Section 11 and the NW\4NWyi of Section 12, Township 7 
South, Range 13 East, Boise Meridian. 
7. Power Line Easement given by John C. Sanborn, a widower, to Id:!.ho Power 
Company, a corporation, dated September 12, 1962, recorded October 24, 1962 as 
Imtrument Number 5944, Gooding County records, affecting the N')7~NE~ of 
Section 11 and the SWIASE'A of Section 2, all Township 7 South, Range 13 East, Boise 
Meridian. 
8. Easements for constructing approaches and ditches with right of ingress and egress as 
contained in Second Judgment and Decree of Condemnation, dated March 20, 1964, 
recorded April 17, 1964 as Instrument Number 11164, Gooding County records, 
affecting the W*SE~; Lot 2 of Section 2, and NWI,4NE\4 of Section 11, all Township 
7 South, Range 13 East, Boise Meridian. 
9. Access and Public Utility Easements recorded March 17, 1980 as Instrument Number 
82084, Gooding County records. 
10. Easement reserved in Deed of Distribution between Mattie P. Grigg, Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Golden T. Grigg, deceased, Grantor, and Mattie P. 
Grigg, a widow, Grantee, dated June 30, 1993, recorded July 6, 1993 as Instrument 
Number 153253, Gooding County records. (parcel No.2) 
" ,','; 
ln1 ~ (~~jll~11!5\'ij231~ \UJUl~Jlb(b4 
JAN 07 1998 
"loartment of Water Resource~ 
:,lX WAY iNC 
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DEED OF TRUST 
~nutherfl Region . 
. Made thIs 8th day of July, 1997, BETWEEN RIGHT LANE TRUST, dated May 1, 1997, Blame C. 
Taylor, Trustee, ("GRANTOR"), whose address is •. LAND TITLE AND 
ESCROW, INC. an Idaho Corporation, ("TRUSTEE"), POBox 349, Jerome, Idaho 83338 and MATTIE 
p, GRIGG, ("BENEFICIARY"), WITNESSETH: Grantor does hereby irrevocably GRANT, BARGAIN, 
SELL AND CONVEY TO TRUSTEE IN TRUST, WIlli POWER OF SALE, that property in the 
County of JEROME, State of Idaho described as follows: 
SEE EXHIBIT "An ATTACHED HERETO: 
1HIS IS A PURCHASE MONEY DEED OF TRUST 
For the Purpose of Securing payment of the indebtedness owed by Gr..ntor in the .um of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand 
and 00/100 Dollars, (S250,000.00), with the final payment due on JULY 8, 2004 and to secure payment of all such 
further stlms \IS may hereafter be loaned or advanced by the Beneficiary herein to the Grantor herein, or any or either of them, 
while record owner of present interest, for any purpose, and of any notes, dnfts or other instruments representing such further 
lo~ns, adv~nces or expenditures together with interest on all stich StIlllS at the nte therein provided. Provided, however, that the 
making of such further 10:lns :ldvo.nce! or expenditures sh:tll be optional with the Beneficiary, and provided, further, that it is the 
express intention of the JXlrties to this Deed of Trust that it slLtll stand as continuing security until paid for all such advances 
together with interest thereon. 
1. GRANrOR AGREES: 
1.1 To keep said property in good condition and repair; not to remove or demoUsh any building thereon; to complete 
or restore promptly and in good and workmanlike manner any building which may be constructed, damaged or destroyed 
thereon and to pay when due all c1ailllB for labor performed and material. furnished therefor; to comply with alllaw$ 
~ffectillg said property or requiring any altentions or improvements to be m:lde thereon; not to commit or permit waste 
thereof; not to commit, suffer or permit any act upon said property in violation of law; to cultivate, irrigate, fertilize, 
fumigate, prune and do all other acts which from the char..cter or use of said property may be reasonably necessary, the 
specific enumerations herein not excluding the general. 
1.2 To provide, maintain and deliver to Beneficiary fire ill$U(ance satisfactory to and with 10$$ payable to Beneficiary. 
The amount collected under any fire or other ins=e policy may be applied by Beneficiary upon any indebtedn~ 
secured hereby and in such order as Beneficiary may determine, or .t option of Beneficiary tk entire ;unOWlt so collected 
or any part thereof may be released to Grantor. Such application or release sb.all not cure or waive any default or notice 
of default hereunder or invalidate any act done pUTSU2nt to such notice. 
1.3 To appear in and defend any action or proceeding purporting to .ffeet the $ecurity hereof or the rights or powers 
of Beneficiary or Trustee; and to pay all costs and expenses, including costs of evidence of title and attorney'. fl!i!$ in a 
reasonable sum, in any such action or proceeding in which Beneficiary or Trustee may appear. 
1.4 To pay: at least ten da~ before delinquency all taxes and assessments affecting said property, when due. all 
encumbrances, charges and liens, with interest, on said propeny or any part thereof, which appear to be prior or superior 
hereto; all costs, fees and expenses of this T nut. In .ddition to the payments due in accordance with the terrru of the 
note hereby secured the Grantor shall at the option, and on demand of the Beneficiary, pay each month 1/12 of tbe 
estimated annual taxes, assessments, insurance premiums, maintenance and other charges upon the property, nevertheless 
in trust (or Grantor's use and benefit and for the payment by Beneficiary and any sucb items when due. Grantor's failure 
so to pay ~hall constitute a default under this t!USt. 
1.5 To pay immediately and without demand all swns expanded by Beneficiary or Trustee punro.ant to the provisions 
hereof, with interest from date of expenditure at the rue authorized by lcW10 Code 28.22-104(1). 
1.6 Should Grantor fail to make any payment or to do any acts as herein provided, then Beneficiary or Trustee, but 
without obligation so to do and without notice to or demand upon Grantor and without rdeasing Grantor from any 
obligation hereof, may, make or do the same in such manner and to such extent as eithl!r any deem nece3Sary to protect 
the security hereof, Beneficiary or TntStee being authorized to enter upon said property for such purpoSe8\ appear in and 
defend any action of proceeding purporting to .ffe<:t the security hereof or the rights or powen of Beneficiary or TntSteej 
pay purchase, contest or compromise any encumbrance, charge or lien which in the judgement of either appears to be 
prior or superior hereto; and, in exercising any such powers, or in enforcing this Deed of Trust by judicial foreclosure, 
pay necessary expenses, employ counsel and pay his reasonable fees. 
1.7 The property does not contain more than forty acres. 
2. IT IS MU1'UAlL Y AGREED: 
2.1 Any ,ward of damages in connection with any wndemnation for public U$C of or injury to .aid property or any part 
thereof is hereby assigned and sh:tll be paid to Beneficiary who may apply or release such moneys received by him in the 
same manner and with the same effeet as above provided for disposition of proceed. of fire or other insurance. 
2.2 By accepting payment of any surn secured hereby after its due date, Beneficiary does not waive his right either to 
require prompt payment when due of all other sums So secured or to declare default for failuR> so to pay. 
2.3 At any time or from time to time, without liability therefor and without notice, written of Beneficiary 
and presentation of this Deed and said note for and without 
any map or pillt thereot; join granting any easement 
agreement subordinating the lien or charge hereof. 
2.4 Upon written requeat at B..nefici:uy stating that ,,11 sums secured hereby have been paid. and upon surrender of tills 
Deed and said note to Trustee for cancellation and retention and upon payment of its fees, T""te1: shall reconvey, 
without warranty, the propeny then held hereunder. The recitals in any reconveyance executed tinder this deed of trust 
of ~ny matters or facts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. The grantee in such reconveyance nuy be 
described as "the person or penoos legally entitled thereto.' 
2.5 As additional security, Grantor hereby gives to and confers upon Beneficiary the right, power and authority, during 
01/18/1996 23:36 Sf)15:'l16764 SIX WAY Ii'C 
CLOSING INSTRUCTIONS TO LAND TInE AND ESCROW, INC. 
Cosing No. G-23157 Date, July S, 1997 
We, the undersigned, hel"'by instruct LAND TITLE AND ESCROW, INC., hereinafter referred tO:lS 'Closing 
Agent", when in receipt of ali documents and monies as set out he~in, to close thi' tnmJacrion according to the 
following instructions and information: The parties have entered into an Agreement for the purchase and sale 
of subject property entitled REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALES AGREEMENT and dated MAY 7, 
1'197, her~inafter referred to ;\s the Agretment. The closing agent is bereby instructed to dose the tramac:tion 
in accordance with the terms of the Agreement:lS well as iliese instnu:tions. HOWEVER, in the event the terms 
of the Agreement and the terms of these Instructions shall conflict, the terms of these instructions shall COlltrol. 
PROPERTY: 17927·A HWY 30 HAGERMAN, IDAB:O 
BUYER: RlGlIT LANE TRUST. BLAINE C. TAYLOR. TRUSTEE, 
SELLER: MATTrE P. GRIGG a widow, 
Sale Price $ 350,000.00 
Payable as folloW$' 
Earnest Money Deposit: 
New .f..oan 
Purchase Money Deed of Trust 
Cash Required at Clooiny; 
$ 5,000.00 
$ from 
$250,000.00 
$95,30<4.44 
held by 11lREE M REALTY 
from THE SEI.I..ER HEREIN 
(All assumption balances set out above sh.ul be adjusted if [\e<;e$$:!ry to tbe actual balances upon written 
verification from lender. If this transaction lnvolves a new !O;\Il, these instructions must confonn with ilie 
instructions from said lender.) 
PRORATION DATE: July 8, 1997 CLOSING DATE: July 8, 1997 The closing agent is instructed to 
prorate all items to be prorated as of the proration date with the Seller being responsible for all such itetns up 
to but not including the date of proration and the Buyer being responsible for ruch items from and including 
the date of proration. 
The property taxes for 1997 ,hall be prorated on the b:l.sis of 1996 we assessed in the amount of $312.00. The 
parties hereto acknowledge that there may be a difference between the amount of taXes prorated and the actu.u 
tax assessment ultimately levied. The parties further acknowledge tbat under Idaho Code Sections 63-·103, 63· 
2203, and Title 63, Chapter 39 'New and Additional Ass¢'iSments', • Adjustments of Tues by the Board of 
Commissioners·. and 'Tu on Newly Constructed and Oeeupied Residential a.ud Commercial Scructutt'$', 
~dditional t.xes may be levied. The parties hereto agree to hold the closing ~ent harmless for :my proration 
difference or addition,,[ ta~ ~lld agree to promptly adjust any such dJ.fference between themselves. The closing 
agent ,hall not prof2te any utility ch;rges. unless specifically instructed to do so. 
COSTS: Thl! following items shall be paid by BUYER (B). SEI..l.ER (S). DIVIDED BETWEEN BUYER AND 
SEllER EVENLY UNLESS OTIfERWISE STATED (0). or PAID OUTSIDE CLOSING (pOC). 
NI A Attorney's Fees Title Insura.nce, Owners Policy 
D Closing Fl!c NI A Title IIlSUrance, Loan Policy 
N/A Assumption Fee D Initial Escrow Fee 
D Escrow Collection Fee B Huard Insurance 
S Real Estate Commission 4.5000% ($15,750.00) to THR.F£ M REALTY 
nTLE INSURANCE: Insurer LAND TITLE AND ESCROW, INC. Order No. G-25157 
(X) Standard 0 Extended coverage owners policy Amt. $350,000.00 
o Standard 0 Extended coverage loan policy Amt. $ 
When the dosing .gent has received all properly executed document! aru:I all funds Ile(;ew.try for the completion 
of this transaction and the title ilUurer is in a po~ition to issue the type of policy(s) set out above. subject only 
to the General Exceptions on Schedule B-Section I and Special Exceptions No.'s 9 TIiROUGH 18 AND 21 as 
set out in their conunitmem dated MAY 29, 1997, and documents recorded in connection with this 
transaction, the 
may be interest due to delay in disbursing or other minor 
closing .gent, for which the respective p2fty shall be given an accounting. 
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tbe continuance of tl ... ,se Trusts, to collect tbe rents, issues 2nd profiu of said property, reserving untO Grautor the right, 
prior to any debult by Gr:mtor in payment of any indebtedness secured hereby or in performance of any agreement 
hereunder, to collect, and retain such rents, issues and profits· as they become due and payable. Upon any such default, 
Bencfic;~ry may at any time without notice, either in person, by >.gear, or by a receiver to be appointed by a cOurt, and 
without regard to tbe adequacy of any security for the indebtedness hereby secured, enter upon and take possession of 
s:l.id property or any put thereof, in his own name sue for or otherwise, collect such rcnt$, issues and profits. including 
those past due and unpaid, and apply the same, less costs and expenses of operation and collection, including re:u;onable 
attorney's fees. upon any indebtedness secured hereby, and in such order as Beneficiary may determine. The entering 
upon and taking possession of said property, the collection of such rents, issues and profits and the application thereof 
as aforesaid, shall not cure or waive any dehult hereunder or invalidate any act done pursuant to such notice. 
2.6 Upon default by Grantor in payment of :my indebtedno. ,ccured hereby or in performance of any agreeIIlent 
hereunder, all sums secured hereby shall immediately become due and payable at the option of the Beneficiary. In the 
event of default, Beneficiary shall execute or cause the Trustee to execute a written notice of such default Qnd of his 
election to Clluse to be sold the herein described property to satisfy the obligaciollS hereof, and shall caU.$e such notice to 
be recorded in the office of the recorder of each COlUlty wherein said real. property or some pan thereof is situated 
2.7 Notice of sale having been given as then required. by Law, and not less·than the time then required by taw having 
el~p5ed. Trustee, without demand on Grantor, ;hall sell said prop<!rty at the time and place fixed by it in said notice of 
sale, either as a whole or in separate parcels and in such order as it may determine. at public auction to the highest bidder 
for cash in lawful money of the United States, payable at time of $ale. Trustee ,hall deliver to the purch",er its deed 
conveying the propeny so sold, but without any covenant or warranty express or implied. The recitals in luch deed of 
;lny mQtters or (acts shall be conclusive proof of the truthfulness thereof. Any penon, including Grantor. Trustee, or 
Beneficiary, may purchase at such sak 
2.8 After deducting all costs, fees and expenses of Trustee and of this Trust, inclnding coer of evidence of tide and 
reasonable cowlSel fees in connection with sale, Trustee shall apply the proceeds of sale to payment of: all lums expended 
under the terms hereof, not then repaid, with accrued interest; all other sums then secured hereby; and the remainder, 
if any, to the person or persons legally entitled thereto. The Beneficiary shall also have all rights provided by law 
whether stated here or not. . 
2.9 This Deed of Trust applies to, in"ures to the benefit of. aocl binds all parties hereto, their successors and auigllJl. The 
term Beneficiary shall mean the holder and owner of the debt secured hereby. In this Deed of Trust whenever the 
conteXt so requires, the masculine gender includes the feminine andlor neuter, and the singular number includes the 
plural. 
2.10 Trustee is not obligated to notify any party hereto of pending sale under any other Deed of Trust or of any action 
or pro<;eeding in which Grantor, Beneficiary or Trustee shall be a puty unless bro~ht hy Trustee. 
2.11 In the event of dissolution or resignation of the TfllItee, the Bene£idilry may substitute a trustee or trustees to 
execute the tfust hereby created, ~nd when any such sub5titution has been filed for record in the office of the Recorder 
of the county in which new trustee or trustees shall succeed to all of the powers ~nd dutiell of the trustee named herein. 
2.12 Request i. hereby made that a <:opy of any Notice of Default and a copy of any Notice of Sale hereunder be mailed 
to the Gnntor at hi3 address hereinbefore set tonh. 
2.13 The interest and payment terms on the note secured hereby may be indexed, renewed, renegotiated or adjusted 
during the term of the note and which may affect the term of the note. The amount of the debt secured may be 
increased because of a deferment of all or portions of the interest of a deferment of all or portions of the interest if added 
to the principal balance of the note. 
3. ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS: 
DATED the 8th day of July, 1997 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) S5. 
COUNTY OF JEROME ) 
On this _ day of July, 1997, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared .. I known or identified to me to be the person whose 
name IS subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that HE executed the same on behalf 
of said Trust. 
l,;omnlisslOn expires: 
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In the event this tr:msaction does not clo.e lor any reason, [he closing agent shall be entitled to reimbursement 
for any and ill COS! expended by it and shall be further entitled to lI.Il escrow C2J1cellOltion fee and the parties 
thereto agree to be jointly and severally liable fQr same. Further, any earnest money deposited with the closing 
a!.)ent shall be refunded only upon written instructions from the pmil!l hereto. EXCEPT tllitt, in the event the 
earnest money hlU been deposited by the Broker, the closing agent is hereby authorized to refund same to the 
broker's trust account for his disposition to the parties and in the event the c/osiJ;g agent has incurred expensC$ 
in connection herewith, the dosing agent shall be entitled to retain $0 much of the earnest money as it is entitled 
to hereunder for the reimbursement of said expenses. 
The closing agent shall have no responsibility for compliance with any ttuth.in-lending, usury or consumer 
protection laws of the United States or The State of Idaho. nor any governmental regulottions including but not 
limited to zoning or subdivision ordinances. 
The dosing agent is directed to comply with the instructions contained in these inst.rnctions and the parties 
hereto agree to indemnify and hold harmless the doting ~ent from my and all actions or losses related hereto 
other thlLll f.Ulure to comply herewith, including but not limited to any attorney's fees or costs incurred by the 
dosing agent in defending itself in any such action. 
BY THEIR EXECUTION OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS, THE BUYER AND SELLER ACKNOWI..E.!)GE 
THE FOLLOWING: 
1) The c1O$ing agent is not acting as a representative of either party. 
2) The documents prepared in connection with this transaction will affect the legal rights of the p:uties, 
and the parties rights or interests in those documents may differ, 
J) Any docmnents typed by the closing agent have been done so at our direction or the direction or our 
counsel, 
4) The closing agent is not licensed to practice Jaw lind no legal advice, advice as to the con!1!nt of the 
documents, nor advice ;u to the merits of the transaaion has b~ offered by the closing agent, 
5) Copies of the Subdivision Plat and Restrictive Covenants where applicable, 
6) There is currently pending in the District Court, Fifth Judicial District, State of Idaho in and for the 
County of Twin Falls in Civil Case No. 39576 (the general ad;udiation of rights to the use of Willer 
[rom the Snake River &sin Water s;ynem). The p:uties may haw claims to water rights that are affected 
in this case. The parties need to make an independent investigation of the claims, be<:ause they are 
mattel3 outside the closing and for WIDen Land Tide and Escrow, Inc. is unable to perform servicru in 
regards to the Wllter claims, 
7) Land Title and Escrow, Inc. shall not be responsible for any penalties, or loss of principal or interest 
or any delays in the withdrawal of the funds whJch may be imposed by the Depository as a result of 
the making or redeeming of the investment {lunuant to our instructions, nor shall Lmd Title and 
Escrow, Inc. be liable for any 10$$ or impairment of funds while: those funds are on deposit in a fmancial 
innitution if such lou or imp;;irment results from the failure, insolvency or suspension of 'financial 
institution. 
8) Idaho Cod.! 55-2501, et seq. is known u the "Idaho Property Condition Discloswe Act" and this 
transaction may be affected by the Act. Land Title Ius advised you to seek separate advice ~ing 
the law and Land Title has not given you any advice abOut the law that is not contained in these 
Closing Instructions. With the execution of these Closing Instructions you are certifying that 
compliance with the l.w, if appliuble, has been accomplished ouuide of dosing. 
9) THE CLOSING AGENT HAS ADVISED TIlE PARTIES HE.RETO TO SEEK THE ADVICE OF 
lNDEPENPEJ:o..rr COUNSEL IF ANY PART OF THIS TRANSACTION IS NOT FUllY 
UNDERSTOOD. 
ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
SELLER' ~atb.d:: d-un MATrm P. GRIGG 
Bla.ine C. Taylor. Trustee 
]NC. 
0/1995 01:14 80153157rA 
107/1998 la:ll 2B873~ 1 
SIX WAY INC 
IDWR ~OUTHl:..kN f.' IN 
STA'l'E OF lDAHO 
IDAHO DEPARTl'dENT QF WATER RESOURCES 
NOTICE OF CHANGE OF WATER RIGHT OWNERSHIP 
PIc ... print or IYl}c. Attach p.gn with t.d.d:ti.oMI inrormauon. ~~tjo,u.~ t>n th~ back o( mi. pag,;. 
lncomp18ca (OI'rlU "'ill 'be rttumtld. 
PAGE 
t-·I.l~t 
1. Water .Right NO(II).; _Y3;:;;.., ... 0;. ...---:\~O~:d.L-~...:.::;..;:::S=-=-~..;j.",· ~ _____ ~ __ ~~ 
Adjudkatioll Clalm No(s).: __ ~..-=...:k~,.3_\..:...::Q~d-~~o.L.1~J; ....... _~ __ ~ _____ _ 
2. The fQUowiug REQUIRED iDfonoation ttlU:st be submitted with tbjs form: 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
A. A copy of the most recent DSED, mtE POLlCY, CONTRACT OF SALE or other If;!!gal dOO'UUlCl:lt iadicatiDg your 
ownmhip of the ptoperty and water riehts or claims ill qUettion, wmI A'M"ACHBD UlGAL DESCRIPTION. 
AND . 
B. PLAT Of PROPERTY Qf SURVEY MAP fOfpat'Col of ten lend or less. (Tbeae are usually attached to yoW'dMd I>r 
QU file with the county.) 
OR 
C. For water rights 0(' adjudtc:.atlon claims to.voivini ten or more imi~ted IICre.5. a USDA Farm Service Agency AERIAL 
PHOTO with irriiated acres outlined and poi.rlt(s) of diversion cl~ly mIlrked • 
. 72?S /2 ~ r. G:7 ~ ir Name and Address: of flonner 
Owner/Claimant 
New OwnerfCl.aUnant(s} 
New Mailing Add~ 
Cily. Sute ilnd ZIP Code 
~ / , 
(~/) 1-.1' I i, 7J ~ S L ( ,v r ~I''':;-New Telephone NuJtJber 
Date you aequ\red the property :TV 0/ f'- If 97 
If you have acquired only a portiOl1 of the former OWDer'.s property, IDWR may nl!lle4 to split the wUtl riSht(&) or 
adjudication c!aim(s). If this applie5, deacribo, i.u detail your portion of each WlIter right or adjudication claim in 1M spares 
below. If UOCe&li8l')'. attach &dditional pages. 
NWli>er of acrel you irri21o,e 9,.2 Number aad type of stock./' thl ,es 3Iit"'?""J'''; :5 
DivenioD. rare i.Il CFS Number of homes 2 Oth.r U,," 6 r~ CJ., /,.p$ 7;;. , 
If a wale ... right or kljudic.ariOt1 claim is bei.llg splic Il.l1d you are not sure how to identify your portiQQ of Ibe original right 
or claim, please contaCt the n~t IOWR affica for aa&illtanee. 
8. For Suake River Basin Adjudicttion Claims: Please attacb Ii Notice of Appearaoce completed. by your attoroey. ifyolJ wisll 
lDWR to co~nd with him Of her for all matters related to your claims .. 
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WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED BLAINE C. TAYLOR, a married man dealing with his sole and separate 
property, hereinafter calIed the Grantor, hereby grants, bargains, sells and conveys unto WILLIAM G. 
VAN HORN, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property as to an undivided 57% 
interest; AND ZINIGIBER INVESTMENTS, LLC, a Colorado Limited Liability Company as to 
an undivi ed 43%.,interest, hereinafter called Granteer....whose address is: , _ . 
- 0 . I~ () S 'Ls.-.J.--e......,-::,., ...1';;,A-r-1C C-.0 ~o'; £ 1 , the 
following described premises in Gooding County, Idaho; to-wit: 
PARCEL NO. 1 
Township 7 South, Range 13 East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho 
Section 11: Part ofthe NWY4NEY-t of said Section, described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northwest comer of said NWY-tNEY4; 
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary of said NWY-tNE~; 
THENCE South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet; 
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 257.17 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 581.54 feet; 
THENCE North 0° 11'00" East 419.75 feet; 
THENCE East 215.41 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary of U.S. Highway 30; 
THENCE North 2°24'05" East 8.79 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary to a point 50.00 feet 
right of Station 266+71.33; 
THENCE Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 150.08 feet on the arc ofa curve to the 
left with a radius of22,868.32 feet, a central angle of 0°22'34", and a chord which bears 
North 2°14'54" East 150.08 feet; 
THENCE West 361.20 feet; 
THENCE North 1 °09'28" East 84.76 feet; 
THENCE West 444.19 feet; 
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 661.38 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCELNO.2 
Township 7 South, Range 13 East of the Boise Meridian, Gooding County, Idaho 
Section 11: Part of the NWY-tNEY-t of said Section, described as follows: 
COMMENCING at the Northwest comer of said NW~NE~; 
THENCE South 0°04'31" West 994.90 feet along the Westerly boundary of said NWY-tNE~; 
THENCE South 36°08'20" East 372.4 feet; 
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 838.71 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE South 89°49'00" East 200.00 feet to the Westerly right of way boundary of U.S. Highway 30; 
THENCE Northerly along said Westerly right of way boundary 183.63 feet on the arc of a non-tangent 
curve to the right with a radius of 17,238.74 feet, a central angle of 0°36'37" and a chord which 
bears North 2°07'44" East 183.63 feet to a point of curvature 50.00 feet right of Station 269+ 17.62; 
THENCE North 2°24'05" East 237.09 feet along said Westerly right of way boundary; 
THENCE West 215.41 feet; 
TOGETHER WITH DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES WATER RIGHT NO 36-1 0283B 
TO HAVE A.ND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee and the Grantee's 
heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that the 
Grantor is the owner in fee simple of said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances except as described6' 9 i 
above; and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
'")7 rY 
this ~ day of June, 200t fore me, a Notary Public in and for said ~ ~, personally 
appeared BLAINE C. TAYLOR, a married man dealing with his sole and separate property, known 
or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me 
that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS HEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and official seal the day and year first above written. 
c:~ Jf){~ 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Twin Falls 
Commission expires 11-28-2008 
.' 
I. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
NOTICE OF CHANGE IN WATER RIGHT OWNERSHIP 
It~ . 
C ~/v D~;::'1: JUN?:> ~ () 
.q,:. r J 
Ple= print or type. Attach pages with l1<idilionol illfonllation. Instructions are included at the end of this foml. SOll';:4~ VOG 
Incomplete fOlms will be returned. ~J?", ~i.~S9u. 
Please list the water right number(s) and/or adjudication claim llumber(s) (if any) for each water right to be changed. List just the ,GIOA;I9C~s 
adjudication clail11lllll11ber if there is no corresponding water right record on file with the department. [ndicate, by checking in the 
space provided (under the "split" heading), if the change in ownership is limited to a portion of a water right in which case 
division of the existing water right or adjudication claim record will be required. 
Water 
Right No(s). 
Adjudication 
Claim No(s). Split 
Water 
Right No(s). 
Adjudication 
Claim No(s). Split 
(1 :1::. \.1 t !." I. 
J:<-, ... 
'2. The following REQUIRED infonnation must be submitted with this form: 
3. 
4. 
5. 
A. The appropriate FILING FEE. See instructions for fee amounts. 
B. A copy of the most recent DEED, TITLE POLlCY, CONTRACT OF SALE or other legal document indicating your 
ownership of the property and water right(s) orclaim(s) in question, WITH ATTACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION, 
C. Either of the following (if necessary to c1ari!» division of water rights or other complex property descriptions): 
PLAT OF' PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP clearly showing the location of the point(s) of diversion alld place of lise of 
your water right{s) and/or adjudication claim(s) (these are usually attached to your deed or on file with the county). 
OR 
I f your water right{s) and/or adjudication c1aim(s) is for ten or more acres of irrigation, you must submit a USDA Fann 
Service Agency AERIAL PHOTO with the irrigated acres outlined and point(s) of diversion clearly marked. The 
AERIAL PHOTO should be submitted in place of the PLAT OF PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP. 
Name and Address of Fonner 
Owner/Claimant( s) 
New Owner/Clailllant~s) 
New Mailing Address 
City, State and ZIP Code 
New Telephone Number 
Date yOll acquired the property 
6lC<.hv<:::'- C-l W:\tor-
~ Nome Connector (Oleck one),. 1 1 and. [J or. (J andior ."'" 
1:" O· \;Su-f '-f 51p \ cr. St~ '":> ~ IL-L-D 
• 
q '1 \) - dd-'( - CC'" l \)~ 
02/.;)::,/ow 
69J 
6. If the change in ownership affects the entire water right Cor each water right or adjudication claim number listed in item 
t. THEN SKIP THIS ITEM AND GO TO ITEM 7. If the change in ownership divides the water right(s) among multiple 
owncrs. you 1l1Ust describe, in detail, your portion of each water right after the change. fill in the appropriate spaces in the box(es) 
below to describe your waler righl(S) after the change (one waler right per box, you may copy this page as necessary). If your 
quantity of water is greater than a proportionate split, you must attach documentation 10 show justification for a larger amount. If 
you are no! sure how to identify your portion of the origina! water right or adjudication claim records, please cantle! the nearest 
lDWR office for assistance. 
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION OF WATER RIGHT 
(If the right(s) will not be split, skip this area and proceed to item 7) 
Water Riggt and/or Adjudication Claim Number ____________________ _ 
Water Use 
Irrigation 
Stock 
Domestic 
Diversion Rate or Volume 
(cubic feet per second or acre-feet per annum) 
Description 
(acres. number and type of stock. homes. etc) 
Other ______ _ 
Total 
DESCRIPTlON OF YOUR PORTlON OF WATER RIGHT 
(If the right(s) will not be split. skip this area and proceed to item 7) 
Water Right and/or Adjudication Claim Number ____________________ _ 
Water Use 
Irrigation 
Stock 
Domestic 
Diversion Rate or VQlume 
(cubic feet per second or acre-feet per annum) 
Other ______ _ 
Total 
Description 
(acres. number and type of stock. homes. etc) 
7. Signature of New Owner(s) or Claimant(s)~~~~~~~~J..!..c.:t.£L:!::!:2:::dZ~±:~=-------­
(inClude title if applicable) 
For Snake River Basin Adjudication Claims: Please attach a Notice of Appearance completed by your attorney, if you wish 
lDWR to correspond with him/her for all matters related to your claims. 
For omce~s.  nly 
Received b l' 
Receipted by CU1J:: 
Processed by AJ 
~:~: 1/f13~ot, 
Date ______ _ 
Feed..S.DtJ 
Receipt No~.50 .;l, 'j' ) (a 3 
WR Date _____ _ 
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
23425.0001 
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom 
and Zingiber Investment, LLC 
OISTRIL) COURT 
GOODING CO. IDAHO 
FILED 
2009 MAR I 7 PH 2: 1 9 
GOODING COU!,TY CLERK 
BY: Z/~ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN 1. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing 
business as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited liability company; 
Defendants. 
AFFIDA VIT OF PAUL DRURY - 1 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL DRURY 
1.7> n -~lient:1160072.1 {faa 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
PAUL DRURY, having been duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am an Idaho-licensed Professional Engineer employed by the Boise, 
Idaho office ofERO Resources Corporation. My career focuses on water resource engineering, 
including the design and review of irrigation and storm water infrastructure. My Curriculum 
Vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and the following statements are made based upon my 
direct, personal knowledge. 
2. I am familiar with Padgett Ditch from its point of diversion on Billingsley 
Creek to the concrete structure/weir located immediately upstream of the first fish rearing pond 
located on the LynClif Farms, LLC property. This segment of ditch includes the portion of 
Padgett Ditch which traverses the Zingiber Property. I am personally familiar with the ditch 
having made multiple site visits over the course of the past ten months. Those site visits have 
included field examination of both the current and prior (2006) location and configuration of the 
portion of Padgett Ditch traversing the Zingiber property. Those field examinations have also 
included extensive GPS mapping; ditch cross-sectional analysis; ditch substrate analysis; 
hydraulic, habitat, and wildlife mapping; and water quality sampling and flow measurement. 
Most recently, I was on site performing additional field work with my colleague Norm Young on 
March 6, 2009, wherein Norm and I met representatives of LynClif, NRCS, Water District 36A, 
and United States Army Corps of Engineers to field review the design and construction 
parameters of LynClif s proposed pipeline and the Justice Grade diversion/division structure. 
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3. I have reviewed LynClifpipeline and Justice Grade structure design 
materials provided through the course of this litigation (either via production through written 
discovery, or presented in conjunction with LynClif's present Motion for Summary Judgment 
Re: Carriage Water, dated February 20,2009). I have also reviewed materials presented in the 
affidavits filed in support of LynClif's motion, including the Affidavits of Dr. Charles E. 
Brockway Sr., and Mr. Stephen N. Thompson. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit B, is a true and correct copy of a design review 
report ("Review Report") I drafted in conjunction with my colleague Norm Young. As presently 
designed, and for the reasons stated in the Review Report, LynClif's current Justice Grade 
diversion structure and Justice Grade pipeline fail to comply with several standard engineering 
practices. The present design also relies upon various erroneous calculations and assumptions 
that either do not match data collected from the field, or that are not verified by sufficient 
QA/QC calculations. Consequently, LynClif's current infrastructure design raises questions that 
need to be addressed to assure the continued and uninterrupted delivery of the Zingiber water 
right (in addition to the quantity of carriage water necessary for the delivery of the Zingiber 
water right). Stated differently, and at present, it is my professional opinion that LynClif's 
proposed design does not adequately ensure the continued delivery of Zingiber's water right. It 
is also my professional opinion that the present design also introduces increased burdens upon 
both Zingiber and its property, particularly the potential for flooding. 
5. The Review Report attached hereto as Exhibit B also addresses 
engineering/design deficiencies of LynClif's two alternative proposals for either the lined ditch 
or the above ground PVC pipe referenced in is present Motion for Summary Judgment. In 
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addition to, and including, the deficiencies noted within the Review Report, LynClifs proposals 
are inferior to, and fail to replicate Zingiber's Padgett Ditch ditch right for the following reasons: 
(a) The Lined Ditch Proposal 
The lined ditch proposed by Dr. Brockway is deficient, and/or fails to replicate 
the status quo of the 2006 location and configuration of Padgett Ditch because a rigid lined ditch 
would require proper sub grade preparation to both shape and grade the ditch. Rigid liner 
materials present various maintenance burdens not associated with larger earthen ditches such as: 
susceptibility to frost heaving; freeze/thaw cycle cracking; joint failure and leaking; water flow 
impedance from wind blown debris and vegetation encroaching upon the ditch; and 
cracking/deterioration from being trampled by heavy stock (such as Zingiber's cattle). Soft lined 
ditches are subject to puncture, material degradation over time, and cannot withstand trampling 
by stock. Lined ditches, whether rigid or soft, are oftentimes much more labor intensive to 
maintain than an earthen ditch. Additionally, the lined ditch configuration/cross-section 
proposed by Dr. Brockway is not adequate to convey Zingiber's decreed water right to the pond 
in the 2006 alignment of the ditch. The Brockway design fails to account for flow depth and rate 
across the flattest part of the 2006 ditch alignment with adequate freeboard. Preparation of the 
ditch subgrade will likely require excavation and/or fill to obtain a uniform slope. 
(b) The PVC Pipe Proposal 
The PVC pipeline proposed by Dr. Brockway is deficient, and/or fails to replicate 
the status quo of the 2006 location and configuration of Padgett Ditch because PVC pipe: 
degrades when exposed to sunlight; cannot withstand the trampling of stock; is highly 
susceptible to fouling/clogging by debris, moss, and silt (particularly a four-inch diameter pipe); 
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in grade; joints easily separate due to the 
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pipe's flexibility (particularly when influenced by stock grazing and movement activities); and 
laying the pipe on the ground surface still requires proper sub grade preparation in order to create 
and maintain a uniform and workable slope. PVC piping, particularly on the ground surface is 
also undoubtedly less aesthetically pleasing. Of additional concern is the fact that the proposed 
four-inch PVC pipeline is the absolute minimum diameter of pipe necessary to convey 0.3 cfs. 
The proposal builds in no extra capacity as a margin of safety, and does not account for increased 
flow rates which will occur should the design modifications outlined in the Affidavit of Stephen 
N. Thompson take place. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this .\\.0+11 day of March, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL DRURY to be served by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
Fax: (208) 933-0701 
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ERO 
Paul E. Drury, Water Resource Engineer 
Education 
M.S. 1 988, Fisheries 
Science, University of 
Alaska Southeast 
B.S. 1983, Agricultural 
Engineering, Oregon 
State University 
Professional Certificate 
2007, Environmental 
Water Science, University 
of Idaho 
Certifications and 
Affiliafions 
American Society of Civil 
Engineers, Sedion Past 
Sedion President 
American Fisheries 
Society 
City of Boise Erosion and 
Sediment Control 
Designer 
Natural Resources 
Conservation Service 
Technical Service Provider 
Mores Creek Watershed 
Advisory Group 
Licensure 
Professional Civil 
Engineer, Idaho 
BACKGROUND 
Paul is a professional engineer at ERO with 20 years of experience in w~ter 
resources engineering, storm water management, fisheries engineering, and civil 
site development. Since joining ERO, Paul has been instrumental in developing 
ground and surface water supplies, resolving complex water rights issues, 
designing stream bank and riparian restoration projects, preparing technical 
reports for environmental permitting, creating decentralized water and 
wastewater systems, and providing litigation support and expert witness 
testimony. 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE 
Water Supply. Paul performs technical analyses for estimating aquifer and 
watershed yields, designing ground water wells and surface water 
impoundments, selecting pump and conveyance system components, and 
rehabilitating wells and impoundment structures. He evaluates existing system 
design and performance to identify potential upgrades for improved efficiency 
and capacity. His diversion and distribution systems designs take into 
consideration environmental impacts. 
Water Rights. Paul investigates water rights for transfer and new appropriation 
applications. He confirms historical beneficial use and place of use, and 
determines irrigable acres utilizing soils and economic analyses. He also 
analyzes aerial photos and prepares GIS maps for water right exhibits. 
Water Quality. Paul develops and implements water quality sampling programs 
consistent with quality assurance and control procedures. He establishes 
stream monitoring stations for flow measurement and water quality sampling. 
Watershed Management. Paul performs stream assessments while applying 
geomorphic principals to watershed management for fish passage, habitat 
enhancement, stream bank stabilization, and riparian restoration projects. He 
incorporates watershed processes and utilizes hydrologic methods for designing 
in-stream structures and modeling of flood plain management issues. 
Professional Civil 
Engineer, Washington 
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Exhibit A 
Representative Proiects Paul E. Drury 
Water Supply 
Large-Yield Irrigation Well, ID 
Project manager responsible for the design, 
permitting, construction oversight, and well 
completion report of a large yield irrigation water 
supply well serving a residential subdivision In 
Caldwell. Well was constructed with a 12" casing 
to a depth of 500 feet and produced a sustainable 
yield of 1,400 gallons per minute. Design and 
construction techniques isolated the irrigation 
water bearing zone from higher quality potable 
water zones of the aquifer. 
Surface Water Supply Evaluation, Burns, OR 
Reviewed existing water rights and natural 
resources, performed a water availability analysis, 
assessed site suitability, and prepared a conceptual 
level design. Identified permit application 
requirements, and developed a preliminary 
construction cost estimate for a surface water 
impoundment structure. 
Ground Water Supply Investigation, Burns, OR 
Reviewed aerial photographs, USGS topographic 
maps, water well reports, water rights documents, 
surface geology maps, and ground water level 
databases. Prepared a summary of the ground 
water aquifer, limitations of the water rights, and 
potential well drilling sites, including suggestions 
for new irrigation well construction. 
Geothermal Well Design, Bruneau, ID 
Prepared a well drilling plan for a low temperature 
geothermal well in compliance with Idaho Well 
Construction Standards. Coordinated the plan 
approval process with the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources. 
Outlet Structure Rehabilitation, Cascade, ID 
Surveyed and evaluated condition of the outlet 
structure at a private surface water impoundment 
structure on U.S. Forest Service land. 
Recommended a rehabilitation action plan and 
participated in easement negotiations. 
Water Rights 
ERQ 
construction specifications and design schematic 
in accordance with current Well Construction 
Standards Rules and Idaho Rules for Public 
Drinking Water Systems. 
Water Quality 
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) 
Plan, Denver, CO 
Prepared SPCC Plan to describe measures 
implemented to prevent oil discharges and to 
prepare a response plan for safe, effective, and 
timely mitigation of a discharge in accordance 
with EPA and Colorado Department of Labor 
and Employment, Division of Oil and Public 
Safety Storage Tank Regulations. 
Storm Water Prevention Plan (SWPP), Ontario, OR 
Reviewed technical compliance of SWPP, 
prepared to Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality (DEQ) General Permit 
standards. SWPP focused on operation and 
maintenance of an aggregate mine and batch 
plant with potential storm water discharges to the 
Snake River. 
Arsenic Rule Compliance, Boise ID 
Prepared the Engineering Report and Operation 
and Maintenance Manual for permitting a point-
of-use (p0U) treatment strategy addressing 
arsenic levels that exceeded the drinking water 
standard. Coordinated permit application through 
the Idaho DEQ to obtain one of the fust POU 
treatment approvals in Idaho. 
Watershed Management 
Stream Bank Stabilization, Eagle, lD 
Surveyed cross sections and prepared drawings 
for construction, permitting, and no-rise 
certificate of a stream bank stabilization project to 
prevent undercutting and erosion of a flood 
control levee and to protect a residential 
development from flood impacts. Incorporated 
bioengineering techniques for hard and soft bank 
protection measures. 
Wetland Mitigation, Eagle, ID 
Application for Ground Water Appropri~tion, JD Coor~ated,preparati0r:,~f construction, and 
~'?"?''i'{'i?iii;;'~;Z?J?fC~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P~;!~~~~~''''~''C:X7'~L??J1!rIJ;!lLt~~i~'~~~~!L001ih''2Zfi'' '"'0;;;/;''' •..• ,,<,., ~7i new grou water landscaping of a wetland mitigation project in 
appropnatlOn a project in Caldwell. Defined compliance with U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
the design criteria, reviewed existing well logs, Section 404 Nationwide Permit. Impacted low-
researched water quality data, identified water- value upland wetlands were mitigated with high-
bearing zone, and prepared preliminary well value riparian wetlands and open water bodies. 
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Introduction 
ERO Resources Corp. has reviewed the Design Report dated November 2008 for the LinCliff 
(sic) Padgett Ditch Irrigation Conveyance (herein termed Design Report) attached to an affidavit 
by Stephen N. Thompson, District Conservationist for USDA-NRCS in Gooding County and the 
pipeline/ditch size recommended for Zingiber in the Charles E. Brockway, Sr. affidavit. Our 
review has identified the following comments and questions: 
Comments 
1. Does the Design Report comply with applicable standards for work within the public 
right-of-way? The Local Highway Technical Assistance Council published a Manual for 
Use of Public Right-of-Way in June of2001. The purpose of this Manual is to assist 
Idaho local highway jurisdictions in controlling the use of their public rights-of-way. 
General Provision D in this Manual states that except for crossings, water canals and 
irrigation ditches should be excluded from the public right-of-way. Padgett Ditch is 
proposed to be conveyed in a pipeline within the right-of-way of Justice Grade Road for a 
distance of approximately 520 feet. General Provision H in this Manual states that the 
design is to include measures to be taken to preserve the safety and free flow of traffic, 
preserve the structural integrity of the highway, that the installation of water lines comply 
with the Idaho Standards for Public Works Construction (ISPWC), and that a 
professional engineer certify the as-built installation. The Design Report does not: 
A. Include a traffic control plan to preserve the safety and free flow of traffic. 
B. Include measures for the protection or restoration of the roadway surface. 
C. Reference the ISPWC for the installation of and structures. 
D. Require as-built certification by a professional engineer. 
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2. Does the Design Report conflict with the NRCS Conservation Practice Standard and 
Construction Specifications for Irrigation Water Conveyance High Pressure Underground 
Plastic Pipe Code 430DD? The construction specification was provided with the Design 
Report. The Conservation Practice Standard was not provided with the Design Report 
and is included as an attachment to this review. The Design Report appears to be 
inconsistent in the following: 
A. Conservation Practice Standard states that plans and specifications shall be 
prepared to show site specifics. The proposed design does not include site 
specifics. A plan and profile drawing developed from a topographic survey is 
typically used in the engineering profession to show site specifics. 
B. The design calls for 24" of cover, mounded if necessary over the top of the pipe. 
The specification requires a minimum of 30" of cover over the top of the pipe. 
The Conservation Practice Standard allows 24" cover where the pipe is not 
susceptible to vehicle loads. The design locates the pipe in the shoulder of the 
roadway and there are no measures to restrict traffic over the pipeline. Therefore, 
the pipeline is subject to wheel loads where a minimum 30" cover is required. 
C. A review of existing grade and the pipeline design along Justice Grade Road 
indicates that the trench backfill will require mounding to obtain the minimum 
cover. This mounding will occur within the shoulder of the right-of-way and is 
higher than the elevation at the edge of pavement. Where mounding is required to 
obtain the minimum cover, the Conservation Practice Standard states that the top 
width of the fill shall be no less than 10 feet and the side slopes no steeper than 
6: 1. Without a plan and profile drawing and a site specific design we cannot 
determine whether the trench mound will encroach onto the paved roadway or the 
extent offill required to be placed across the right-of-way line and onto private 
property. 
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D. The design calls for a 3 foot wide trench. The specification requires a minimum 
trench width of 3' -8". 
3. Does the Design Report conflict with the NRCS Conservation Practice Standard and 
Construction Specifications for Structure for Water Control Code 5877 The construction 
specification was provided with the Design Report. The Conservation Practice Standard 
was not provided with the design package and is included as an attachment to this review. 
The Design Report appears to be inconsistent in the following: 
A. The Conservation Practice Standard states that the design shall be based upon site 
surveys. The Design Report does not provide any information on the location of 
property lines, easements, rights-of-way, topographic survey data, or any 
measured information for lengths and grades for the proposed pipeline and 
ditches. 
B. The Conservation Practice Standard states that provisions must be made for 
necessary maintenance. The Design Report does not address maintenance of the 
inlet structure, LynClifpipeline or the orifice to Zingiber. The Design Report 
incorporates a horizontal screen which does not facilitate cleaning. Standard 
practice is to design a sloping screen to ease cleaning and maintenance operations. 
A mechanical screen may be warranted in this case due to heavy trash loads, risk 
of property damage due to flooding, and need for a guaranteed water supply. The 
Design Report does not prohibit the use of cross bars which encumbers the 
cleaning process. As designed, cleaning will be difficult because it is horizontal, 
will be covered with flowing water during the cleaning operation and the cleaning 
fork or other tool will catch on the crossbars. The design does not provide a 
location for a vehicle to be parked and loaded with the trash removed from the 
rack. This will 
C. The design does not provide for screening and maintaining the orifice plate 
conveying water to the Zingiber property. An accessible screen upstream of the 
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orifice plate is necessary to ensure unobstructed flow through the orifice and to 
prevent debris from entering the conveyance system. 
D. The Conservation Practice Standard states that the water level upstream of the 
water control structure shall not be raised. The Design Report does not include 
calculations demonstrating no rise in upstream water levels. In the Padgett Ditch 
there is a flow measurement weir upstream of the water control structure, and 
inundation of the weir or downstream nappe may affect the accuracy of measuring 
flows in the ditch. 
E. The Conservation Practice Standard states that the water control structure shall 
have the capacity to carry the design flow while controlling downstream erosion. 
In addition, the design does not provide for a channel to direct flood flows away 
from Zingiber property. The Design Report does not include an analysis of the 
capacity of the overflow channel or the route overflows will take when the screen 
is obstructed. Because the top of the inlet structure, the orifice plate leading to the 
Zingiber property and the overflow channel are all at the top of the existing 
concrete structure, flood flows will not be controlled into any particular channel 
with the potential for causing erosion. A flow rate of 13 cfs is routinely diverted 
into Padgett Ditch. This flow has the potential to reach the proposed pipe inlet 
structure. The overflow capacity should be designed for at least 13 cfs and an 
overflow channel designed and located to convey this flow without erosion or 
encroachment on Zingiber property. 
F. The Conservation Practice Standard states that the structure shall be designed to 
withstand the anticipated loads. The Design Report simply states there are no 
particular loads on the structure. Common engineering practice would identify 
soi110ads from backfill and vehicle loads when the structure is located 
within the shoulder of the right-of-way. The design does not include an analysis 
of physical loadings on the flat steel plates used for the bottom and sides of the 
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inlet structure and the steel angles used as its frame. Without more infonnation 
the following questions remain: Is the design capable of withstanding loads 
experienced in transport to the site and setting it in place? Can it withstand the 
lateral loads resulting from backfill and surcharge loading caused by heavy truck 
traffic on Justice Grade Road and the shoulder? Can the inlet structure withstand 
the weight of a vehicle? The inlet structure may be subjected to the direct weight 
of a truck or other vehicle because it is to be built within 5 feet of the edge of the 
pavement along Justice Grade Road and extend west beyond the existing guard 
wall. Have vertical and lateral loads from the pipeline been adequately 
addressed? 
4. The design is not in accordance with standards commonly used by irrigation delivery 
entities in southern Idaho as illustrated by attached standard drawings from the NRCS 
and the Pioneer Irrigation District. 
A. Irrigation inlet structures shall be constructed of concrete. 
B. Screens shall be sloping and constructed without cross bars. 
C. Inlet structure shall have a 12" deep sump. 
5. Additional comments on the design and constructability review. 
A. The existing concrete structure will have to be modified to receive the new 5 foot 
wide flat back gate downstream of the orifice plate. No detail is provided in the 
design on how to modify the concrete structure or mount the gate. 
B. Project datum is not provided on the drawings to indicate where elevation 100.0 is 
located. 
C. The cut line for Section B-B is shown in Plan View but Section B-B is not 
provided on the detail sheets. No infonnation is provided to indicate how the 
orifice plate will be installed. 
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D. The depth ofthe existing concrete channel is actually 2'-6". The Design Report 
identifies the depth of the channel as 2'-0". This discrepancy may result in 
problems during the installation at the pre-fabricated pipe inlet structure, such as: 
a. The structure may not fit as designed. 
b. The depth of water flow over the weir and the resulting flow rate may be 
different than designed. 
c. The overflow route may be directed over the side walls of the inlet structure 
resulting in erosion of the public right-of-way. 
E. The minimum available distance along the existing concrete channel between the 
fence line and the concrete guard wall for installing the pipe inlet structure is only 
80". The overall width of the pipe inlet structure is 108". Installation of the pipe 
inlet structure will not be possible without disturbing the existing fence line and 
performing work on the Zingiber side of the fence line or modifying the guard 
wall. 
F. The pipeline route within the Justice Grade right-of-way is parallel and adjacent 
to an existing overhead power line. Trenching appears to be adjacent to the 
existing power poles. The Design Report does not address how the power line 
will be protected or if the power line will need to be relocated. 
G. The Design Report does not address how excavation, spoil, and backfill of the 
trench with adequate cover over the pipeline will be accomplished without 
disturbance of the fence line or encroachment onto the Zingiber property. 
H. The Design Report does not clearly show the elevation ofthe bar screen in the 
pipe inlet structure or how the bar screen will be attached. There are 
discrepancies between the calculations and the drawings indicating the elevation 
of the screen. 
Will the structure as designed carry the required flows? 
708 
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A. The technical information included in the Design Report is not adequate to 
evaluate the flow capacity of the weir, inlet box and orifice. 
B. The capacity of the LynClifpipeline cannot be evaluated without a plan and 
profile drawing showing data on the elevation change between the inlet structure 
and the outlet structure. 
C. The capacity of the weir inlet to the structure cannot be determined using standard 
formulas and tables because as designed it does not comply with standard 
conditions for such structures. The design seems to be based upon a standard 
formula for a sharp-crested, rectangular weir. However, the weir is a side flow 
weir on a channel that essentially terminates a few feet downstream. The weir is 
not sharp-crested because the plate extends only 0.1 ft above the cutout in the 7" 
wide concrete sidewall of the channel. The trash rack will alter the flow 
characteristic normally established over a weir even when clear of trash. The 
converging sidewalls ofthe inlet structure will further alter the flow 
characteristics from those needed to use a standard formula or table to determine 
flow capacity. 
7. Will the orifice plate designed for delivery of water to Zingiber provide the required flow 
rate? 
A. The design incorrectly assumes that the flow in the Padgett Ditch is 10 cfs at all 
times that Zingiber receives 0.3 cfs. This assumption is incorrect, because 
Zingiber's entitlement is to be delivered even when LynClifhas only 1.30 cfs in 
priority and Martin has 0.10 cfs. 
B. Using this incorrect assumption, the design is based upon sizing and locating the 
orifice discharging to Zingiber with an elevation of water calculated to be present 
when the weir inlet to the LynClif pipeline is discharging 10 cfs. When only the 
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being delivered, the structure as designed will provide only a small fraction of 
Zingiber's entitlement through the orifice. 
C. A reliable calculation of the flow rate that will be provided through the orifice to 
Zingiber cannot be made because the weir at the inlet structure and the orifice do 
not meet standard conditions. As noted above, the estimates of flow rates and 
water surface elevations used in the design are not appropriate for this 
nonstandard weir and the formulas used for the orifice plate are not appropriate 
because the placement is not standard relative to location near the bottom of the 
channel, inadequate depth of water over the top of the orifice and the lack of 
information on flow conditions and water elevations downstream of the orifice. 
D. Stephen Thompson's affidavit recommends a change to the design, apparently to 
address the inadequacy created by failing to account for periods of reduced flow 
in the ditch. However, the recommendation is made without including technical 
analysis to verifY that the revision will provide adequate flow to Zingiber. There 
is no indication that a local conservationist has the authority to change a design 
made by the State Conservation Engineer or that the change is a requirement for 
federal funding to be used to build the structure. 
8. Is the pipeline/ditch sized adequately to deliver Zingiber's water from the orifice to the 
pond? 
A. Brockway indicates in his affidavit that either a 4-inch diameter class 125 PVC 
pipe or a lined ditch with a bottom width of3.6 inches and a depth of flow of2.4 
inches will be adequate to convey 0.3 cfs from the diversion structure at Justice 
Grade to the Zingiber's pond. Design data or calculations are not included to 
support these estimated sizes. 
B. Using the elevation data collected by ERO to evaluate Padgett Ditch in its 
property, there is about 8 feet of elevation change 
from the floor of the Justice Grade structure to the water surface in Zingiber' s 
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pond. Using this as the head loss through the pipe and a roughness coefficient for 
new PVC pipe, the maximum flow rate through a 4-inch diameter pipe will just 
carry Zingiber's right. However, the design does not include any safety factor, 
does not account for reduced flow capacity as the pipe ages, does not include 
cleanouts and drains required for proper maintenance, and does not carry higher 
flow rates that will occur when the head on the orifice is greater than assumed in 
the design. Having only a 4 inch diameter pipe will exacerbate flooding incidents 
likely to occur on Zingiber property if the Justice Grade structure is modified as 
proposed in the Stephen Thompson affidavit and Design Report. 
C. The small cross-section lined ditch suggested by Brockway is not adequate to 
carry Zingiber's decreed right from the Justice Grade structure to Zingiber pond 
in the 2006 ditch alignment. The small cross-section suggested by Brockway for 
the concrete-lined ditch does not provide freeboard in accordance with accepted 
engineering practice and fails to account for the non-uniform slope ofthe terrain 
across Zingiber's property. An appropriate cross-section would be sized to 
convey the required flow across the flattest part of the field with adequate 
freeboard. 
D. Brockway asserts that a lined ditch will not lose any water to seepage. Seepage 
from a lined ditch can approximate that of an unlined ditch if cracks and other 
discontinuities allow water to saturate the underside of the lining. Freeze/thaw 
damage during the winter, thermal expansion during the summer and other factors 
will crack the lining causing seepage from a concrete-lined ditch. 
E. If a separate overflow channel is not provided, an open ditch across Zingiber's 
property should be designed to carry at least 13.3 cfs in accordance with water 
rights diverted into Padgett Ditch and because of the 
screen at the pipe inlet structure. 
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NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE 
CONSERVATION PRACTICE STANDARD 
STRUCTURE FOR WATER CONTROL 
(No.) 
CODE 587 
DEFINITION 
A structure ina water management system that 
conveys water, controls the direction or rate of 
flow, maintains a desired water surface elevation 
or measures water. 
PURPOSE 
The practice may be applied as a management 
component of a water management system to 
control the stage, discharge, distribution, delivery 
or direction of water flow. 
CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APPLIES 
Thi~ practice applies wherever a permanent 
structure is needed as an integral part of a water-
control system to serve one or more of the 
following functions: 
• Convey water from one elevation to a lower 
elevation within, to or from a water conveyance 
system such as a ditch, channel, canal or 
pipeline designed to operate under open 
channel conditions. Typical structures are 
drops, chutes, turnouts, surface water inlets, 
head gates, pump boxes and stilling basins. 
• Control the elevation of water in drainage or 
irrigation ditches. Typical structures are 
checks, flash board risers and check dams. 
• Control the division or measurement of 
irrigation water. Typical structures are division 
boxes and water measurement devices. 
• Keep trash, debris or weed seeds from 
entering pipelines. Typical structures are 
debris screens and turbulent fountain screens. 
II Control the direction of channel flow resulting 
from tides and high water or back-flow from 
flooding. Typical structures are tide and water 
management 
• Control the water table level, remove surface 
or subsurtace water from adjoining land, flood 
land for frost protection or manage water levels 
for wildlife or recreation. Typical structures are 
water level control structures, flash board risers, 
pipe drop inlets and box inlets. 
• Convey water over, under or along a ditch, 
canal, road, railroad or other barriers. Typical 
structures are bridges, culverts, flumes, 
inverted siphons and long span pipes. 
• Modify water flow to provide habitat for fish, 
wildlife and other aquatic animals. Typical 
structures are chutes, cold water release 
structures and flash board risers. 
• Provide silt management in ditches or canals. 
A typical structure is a sluice. 
• Supplement a resource management system 
on land where organic waste or commercial 
fertilizer is applied. 
• Create, restore or enhance wetland 
hydrology. 
CRITERIA 
General Criteria Applicable to All Purposes 
Structures shall be designed on an individual job 
basis or applicable NRCS standard drawings 
shall be adapted, to meet site conditions and 
functional requirements. Designs shall be based 
upon site surveys, required hydraulic functions 
and site soils/foundation investigations. 
Structures not covered by Standard Designs/ 
Drawings shall be designed in accordance with 
current NRCS engineering handbooks and 
associated technical materials. 
Provisions must be made for necessary 
maintenance. Care must be used to insure that 
the area's visual resources are not damaged. If 
or 
allow fish passage. 
I
' Conservation practice standards are reviewed periodically and updated if needed. To obtain 
the current version of this standard, contact your Natural Resources Conservation Service 
State Office or download it from the electronic Field Office Technical Guide for your state. 
! 
NRCS, IDAHO 
December 200, 12 
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Vegetation complying with Critical Area Planting 
(342) shall be established on all disturbed earth 
surfaces. Where soil, climate or site specific 
conditions preclude establishing permanent 
vegetation, other protective means such as 
mulches or gravels shall be used. 
The structure shall be fenced, if necessary, to 
protect the vegetation. 
The water level upstream of water control 
structures shall not be raised on adjacent 
landowners without their permission. 
Foundation. The extent of foundation 
investigations shall be based upon the size and 
importance of the structure, geology of the area, 
water table considerations and the initial findings 
of the investigations. The foundation materials 
shall have adequate bearing strength to 
support the structure without undesirable 
and/or differential settlement unless specific 
structural design considerations and/or 
foundation treatment are included in the 
design for such conditions. The foundation 
materials shall have adequate resistance to 
prevent piping. Structure cutoffs, drainage 
and/or foundation treatment shall be included 
in the design as needed. 
Capacity. Structures shall have the capacity to 
carry the design flow with adequate freeboard, 
remain stable, control downstream erosion and 
keep the upstream and downstream water 
surfaces within the limits allowed. 
Freeboard. The following minimum freeboard 
shall be provided: 
Structure 
Type 
Irrigation 
Ditch 
structure 
(e.g. checks, 
turn-outs, 
diversion 
boxes, drops 
of F< 4-feet) 
Inverted 
Siphon, Inlets 
& Outlets 
Design Flow Freeboard 
6 cfs or less 4 inches 
6 to 15 cfs 6 inches 
15 to 50 cfs 9 inches 
Same as above plus 0.2 
V2/2g 
velocity in pipe (fps) 
NRCS, IDAHO 
December 2004 
Structural. Structures for water control shall be 
designed to withstand the anticipated loads from 
internal and external. I.oading, hydrostatiC upl.ift, 
surcharge I.oads, surface and impact loads, water 
pressure due to seasonally high water tables, 
frost and ice pressures. Refer to NRCS 
Technical. Rel.ease 74, "Lateral Earth Pressures". 
Standard Drawings. The use of Idaho Standard 
Drawings numbered 1.0-SO-587A through 10-SO-
587R shall be governed by the following 
limitations: 
1. Depth of notch for drop structures shall not 
exceed four (4) feet. 
2. Height of drop shall not exceed two (2) feet. 
3. Length of crest shall not exceed four (4) feet. 
4. Total height of any wall shall not exceed 4-
1/2 feet except for pipe inlets where the width 
to height ratio is less than one (1). 
5. The apron length for drop structures shall be 
not less than five times the flow depth over 
the crest at design flow. 
When structure sizes exceed any of these 
limitations, hydraulic and structural computations 
are required to support the design. 
Drop Structure Design. The crest elevation of 
drop structures in a system shall not be lower 
than the end sill el.evation of the next upstream 
structure or the bottom of a stabl.e ditch 300 feet 
upstream, whichever is closer. Exceptions are 
ditches in soils where a non-erosive velocity can 
be shown by design using a Mannings "n" 
coefficient no higher than 0.025. For installations 
where grade is permitted between structures, 
riprap, the greater of four (4) feet or one (1) 
apron I.ength, shall be provided downstream of 
each structure. 
The crest length shoul.d not be wider than the 
bottom width of the ditch. Tabl.e 1 can be used to 
sel.ect the structure crest I.ength for various 
combinations of fl.ow depth and capacity. The 
design notch depth for the structure shall indude 
the required freeboard and water flow depth. 
Apron widths shoul.d conform to the ditch bottom 
width immediatel.y below the structure and shall 
not be narrower than the crest length. 
the drop pl.us three (3) times the depth of water 
above the crest. Apron I.ength for structures with 
a drop greater than two (2) feet shall. be 
1"11 ' i u 
determined using National Engineering 
Handbook (NEH), Section 11, Drop Spillways, or 
from criteria contained in approved standard 
drawings. 
TABLE I 
Drop Structure Capacity* (cfsl 
Flow 
Depth Crest Length (Ft) 
(Ft) 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
0.5 1.2 1.75 2.33 2.9 3.5 
1.0 3.3 4.95 6.6 8.25 9.9 
1.5 6.1 9.1 12.1 15.2 ---
-
,3{2 Computed by Q - 3.3 LH 
At the high water line, the upstream headwall 
extensions shall extend into solid earth a 
horizontal distance equal to the cutoff 
requirements or one (1) foot, whichever is 
greater. The downstream wingwalls shall extend, 
at a minimum, to the normal high water line in the 
ditch. 
For structures with a design flow of 15 cfs or less 
and a wall height above the apron of 4-1/2 feet or 
less, the combined length of the upstream cut-off 
and downstream toe wall below the apron shall 
be at least two (2) times the height of drop. This 
length shall be distributed between the upstream 
cut-off and toe wall. The toe wall shall extend not 
less than nine inches below the apron and the 
cut-off shall extend not less than one (1) foot 
below the apron. 
Cut-off requirements for structures larger than 15 
cfs or wall height greater than 4-1/2 feet or drop 
greater than two (2) feet shall be determined by 
using Lane's Theory of Creep in NEH, Section 
11, or flow net procedures described in NRCS, 
Soil Mechanics Note 5, "Flow Net Construction 
and Use". 
Check Structure Design. The basic criteria for 
drop structures shall apply with the following 
exceptions: 
For check structures with a design flow of 15 cfs 
or less and a wall height above the apron of three 
(3) feet or less, the combined length of upstream 
cut-off and downstream toe wall shall be two (2) 
times the design height of the check boards. This 
length below the apron shall be distributed 
toe wall shall extend not less than nine 
inches below the apron and the cut-off shall 
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extend not less than one (1) foot below the 
apron. 
. Division Box Design. The basic criteria for check 
and drop structures shall be used for determining 
headwall, cut-off and wingwall requirements. 
Additional criteria are as follows: 
The cross-sectional area should provide for a 
flow velocity of about 112 foot/sec. The size 
should conform to existing or proposed ditches or 
pipelines and be adequate to safely distribute the 
design flow. Division boxes using pipe for 
distribution shall be proportioned in accordance 
with criteria for Pipe I nlet and Outlet Structures. 
Minimum entrance loss shall be computed as 
1 +0/2g. where v = pipe velocity and g = 32.2. 
If measuring devices are to be included in the 
design, the box dimensions shall meet the criteria 
for the measuring device used. The outlets for 
division boxes shall meet requirements for grade 
control structures or the outlet channel shall be 
riprapped where erosive velocities may occur. 
Field Turnouts. Field turnouts shall have 
adequate capacity to supply the water for the 
area served. The maximum design ditch water 
surface shall provide for the required freeboard 
and water depth, plus head losses for the turnout 
for the type of ditch. 
Turnouts shall be installed with a suitable cutoff 
and wingwalls. 
When water velocity in the turnout exceeds three 
(3) feet/sec. or the outlet is not submerged, the 
outlet shall be protected with rock riprap, sod or 
other suitable material. 
Materials. Structures may be constructed of 
aluminum, steel, reinforced concrete, rock, 
masonry, concrete blocks with reinforcing steel, 
concrete pipe, timber and fiberglass. All 
materials used in constructing structures for 
water control shall have the strength, durability 
and workability required to meet the installation 
and operational conditions required for the site. 
Materials used must meet the applicable 
standard for the kind of materials used [Le., 
concrete pipe shall meet the requirements of 
Irrigation Water Conveyance, Nonreinforced 
Concrete Pipeline (430CC), etc.]. 
should 
take into account the following: 
1. The required life of the structure. 
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2. The pH and salinity of the soil. 
3. A cost comparison amortized to account for 
varying life spans. 
Reinforced Concrete. Reinforced concrete 
structures, except for channel linings, shall have 
a minimum member thickness of six (6) inches. 
The minimum reinforcement for shrinkage and 
temperature rebar in six-inch members shall be 
1/2 inch diameter steel reinforcing bars located 
on 12 inch centers each way. Designs for RIC 
structures shall conform to the requirements of 
NRCS, Technical Release 67, "Reinforced 
Concrete Design". The minimum section 
thickness and reinforcement for channel linings 
shall be in accordance with NRCS, Far West 
States, Engineering Design Standards. The only 
exceptions shall be officially approved standard 
drawings. 
Concrete Blocks. In general, the structural design 
of concrete block structures is the same as for 
reinforced concrete structures. Structures may be 
constructed of concrete block manufactured in 
accordance with ASTM criteria and using the 
procedures in NRCS Idaho Engineering 
Technical Note No.3, "Design Considerations for 
Concrete Block Structures". Lightweight "Cinder 
Blocks" are not acceptable. 
Metal. Metal used in structures shall meet the 
structural requirements of the job. The structure 
metal thickness will be determined for the 
specific loading conditions. However, for metal 
pipe riser type structures the minimum thickness 
shall be: 
48 inch diameter and smaller 16 gage 
54 inch diameter and larger 14 gage 
All metal, aluminum or galvanized coated shall 
have a protective coating based upon the 
requirements of Steel Pipeline, (430-FF). 
Timber. Wood used in structures shall meet the 
structural requirements of the job. Wood, except 
for redwood, cedar and larch, shall be treated 
with an environmentally safe preservative 
appropriate for the type of structure, use and 
species of wood used. 
NRCS, IDAHO 
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CONSIDERA TIONS 
When planning, designing and installing this 
practice, the following items should be 
considered: 
• Effects on the water budget, especially on 
volumes and rates of runoff, infiltration, 
evaporation, transpiration, deep percolation and 
ground water recharge. 
• Potential for a change in the rate of plant 
growth and transpiration because of changes in 
the volume of soil water. 
• Effects on downstream flows or aquifers that 
would affect other water uses or users. 
• Effects on the field water table to ensure that 
it will provide a suitable rooting depth for the 
anticipated crop. 
• Potential use for irrigation management to 
conserve water. 
• Effects of construction on aquatic life. 
• Effects on stream system channel 
morphology and stability as it relates to erosion, 
and the movement of sediment, solutes and 
sediment-attached sUbstances carried by runoff. 
• Effects on the movement of dissolved 
substances below the root zone and to ground 
water. 
• Effects of field water table on salt content in 
the root zone. 
• Short term and construction-related effects of 
this practice on the quality of downstream water. 
• Effects of water level control on the 
temperatures of downstream waters and their 
effects on aquatic and wildlife communities. 
• Effects on wetlands or water-related wildlife 
habitats. 
• Effects on the turbidity of downstream water 
resources. 
• Existence of cultural resources in the project 
area and any project impacts on such resources. 
• Conservation and stabilization of 
archeological, historic, structural and traditional 
cultural properties when appropriate. 
to the client should 
address economics, ecological concerns and 
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acceptable levels of risk for design criteria as it 
relates to hazards to life or property. 
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Plans and specifications for installing structures 
for water control shal! be in keeping with this 
standard and shall describe the requirements for 
applying the practice to achieve its intended 
purpose. 
The plan shall specify' the location, grades, 
quantities, dimensions, materials and hydraulic 
and structural requirements for the individual 
structure. Provisions must be made for 
necessary maintenance. Care must be used to 
protect the surrounding visual resources. If 
watercourse fisheries are important, special 
precautions or design features may be needed to 
facilitate continuation of fish migrations. 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
An operation and maintenance plan shall be 
provided to and reviewed with the land manager. 
The plan shall be site specific and include, but 
not be limited to, the following: Structures will be 
checked and necessary maintenance, including 
removal of debris, shall be performed after major 
storms and at least semi-annually. Water level 
management and timing shall be adequately 
described wherever applicable. 
REFERENCES 
- King's Handbook of Hydraulics 
- National Engineering Handbook, Sections 5, 6 
and 11 
- Engineering Field Handbook 
- Engineering Design Standards, Far West States 
- Technical Release. 67, Reinforced Concrete 
Strength Design 
- Technical Release 74, Lateral Earth Pressures 
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NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE 
CONSERVATION PRACTICE STANDARD 
IRRIGATION WATER CONVEYANCE 
HIGH-PRESSURE, UNDERGROUND, PLASTIC PIPELINE 
(Ft.) 
CODE 430-00 
DEFINITION 
A pipeline and appurtenances installed in an 
irrigation system. 
PURPOSE 
To prevent erosion or loss of water quality or 
damage to land, make possible the proper 
management of irrigation water and reduce 
water conveyance losses. 
CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE 
APPLIES 
This standard applies to underground 
thermoplastic pipelines ranging from V2-inch to 
27 inches in diameter that are closed to the 
atmosphere and subject to internal pressures of 
50 lblin2 and greater. 
All pipelines shall be planned and located to 
serve as an integral part of an irrigation water 
distribution or conveyance system designed to 
facilitate the conservation use and management 
of the soil and water resources on a farm or 
group of farms. 
Water quantity, quality and rates of irrigation 
delivery for the area served by the pipeline shall 
be sufficient to make irrigation practical for the 
crops to be grown and the water application 
method to be used. 
DESIGN CRITERlA 
All planned work shall comply with all Federal, 
State and local laws and regulations. 
Working pressure and flow velocity. The 
minimum acceptable class of pipe under this 
Practice Standard 
designed to meet all service requirements 
without an operating pressure, including 
hydraulic transients, or static pressure at any 
point greater than the pressure rating of the pipe 
used at that point. As a safety factor against 
surge or water hammer, the working pressure 
should not exceed 72 percent of the pressure 
rating of the pipe, nor should the design flow 
velocity at system capacity exceed 5 fps. If 
either of these limits is exceeded, the design 
shall include a water hammer analysis. Such 
designs shall include protective measures and 
operational limits to protect the pipeline 
adequately from surge. 
For pipelines conveying water warmer than 73.4 
degrees F, the allowable working pressure shall 
be adjusted in accordance with Table 1. 
Table 1. Pressure Rating Factors for PVC and 
PE Pipe for Water at Elevated Temperatures 
(D F egrees .) 
Temperature PVC PE 
73.4 1.00 1.00 
80 0.88 0.92 
90 0.75 0.81 
100 0.62 0.70 
110 0.50 -
120 0.40 -
130 0.30 -
140 0.22 -
NOTE: Reduce pipe pressure rating for wann water equals 
pressure rating at 73.4 degrees F times factor for 
appropriate water temperature. 
Capacity. The design capacity of the pipeline 
shall be the larger of: 
1. The capacity shall be sufficient to deliver 
consumptive irrigation demand 
of the crop or crops to be irrigated. 
I Conservation practice standards are reviewed periodically, and updated if needed. To obtain 
the current version of this standard, contact the Narural Resources Conservation Service. 
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2. The capacity shall be sufficient to provide 
an adequate irrigation stream for all methods 
of irrigation planned. 
Friction losses. For design purposes, friction 
head losses shall be no less than those computed 
by the Hazen-Williams equation, using a 
roughness coefficient 'C' equal to 150. 
Outlets. Appurtenances required to deliver 
water from the pipeline to an individual 
sprinkler or to a lateral line of sprinklers or 
surface pipe located on the ground surface are 
defined as outlets. Outlets shall have adequate 
capacity to deliver the design flow at the design 
operating pressure. 
Check Valves. A check valve shall be installed 
between the pump discharge and the pipeline 
where a reversal of flow may occur. Anti-
siphon devices shall be designed on pipelines 
that convey chemicals, pesticides or animal 
waste. Such devices shall meet the requirements 
of the Idaho State Department of Agriculture. 
Pressure-relief valve. A pressure-relief valve 
shall be installed upstream of any in-line gate, 
Butterfly valve or other type ofin-line valve. 
Pressure-relief valves shall be installed on the 
discharge side of any check valve and in-line 
valve where a reversal of flow may occur and at 
pipeline ends if needed to relieve surge at the 
end of the line. Pressure-relief valves shall be 
no smaller than :4-inch nominal size for each 
inch of the pipeline diameter and shall be set to 
open at a pressure no greater than 5 Ib/in2 above 
the rated pressure of the pipe. Pressure-relief 
valves should be large enough to pass the full 
pipeline discharge with a pressure no greater 
than 50 percent above the pressure rating of the 
pipe. The pressure at which the valves start to 
open shall be marked on each pressure-relief 
valve. Adjustable pressure-relief valves shall be 
sealed or otherwise altered to prevent changing 
pressure from that marked on the valve. 
Manufacturers of pressure-relief valves 
marketed for use under this standard shall 
provide capacity tables, based upon performance 
tests, that give the discharge capabilities of the 
valves at the maximum permissible pressure and 
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be the basis for design of pressure setting and 
acceptance of a valve. 
Air-release valves. The three basic types of air-
release valves used under this Practice Standard 
are described as follows: 
1. An air-release valve: A continuously acting 
valve that has a small venting orifice, 
generally ranging between 1116 and 3/8 inch 
in size. This valve releases pockets of air 
from the pipeline once the line is filled with 
water and working under pressure. 
2. An air-and-vacuum valve: Sometimes called 
air-vacuum-release valve or an air-vent-and-
vacuum relief valve, this valve has a large 
venting orifice and exhausts large quantities 
of air from the pipeline during filling and 
allows air to reenter the line and prevents a 
vacuum from forming during emptying of 
the pipeline. This valve does not allow 
further escape or release of air once the 
valve closes. 
3. A combination air valve: Sometimes called 
combination air-release and air-vacuum 
valve or combination air-and-vacuum-relief 
valve is continuously acting and combines 
the functions of both the air-release valve 
and the air-and-vacuum valve in one valve 
body. 
Air-and-vacuum valves or combination valves 
shall be installed at all summits, at the entrance 
and at the end( s) of pipelines when needed to 
provide a positive means for air escape during 
the filling and air entry during the draining of 
the pipeline. Such valves generally are needed 
at these locations if the line is closed to the 
atmosphere, and there are no other features such 
as permanently located sprinkler nozzles or 
other unclosed outlets to adequately vent the 
particular location during filling and emptying 
operations. 
The diameter of the most restrictive part of the 
air-vacuum valve or the large orifice of the 
than 15 percent of the inside diameter of the pipe 
to which it is attached. The minimum size shall 
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be 'is-inch in diameter. On larger pipes, this 
requirement can be met by installing more than 
one valve at a given location in a manifold 
arrangement, provided the sum of the valve 
diameters exceeds 15 percent of the pipe 
diameter to which it is attached. Air-release 
valves or combination air valves shall be used as 
needed to permit air to escape from the pipeline 
while the line is working at pressure. The small 
orifices in these valves shall be sized according 
to the manufacturer's recommendations for the 
applicable working pressure and pipe size. Air 
release and air vacuum valves shall be installed 
in conjunction with in-line valves to allow the 
removal or entry of air as required on each side 
of the valve in an open or closed position. 
Manufacturers of air valves marketed for use 
under this standard shall provide dimensional 
data which shall be the basis for the selection 
and acceptance of these valves. 
Thrust Control. Thrust control shall be 
provided as needed at points where the 
horizontal or vertical alignment change is 5 
degrees or greater, at tees, pipe reductions, dead 
ends and at in-line control gates. Adequate 
anchorage shall be provided, regardless of joint 
type, when the pipeline is on a slope of 45 
degrees and greater. 
Thrust blocks shall be large enough to withstand 
the forces tending to move the pipe, including 
those of momentum and pressure as well as 
forces due to expansion and contraction. When 
available, the pipe manufacturer's 
recommendations regarding thrust control shall 
be followed. In the absence of specific pipe 
manufacturer's requirements, the following 
formulas shall be used in designing thrust 
blocks: 
for bends A = 98 H D 2 sin £l: 
B 2 
for dead ends and tees A = 49 H D 2 
B 
B 
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Where: 
A = Area of thrust block required (ft 2) 
H = Maximum working pressure Cft) 
D = Inside diameter of pipe (ft) 
d = Inside diameter of smaller pipe (ft) 
B = Allowable passive pressure of soil 
(lb/ft 2) 
a = Deflection angle of pipe bend 
When soil tests are not available, the passive soil 
pressure may be estimated from Table 2. Thrust 
blocks shall be constructed of concrete by filling 
the entire space between the pipe and an 
undisturbed trench wall. Steel reinforcement is 
optional in thrust blocks requiring a bearing area 
of less than 4 D2 (where D is the pipe diameter). 
Larger thrust blocks shall be reinforced with a 
minimum of #4 bars at 8 inch c-c. 
Table 2 - Allowable Soil Bearing Pressure 
(lb/fe) 
Natural Soil Depth of cover to center 
Material of thrust block 
2 ft 3 ft 4ft 5 ft 
- Sound bedrock 8,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
- Dense sand & 
gravel (assumed 0 = 
1,200 1,800 2,400 3,000 40°) 
- Dense fine to 
coarse sand 
(assumed 0 = 35°) 
800 1,200 1,650 2,100 
- Silt & clay mixture 
(assumed 0 = 25°) 500 700 950 1,200 
- Soft clay & 
organic soils 
(assumed 0 = 10°) 200 300 400 500 
External Loading. Deflections in the pipe 
caused by external loads shall not exceed 5 
percent of the diameter. Idaho Technical Note 
#7 or similar reference shall be used to 
determine predicted deflection for site loading 
conditions. At public road crossings, plastic pipe 
shall be laid in a carrier pipe, unless site specific 
analysis and other special beddinglbackfill 
considerations show that deflection is less than 5 
percent. 
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Joints and connections. All joints and 
connections shall be designed to withstand the 
design maximum working pressure of the 
pipeline without leakage and leave the inside of 
the pipe free of obstruction that may tend to 
reduce its capacity. Fittings made of steel or 
other metal shall be protected from corrosion by 
a protective coating such as plastic tape wrap, 
coal tar-epoxy or other corrosion resistant 
coating. Designs of pipelines '.:>/ith solvent 
weJded joints shall include expansion couplers at 
400 feet maximum spacing, except expansion 
couplers are not required on pipe reaches 
induding risers at 200 feet or less spacing. The 
maximum distance between a coupler and the 
nearest fixed poim, such as a tee, bend or riser, 
shall be .200 feet. Expansion couplers shall have 
a minimum length of 14 inches and provide 10 
inches of contraction. 
In-line valves. In-Hne valves should be 
equipped with geared operators. When lever 
operated valves are used, an analysis shall be . 
made for potential surge/water hammer. 
assuming an instantaneous valve closure. 
Draining and flushing. Provisions shall be 
made for completely draining the pipeline where 
freezing is a hazard. As needed drains will be 
provided at lovi points along the pipeline or 
provisions shall be made to empty the pipeline 
by pumping. 
Materials. The compound used in 
manufacturing the pl;lstic pipe shall meet one of 
the following requirements: 
1. . Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) shall be as 
specified in ASTM D 1784 for Code 
Classification 12454-8, 12454-C or 14333-
D. 
2. Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene CABS) shall 
be as specified in ASTM D 1788 for Code 
Classi:6cation 5-2-2, 3-5-5 or 4-4-5, 
3. Polyethylene (PE) shaH be as specified in 
ASTM D 1248 for Code ClassIfication IC-
P14, IIC-P23, IUC-P33 or IVC-P34. 
controlled PE pipe meeting one of the following 
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ASTM specifications are acceptable under this 
Practice Standard. 
ASTM SPECIFICATION 
D 1785 Polyvinyl Chloride Plastic Pipe, 
Schedule 40,80 and 120 
D 2241 Polyvinyl Chloride Pressure Rated Pipe 
D 2672 Joints for IPS PVC Pipe Using Solvent 
Cement 
D 2740 Polyvinyl Chloride Plastic Tubing 
D 1527 Acrylonitnle-Butadiene-Styrene Plastic 
Pipe, Schedules 40 and 80 
D 2282 Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene Plastic 
Pipe 
D2104 Polyethyle!1e Plastic Pipe, Schedule 40 
D 2239 Polyethylene Plastic Pipe Based on 
Controlled Inside Diameter 
D 2447 Polyethylene Plastic Pipe, Schedljles 40 
and 80, Based on Outside Diameter 
D 2737 Polyethylene Plastic Tubing 
D 3035 Polyethylene Plastic Pipe Based on 
Controlled Oatside Diameter 
F 771 Polyethylene Thermoplastic High-
Pressure Irrigation Pipeline Systems 
Plastic iiTigation pipe (PIP) shall meet the 
requirements of ASTM D 2241 or of ASTM D 
2282 except that: 
1. The outside diameters, wall tbicknesses and 
tolerances in A.SAE S3 7 6.1 "Design 
Installation and Performance of 
Underground, Thenn0plastic Irrigation 
Pipe" shall apply .. 
2. The minimum burst pressure requirements 
for water at 23 degrees Cfor PVC i 120 and 
1220 plastic pil)e, SDR 5 J is 260 Iblin2 and 
for ABS plastic pipe SDR 32.5 and SDR 41 
is 380 and 300 Iblin2 . 
Product Marking. Pipe shall be marked in 
accordance with [he requirements of ASTM D 
2241 showing nominal pipe size, type of piastic 
material, pressure rating, ASTM specification 
and manufacturer's trademark. 
couplers shall meet or exceed the same strength 
requirements as those of the pipe ru"1d shall be of 
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material that is recommended for use with the 
pipe. 
Solvent cement joints. Solvent for solvent 
cement joirits shall conform to ASTM D2564 for 
PVC fittings and to ASTM D 2235 for ABS pipe 
and fittings. . 
Rubber gasket joints. Rubber gasket joints 
shall conform to ASTM D 3139. 
Depth of cover. Pipe shall be installed at 
sufficient depth below ground surface to provide 
p~otection from hazards imposed by traffic 
crossings, farm crossings, farming operations, 
freezing temperatures or soil cracking. The 
minimum depth of cover for pipe susceptible to 
any of these hazards shall be: 
.r.iP.e diameter 
(inch) 
1/2 through 2 112 
3 through 5 
6 or more 
Depth of cover 
(inch) 
18 
24 
30 
In areas where the pipe will not be susceptible to 
freezing and vehicular or cultivation hazards and 
the soils do not appreciably crack, the minimum 
depth of cover may be reduced to: 
Pipe diameter 
(inch) 
112 through 1 114 
1 1/2 through 2 1/2 
3 through 5 
6 or more 
Depth of cover 
(inch) 
6 
12 
18 
24 
At low places on the ground surface, extra fill 
may be placed over the pipeline to provide the 
minimum depth of cover. The top width of the 
fill shall be no less than 10 feet and the side 
slopes no steeper than 6: 1. 
Trench. The trench below the top of the pipe 
shall be only wide enough to permit the pipe to 
be easily placed and joined and to allow the 
initial backfill material to be placed under the 
shall be 36 inches greater than the 
diameter of the pipe. If the trench is precision 
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excavated and has a semicircular bottom that 
closely fits the pipe, the width shall not exceed 
the outside.diameterof the pipe by more than 10 
percent.. Pipelines having a diameter of Y2 
through 2~/i inches that are placed in areas not 
subject to vehicular loads and in soils that do not 
appreciably crack may be placed by using 
"plow-in" equipment instead of conventional 
trenching. 
The. trench bottom shall be uniform so that the 
entire length of the pipe has contact with soil 
without bridging. If rocks, boulders or any other 
material that can damage the pipe are 
encountered, the trench bottom shall be undercut 
a minimum of 4 inches below final grade and 
filled with bedding material. 
Backfill. Hand, mechanical or water packing 
methods may be used . 
For pipe with 18-inch diameter and smaller, the 
initial backfill shall be soil or sand that is free of 
rocks, gravels and clods larger than 1 inch in 
diameter. For pipe larger than 18 inch diameter, 
the initial backfill shall be angular ~ to 1 inch 
size grade crushed sione with a maximum of 10 
percent non cohesive fines or sands and gravels 
with a maximum particle size of 1 inch 
containing a maximum of 12 percent 
noncohesive fines and sands with a maximum of 
45 percent passing a #40 sieve. 
Final backfill. The final backfill shall be free of 
large rocks, frozen clods and other debris larger 
than 6** inches in diameter. 
All special backfill requirements of the pipe 
manufacturer shall be met. 
Testing. The pipeline shall be tested for leakage 
and proper functioning. The tests may be 
performed before backfiIling or anytime after 
the pipeline is ready for service. 
Certification and guarantee. The installing 
contractor shall certify that hislher installation 
complies with the requirements of this standard. 
The Contractor shall furnish a written guarantee 
3 inches by the State 
Conservation Engineer in November 2005 to provide 
consistency with the construction specification. 
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that protects the owner against defective 
workmanship and materials for a period of not 
less than 1 year. The certification shall identify 
the pipe manufacturer and markings on the pipe 
being supplied. 
CONSIDERA TIONS 
In soils subject to cracking andlor sloughing or 
where trench excavation depths exceed 5 feet, 
include provisions for shoring or sloping sides 
of the trench per applicable OSHA Regulations. 
Where differential settlement can create a 
concentrated loading on the pipe, as at the 
connection of a buried pipe to a rigid structure, 
consider a flexible joint in the pipe adjacent to 
the structure. 
Consider effects on the water budget, especially 
on volumes and rates of runoff to downstream 
water users. 
Consider the effects on wetlands and water 
related wildlife. 
Consider effects on water flows and aquifers and 
the affect to other water uses and users. 
Consider the potential effect on irrigation water 
management. 
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Plans and specifications shall be prepared to 
show site specifics. The drawings and 
specifications shall show pipe location, pipe 
type, pressure classes and sizes, details for 
appurtenances including type, pressure class 
(settings) size and locations, thrust block 
locations and sizes and trenchlbackfill 
requirements as applicable. 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
The operation and maintenance of the system 
shall include typical items of flushing pipe, 
cleaning and repairing appurtenances, etc. 
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REFERENCES 
- Engineering Field Manual 
Chapter 3, Hydraulics 
Chapter 15, Irrigation 
- NRCS Conservation Practices 
Structure for Water Control, Code 587 
Irrigation System, Trickle, Code 441 
Irrigation System, Sprinkler, Code 442 
Irrigation System, Surface and 
Subsurface, Code 443 
Irrigation System, Tailwater Recovery, 
Code 447 
Irrigation Water Conveyance, Irrigation 
Pipeline, Code 430AA to 430JJ 
- ASAE Standard: ASAE S376.1 Design, 
Installation and Performance of 
Underground Thermoplastic Irrigation 
Pipelines 
- Idaho State Department of Agriculture, "Rules 
Governing Pesticide and Chemigation Use and 
Application" 
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TYPICI-, IRRIGA TION OR OR, \j INLET 
@ 1. Min. 7/16" dia. Eye-Bolt embeded in concrete min. 12" 
® 1. Construct 1/2" min. chamfer on all EXPOSED Vertical Edges. B 2. Min, 1/4" Radius tool on all EXPOSED horizontal edges. J, Point and Patch all EXPOSED Snap - tie holes or 
other holes or cavities to provide durable surface 
where it is expected to be exposed to view or weather. © 1, 4"'" - 4" thick construction shall include #2 Rebar 
Steel reinforced on 8" centers each way. Six (6) inch 
PROVIDE SLEEVE OR EMBEDED EYE -BOL T 
W/ GRA TE ASSY. WHEN POURED 
thick wall construction does not require steel reinforcement 
Add 2" or 4" to appropriate dimension for construction. 
OR WELD GRA TE TO AXLE IN FIELD. 
® 
GRA TE--:---
(See Detail) '-<J ~ 
QI.O 
Q:-+-
DITCH & FLOW-- c:i kj 
OU) 
WINGWALLS PER ___ 
P-1304 
.. ' 
7" TYP. 
0.0. PIPE SIZE +14" 
3" 
: ~ 
1/2"¢ STEEL ROD (AXLE) 
' . ..... 
0.0. PIPE SIZE + 14" --+-----------; 2 ea. J EYE BOLTS 
PLAN 
N. T,S. 
GRA TE (See Detail) 
Water Surface at 8" 
Rated Capacity 
--
Flowline of Ditch 
© 4"* TYP. 
VARIABLE .~ . 
IN CONe. 
MIN. OPENING 8" 
MAX OPENING 10" 
BETWEEN BARS 
1/4" TYP. 
4"* TYP. '-<J 
". VARIABLE iii 
.:... 1.0. ~ 
-+-_ :.> ~ ~D ~ 
I. 0.0. PIPE SIZE +3" .1 
6. GRA TE W/AXLE 
DETAIL ASSEMBL Y 
N. T.S. 
6. NO CROSS BRACING 
IS ALLOWED 
SYMBOLS 
.' ~ .'-:-:-..,........,~'-:-::c:-;r-!-,-;-~ 
. ,,: ,"', .:,\;: 
I.D.-INSIDE DIA OF PIPE 
0.0. -OUTSIDE DIA OF PIPE 
ASSY-ASSEMBL Y 
¢-DIAMETER 
0.0. PIPE SIZE + 14" -+/_. --------\ IRRIGA TlON PIPE 12" SUMP 
JN269414 
PIONEER IRRIGA TlON 
DISTRICT 
N.T.S. 
TYP. IRRIGA TlON 
OR DRAIN INLET 
Rev. 5-3-04 
STANDARD DWG 
NO. P-1309 72~ 
·-SD-587-1 
l-~ 
PLAN 
A~ 
ELEVATION 
I-- r l/2 In. I -1 3" C-C, 
'''''''n 
, " , " " -W-LL\ 1 
TRASH RACK 
Smooth Bars 
Welded 
HOOK FOR 
TRASH RACK 
"J I'~' '11; 'v,. /"i 
,....... . tl:U~:l 
~::{~~t 
DETAIL A 
ISOMETRIC 
NOTES: 
1. Reinforcing sleel shall be #4 Bars 12" 
C-C, each way or welded wire mesh 66-22. 
Place in all walls & slabs. 
2. Bend floor steel into sidewalls 6" 
minimum. 
PIPE INLET OR OUTLET 
I have reviewed the plans and specifications 
and agree to construct this project to the 
best of my ability in accordance with them. 
U.8. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 
~ ... ---.-~--­
-----.-_.-_. 
...- ..... ~-.---.--~.---,. .. __ ~ ______ ~. ______ M __ 
",,1 CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS ~I 111 lD-SS-E ----, ATTACHED Date: ---- I ~~ 1 d'> iii Cooper tor~-.. __ ._-_ .. -_.- 7::&L-~ '-... -.. -----.---- --I::; .. ~I"'::.:;~···-· ···~-··---·1 
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GaryD. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTEi PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303~1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933·0701 
ISB # 3198 
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FILED 
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GOODING COUNTY CLERK 
BY: 1-I~ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIS1RICT OF TIm 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR TIlE COUN1Y OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY 1. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLlF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an indiVidual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
REPLY BR TEE 1N SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SI JMMARY 
UIDGMENTRB' CARRIAGE 
WATER 
A. The Uued Ditch Qr pipeJine was SUggested by Zjngiher's Own Expert 
If LynClif correctly apprehends the arguments of Zingiber, it appears to be Zingiber's 
contention that it is this court's requirement that an exact replica of the ditch that existed in 2006 
must be recreated in order to tranBport Zingibers irrigation water right of .30 cis. In other words, it 
is Zingibers contention that. even though Zingiber has filled in and graded most of the ditch that 
existed in 2006, LynClif should now be required to re-construct a ditch of six (6) feet or more in 
5i,C";Z!iCc;;'£i""Z,£~2;;~~'*~~";~"mdf!1'/m;;oraer;to"fjlUIspmtca1to\Vorre~s'man:£150~g;M6ns7;permmutetoCllie;cfiirth;;treach;s"'~f~2";: 
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Zingiber's property. Zingiber further contends that neither the proposed lined ditch, nor a pipeline 
will be sufficient to do the job. However, the court's attention is directed to the Affidavit ofNonn 
Young referenced by Zingiber on page 16 of its brief. For the court's convenience a copy of the 
relevant pages of Mr. Young's Affidavit are attached hereto as Exhibit "A". The very idea of 
providing either a lined ditch or a pipeline came from Zingiber's own expert. Mr. Young. As he 
stated in the last sentence of paragraph 9 of his Affidavit: 
As a result [ofrhe piping of the LynClifwater rights] most ifnot all 
of the 0.3 efs allowed under Van Homls irrigation right will be lost 
in the channel and pond before reaching the irrigation pumps unless 
the delivery facility is reconfigured or replaced with a pipeline or a 
sealed ditch. 
(Emphasis added). NOIm Young Affidavit at p. 5, In the following paragraph, !Mr. Young again 
stated: 
The pumps will have to be relocated and the systems reconfigured 
and resized to operate on a flow rate of 0.3 cfs entering the Van Hom 
property or the water will have to be piped across Van Horn's 
property to the pumps. 
(Emphasis added). Id at p. 6. Since it was Zingiber's own expert was the one who originally came 
up with the idea of the installation of a pipeline or a lined ditch, Zingiber should not now be heard 
to complain about that method of resolution. Simply statedt and in'accord with the Affidavit of 
Nonn Young, there is no material issue of fact if Zingiber's inigation water rights were to be 
conveyed by means of a lined ditch or a pipeline from the concrete structure to Zingiber's pond. 
LynClif does not read the court's Order of November 26, 2008, to require that water must be 
wasted in a six-foot wide ditch in order to transport the .3 cfs of inigation water to the lowest 
portion of the Zingiber property. 
B. The Historic Point That Water was Taken Ollt of the padgett Ditch for tbe Zingiber 
Pmper11 was at the Concrete Stplctllte. 
The discussion set forth above assumes that the court has made a detennination that 
Zingiber has some sort of legal right to compel the full measure of its .3 cfs irrigation water right 
to be delivered at the lowest end of its property. LynClif renews the argument advanced in its 
opening brief that under the case law of the State of Idaho, LynCIif is under no obligation to 
<.J.LU,Ji,lV"'. property. It no 
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coincidence that Zingiber never even attempted to address this legal issue in its responsive brief, 
since the law of ldaho is well established that an appropriator's water right is measured at its point 
of diversion. This court acknowledged as much on page 18 orits Order dated November 26~ 2008. 
LynClif believes that Zingiber has taken more than a modicum of liberty in construing the 
contents of this court's Order in that regard. At page 14 of its brief, Zingiber asserts the following: 
As the Court has already noted, LynClif's obligations for 
purposes of delivering Zingiber's water extends to the location of 
Zingiber's irrigation pmnps .... Orders at 18. 
Zingiber Brief at p. 14. LynClifhas read and re-read page 18 of this court's Order searching for 
this alleged determination by the court. Unless the parties are operating from a different rendition 
of the Order (which LynClif certainly does not contend), it appears that Zingiber's statement in its 
brief is inaccurate, at best. 
It is apparent that Zingiber would have the court ignore the Affidavits of IDWR agents 
Steve Clelland and Helen Harrington-Thornton relative to this court's detennination of the 
historical take-out point of Zingiber's water from Padgett Ditch. Both of those affidavits clearlY 
show that at the time of the commencement of the SRBA, and thereafter for some period of years, 
the historical point at which Zingiber's water was turned out of the ditch was where Padgett Ditch 
entered the Zingiber property, i.e., the concrete structure next to Justice Grade. Only by removing 
the water at that point could the gravity surface irrigation occur as· is referenced in those affidavits. 
As an aside, it is indeed interesting to note that Mr. VanHorn offers as a "fact" that he 
"understands" that his predecessor-in-interest installed the pumps and sprinkler irrigation system 
in 1997. Mr. Van Hom's assertions in that regard do not meet the requil'ements of "personal 
knowledge" under lR.C.P. Rwe 56(e). However, the Affidavits of Clelland and Harrington-
Thornton provide the best evidence of the historical point of turn-out of Zingiber's water from the 
Padgett Ditch at the time of conunencement of the SRBA. Mr. Van Hom's self-serving affidavit 
of his "understanding" does not shed any light on the issue of the "historical point of diversion" 
referenced by the court on page 18 of its Order dated November 26, 2008. 
In effect, by delivering.3 cfs of water at the concrete structure on the north side of Justice 
Gmde Road, LynClif has actually improved Zingiber's water right by eliminating any charge for 
carriage water being imputed to Zingiber. Because, as observed by the court; Zingiber's irrigation 
~"~'E'.'i.iMi i:i'im<if;w;#:iii4'diJiiiiillf7=i',"~~~~h~~~~its'~wersiOlf'Oft'BitJm~ley'ereer:f-c.Tii" 
25 
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a certain amount of carriage loss should be attributable to Zingiber from the point of diversion on 
Billingsley Creek to the concrete structure. LynCHfs only obligation should be to provide for the 
delivery of that flow of water at that point during the irrigation season. LynCHf should not have 
imposed upon it an obligation to provide for either a lined ditch or pipeline beyond that point. As 
aclmowledged by the court in its Order: 
Additionally, this Court recognizes that it may be necessary for Van 
Hom to change his irrigation practices if LynClifs water right is 
diverted ~brough a buried pipeline because the full amount of 
LynCIifs water will no longer be in Padgett Ditch as it flows through 
Van Hom's property. 
Id at p. 18. Perhaps if Zingiber had not obliterated the majority of the ditch that existed in 2006, 
Zingiber could utilize the fonner ditch for the transport of its water. However, LynClif believes 
that Zingiber would be prudently advised to follow the recommendations of Mr. Young, and 
install either a pipeline or a lined 9itch to its pond. In the alternative, Zingiber can simply 
construct a new pond (provided it meets IDWR's 24·hour rule) on its property at the point where 
Padgett Ditch enters the Zingiber property. 
The bottom line is this. There is no material issue of fact with regard to the location oftbe 
historical point at which Zingiber's water was taken out of the Padgett Ditch. That modifications 
, 
may have been made during the preceding ten years or so should not result in a finding that 
LynClif must now increase Zingiber's right by the delivery of the full flow of its .3 cfs water right 
at the farthest comer of Zingiber's property. 
C. A Structure Designed by NRCS wi)) provide for the Deljyery of Zingiber's Water 
Apparently, professional engineers are not much different from attorneys in that where one 
sees black, the other sees white. It is the state NRCS engineer's position that the structure he 
designed will be such that it will provide for the delivery of Zingiber's full water right at the 
concrete structure. It is Mr. Drurys opinion that the design "raises questions II relative to the 
continued delivery of Zingiber's irrigation water right. LynClif is aware of its obligation to provide 
a means of measurement and delivery of Zingibets irrigation water right during the irrigation 
season. If the design of the disinterested third party state NRCS engineer proves deficient, 
""i"~iF:;:;i0fiiifGii:i;;;;F:;:;;g~';;i;;~;;;;;:i0ii7iZ~' ~. ~'i~g~\lWWll~fi~C7<!igb!7i;;tR;;;;J!~~';;0tb,~zF~ll&tz4;~;;;;~~~!~';;;;;;jy,dig4M.;;~jg,,="~;;G:i··;; ''{ii7;;o,:'/'<,;;;.5i#;;{5: 
Presumably, however, the state engineer for the NRCS knows enough about the design of water 
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delivery structures such that Zingiber will enjoy the uninterrupted benefit of its decreed water 
rights. 
D. Ihere is no lInraolyed Question Regarding Kirt Martin 
As a red hetting, Zingiber has suggested that there is some unresolved issue relative to 
Kilt Martin, a water user who is downstream of the LynClif property. As noted by Zingiber, Mr. 
Martin previously submitted his affidavit indicating he did not oppose the piping of the Padgett 
Ditch proposed by LynClif. In his original affidavit. Mr. Van Hom attached a sheet showing all 
the various water rights on the Padgett Ditch. See Exhibit 6 to Van Hom's original Affidavit. Kirt 
~ ,holds a .1 0 cfs right for irrigation and a .02 efs water right for stock water. Given that 
LynClif has a ten' (10) cfs non~consumptive water right for fish propagation, there is no 
circumstance that LynCHf can envision which would be detrimental to Mr. Martin. Zingiber's 
argument in this regard simply does not pass the straight· face test. 
.AJ!, to the issue of "conveyance loss" water, Zingiber has no right to assert a claim to 
anything other than the use of its'water rights as decreed in the SRBA. If Zingiber is delivered the 
full measure of its water right at the concrete structure on the north side of Justice Grade Road, it 
will be the beneficiary of LynClif bearing all the conveyance loss between the point of diversion 
on Billingsley Creek and the concrete structure. Although not likely, it seems that Zingiber should 
be appreciative of LynClifs efforts to provide it the full measure of its water right at the concrete 
structme so that it is not charged any conveyance loss from the point of diversion on Billingsley 
Creek. 
CONCUISJoN 
The historical point at which Zingiber's predecessor took its water out of the Padgett Ditch 
was immediately below the concrete structure where Padgett Ditch enters the Zingiber property. 
The Clelland and Hanington-Thornton Affidavits are dispositive of that fact, a fact which has not 
been controverted by Zingiber. That should be the end of this story. 
If the court believes that more is legally required of LynClifwith regard to the delivery of 
water to the lowest portion of Zingiber's property, then the installation of a lined ditch or overland 
pipe, as suggested by Zingiber's own expert, would accomplish that goal. In any evcmt, there is no 
= Wue off4ct in tbal~'s qiDca ~-it. LynGIifbelievos that it-has no legal 
obligation to provide either means of delivery to Zingibers pond, but is prepared to do so in the 
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event this court determines that there truly is such a legal obligation in that regard. On the belief 
that such obligation does not exist, summary judgment should appropriately be entered in favor of 
LynCIif. 
DATED this ~ day of March, 2009. 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
• 
By- ' 
. Gn:ette 
CERTWICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the ~ day of March, 2009, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew J. Waldera 
MOPFAITTHOMAS BAlUtE'IT 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
[J Hand Deliver 
(] U.S. Mall 
[J Overnight Courier 
[J Facsimile Transmission, - 208-385·5384 
r;x:I .BmaiI sJc@moffim CAm 
a,iW@mOffatt oom 
.~--
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Scott L Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Andrew J, Waldera, ISB No. 6608 
MOFFATT, THoMAS, BARlUni, ROCK. & 
. FmLDs t CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd.; 10th Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
FaCsimile (208) 385-5384 
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\ 
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom 
and Zingiber Investment, LLC . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and Case No. CV-2008-125 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSEN, husband and wife) collectively doing AFFIDA VlT OF NQRM YOUNG 
busineSs as LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an 
Idah61imited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
WILLIAM O. VAN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGmER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited liability company; 
Defendants. 
AFFIJ)A VIT OF NORM YOUNG - 1 
EXHIBffA 
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. 9. A flow rate of up to 12.78 cubic feet per second (cfs) is authorized under 
existing water rights to. be conveyed in the Padgett Ditch across the Van Hom property, 
including a right for 0.3 cfs for inigation of the Van Horn property. I understand that a pipeline 
is proposed to carry all of the water historically conveyed in the Padgett Ditch across the Van 
Hom property except the Van Hom irrigation and stockwater right. VanHorn's irrigation right, 
only 2.3% of the total authorized delivery in the eXisting ditch, cannot be effectively and 
efficiently delivered to Van Homts existing irrigation systems through the Padgett Ditch as it 
now.exists or as it hiStorically existed. Evaporation and seepage losses through the 
approximately 1,560 feet of existing Padgett Ditch) the regulation pond and ditch below the pond 
are estimated to be 0: 15 em to 0.3 cfs based upon the Worstell fonnula ("Guidelines for the 
Evaluation ofhrigation Diversion Rates, State ofldaho Department of Water Resources," 
Hubble Engineering Inc. 1991, page 38). Using this guideline, IDWR determined and the Snake 
. . 
River Basin Adjudication District Court decreed that the combined conveyance lo'ss for the 
irrigation rights held by L ynClif and Van Hom delivered through the Padgett Ditch is 0.23 efs. 
Conveyance losses are not reduced in direct proportion to a reduction in conveyance flow rate 
because of factors such as the riffle/pool sequences in the present ditch tending to ,maintain the 
wetted perimeter of the channel, higher seepage and evaporation rates associated with 
temperature increases resulting from shallower water depths and other inefficiencies from using 
a channel not designed for a much lower flow rate (i.e., 97.7% reduction). As a result most if not 
all of the OJ cfs allowed under Van Hom's inigation right will be lost in the channel and pond 
before reaching the irrigation pumps unless the delivery facility is reconfigured or replaced with 
a pipeline or a sealed ditch. 
Ai'FDJA vrr OF NORM YOUNG - 5 Clicnt:1007~"" J 
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10. If only the Van Hom irrigation right is delivered through the existing 
Padgett Ditch, the flo~ reaching Van Hom's irrigation pumps, located at the lower end of the 
Van Hom property and downstream from the pond will not be adequate to operate the pumps to 
deliver the flow rate required by the existing 9-zone solid set sprinkler system used for irrigation 
'of the field and the. pump used to irrigate the lawns and landscaping around the houses. The 
pumps will have to be relocated and the systems reconfigured and resized to operate on a flow 
rate of 0.3 efs entering the Van Hom property or the water will have to be piped across Van 
Hom's property to the pumps, The water supply is not sufficient to allow a return to surface 
application methods using graded borders. 
11. If delivery througbthe Padgett Ditch is limited to Van Hom's right, the 
flow rate will not be sufficient to maintain the existing fish, wildlife and livestock watering uses 
in the ditch and pond. 
12. Relocation of the pumps and reconfigurationofthe irrigation systems will 
require construction of a head gate, valve or other control mechanism at the point that flow is 
taken into the pipeline from the Padgett Ditch to assure reliable delivery of Van Horn's 
autllorized water right. VanHorn will I?-ot be assured of a useab~e water supply without an 
agreement concerning operation and maintenance o~ this facility needed to divide flow between 
. the ditch and the new pipeline. 
13. . With respect to the water quality and water quantity data collected by 
ERO personnel (personnel that includes myself), it is apparent that Mr. Van HomlZingiber's 
Padgett Ditch relocation and reconfiguration activities have not reduced either the quantity or the 
. quiuity of the water delivered to LynClif. The ditch relocation and reconfigttration activities also 
the 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
) 
) 
LYNN J. BABINGTON an.d KATHY L. ) 
BABINGTON. husband and wife; and CLIFTON ) 
E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. JENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, col1ectively doing business as ) 
L YNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs; 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited HabHity company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-0000125 
CLARIFICATION OF COURT'S ORAL RULING OF MARCH 31, 2009 
CLARTFICA TION OF COURT'S ORAL RULING OF MARCH 3 j. 2009 - t 734 
Attached to this Order as Exhibit 1 is a copy of Van Hom's Water Right No. 36-10283B, 
which is incorporated herein. 
On March 31, 2009, this Court held a hearing in the above-entitled case. At the 
conclusion of the hearing, this Court directed the Plaintiffs' (hereinafter "LynClif') counsel to 
prepare an order in accordance with the Court's determinations, which in part were that LynCIif 
must deliver 0.3 CPS of irrigation water during the irrigation season of use to the location of the 
concrete structure at the edge of the Defendants' (hereinafter "VanHorn") property for diversion 
into Van Hom's ditch. Upon further consideration of Van Hom's Water Right No. 36-10283B, 
this Court feels compelled to clarifY its oral ruling on March 31, 2009 to specifY that LynClif 
must also deliver 0.02 CPS of water to the location of the same concrete structure for stockwater 
pursuant to the same Water Right. 
Essentially, if LynClif goes forward with its piping, LynClif must deliver to the location 
of the concrete structure for diversion into Van Hom's ditch the water to which Van Hom is 
entitled pursuant to Water Right No. 36-10283B, with LynClif responsible for the carriage water 
from its diversion from Billingsley Creek to the said concrete structure. Thus, LynClif must 
deliver 0.3 CFS of water for irrigation water during the irrigation season and must also deliver 
0.02 CPS of water for stockwater continuously. This will require LynClif to provide to the 
concrete structure the entire amount of water which Van Hom is entitled pursuant to Water Right 
No. 36-10283B and the means to divert the same into Van Hom's ditch at the time periods 
provided in the decree. The burden is upon LynClif to provide the necessary diversion works 
and to provide the means for accurate measurement of this diversion of water. 
This above information needs to be included in the document being prepared by 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated: il(dJ-r Pea;J 
Signed: __ ~
Barry Wood, District Judge 
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NOTICE OF ORDER 
Certificate of ServIce Rule 77(d) 
'l.!1- I, Cy~rvin, Deputy Clerk of Gooding County do hereby certifj th9f on the 
,ex? day 0 2008, I filed the above document, and further on th~ day of 
~ 2008, I caused to be delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing 
instrument to the parties listed below: 
Counsel: 
Gary D. Slette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
PO Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Andrew J. Waldera 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered 
PO Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
BY:_~ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
) 
) 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and CLIFTON ) 
E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. JENSEN, husband ) 
and wife, collectively doing business as ) 
LYNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. V AN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-0000125 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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I. 
BRIEF PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
1. This matter came before the Court for hearing on March 30, 2009, on LynClifs Motion 
for Summary Judgment filed February 20, 2009. At the conclusion of the hearing, this 
Court entered an oral order on the record. 
2. Upon the completion of the March 30, 2009 hearing, this Court asked LynClifs counsel 
to draft a proposed written Order for this Court to consider in determining the appropriate 
language based upon this Court's in-court, on the record ruling. 
3. This Court received Plaintiffs proposed Order on or about April 2, 2009. 
4. On April 6, 2009, Zingiber sent a letter to this Court asking for two modifications to 
LynClifs proposed written Order: 
a. that Paragraph 1 of the proposed Order should have an additional sentence, 
which would read, "The concrete structure shall be modified at LynClif 
Farms, LLC's sole cost and expense to insure that delivery and measurement 
of Water Right No. 36-10283B at that point shall have a continuous flow of 
0.3 cfs during the irrigation season and a continuous flow of 0.02 cfs for 
stockwater during the non-irrigation season"; and 
b. that Paragraph 3 of the proposed Order have an additional sentence, which 
would read, "Consequently, this Court is retaining jurisdiction of this matter 
for purposes of making this carriage water determination if and when 
necessary in the future." 
5. On April 7, 2009, LynClifs counsel sent a letter to this Court, whereby LynClif agreed 
with the addition to Paragraph 1 of the proposed order, but LynClif vHLU"VU"""~ 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
additional language to Paragraph 3 of the proposed Order. LynClifs challenge to the 
addition to Paragraph 3 of the proposed Order was that the proposed additional language 
lacked a proper mechanism to establish a time parameter to deal with the last substantive 
issue and allow for a final, appealable judgment. 
6. On April 9, 2009, in response to the above referenced communications, this Court sent a 
letter to both counsel. In that letter, this Court explained that this Court intended the 
Order in this matter to be an Order granting Partial Summary Judgment. This Court 
further asked both counsel for proposed language to resolve the issues relative to 
Paragraph 3 of the proposed Order. 
7. On April 17,2009, Zingiber's counsel sent this Court a letter in which Zingiber explained 
that Zingiber did not intend to restore the Padgett Ditch across his property as it existed in 
2006. Zingiber further explained that this Court should consider retaining jurisdiction in 
this case until LynClif completes the diversion of Padgett Ditch via the Justice Grade 
right-of-way (which is the subject matter in Gooding County Case No. CV-200S-
0000057 and which case is now on Appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court). 
S. On April 20, 2009, LynClifs counsel responded to the April 17 communication via a 
letter to this Court, whereby LynClif requested that this Court not retain jurisdiction in 
this matter but should enter a final judgment. L ynClif reasoned that there was a pending 
Motion to Stay on Appeal in Gooding County Case No. CV-200S-0000057 and if the stay 
was granted by Judge Melanson and if this Court were to retain jurisdiction until such 
time that LynClif could pipe the water through the Justice Grade, this Court would be 
retaining jurisdiction for a significant time into the future during the pendency of the 
74i 
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9. On April 27, 2009, in Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-0000057, Judge Melanson 
granted Defendants' Motion to Stay during the pendency of the appeal, of which fact this 
Court takes judicial notice for purpose of this Order. Thus, pending completion of the 
appeal, LynClif is not able to complete construction on pipeline on the Justice Grade 
right-of-way and the construction on the Justice Grad right-of-way remains incomplete. 
This in tum means that this Court's ruling on the issue in CV-2008-0000125 would be 
held in abeyance indefinitely. 
II. 
ORDER 
This Court, having considered the written briefs, oral arguments, and written letters of the 
parties, and having considered the fact that Judge Melanson granted the Defendants' Motion to 
Stay in CV-2008-0000057 together with the fact explained by Zingiber's consel that the Padgett 
Ditch will not be restored to its 2006 condition, hereby enters the following Order: 
1. Consistent with the Affidavit of Lynn Babington filed in support of this Motion, it. 
LynClif Farms, LLC pipes its water on the highway right-of-way, then LynClif shall bear 
the responsibility of providing carriage water of Van HornlZingiber's Water Right No. 
36-10283B from the point of diversion of the Padgett Ditch on Billingsley Creek to the 
concrete structure located on the north side of Justice Grade Road at the point where 
Padgett Ditch enters the Van HornlZingiber property. The concrete structure shall be 
constructed/modified at LynClif Farms, LLC's sole cost and expense to insure that 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 742 
continuous flow of 0.3 cfs during the irrigation season and a continuous flow of 0.02 cfs 
for stockwater during the non-irrigation season. 
2. With regard to this Court's Order issued on November 26, 2008, entered in the above-
captioned case, the stay referenced on page 22 in lines 3 through 5, inclusive, is hereby 
lifted insofar as this case is concerned. To the extent that another court exercising 
jurisdiction over this issue declines to enter a stay preventing LynClif from completing 
the construction of its pipeline, LynClif is hereby authorized to complete the construction 
of its pipeline. 
3. Because Van HornlZingiber does not intend to reconstruct an irrigation conveyance ditch 
in the location that existed on the Van HornlZingiber property at the time of its 
acquisition by Van HornlZingiber in 2006, and because Judge Melanson has granted Van 
HornlZingiber's Motion for Stay during the pendency of the appeal in Gooding County 
Case No. CV-2008-0000057, this Court now enters this Order as a Final appealable 
Judgment in this Case. This Court notes that this Court had operated upon the 
assumption that LynClifs construction of the pipeline on the Justice Grade right-of-way 
had already been completed by L ynClif. Therefore, with the Van HornlZingiber's 
Motion to Stay granted by Judge Melanson, it would not be just for this Court to retain 
jurisdiction any further in this matter. Because there may remain other issues in this case, 
this Court enters a Rule 54(b) certificate. 
4. This Court would suggest that if either party is to appeal this Court's decision in this 
case, that the parties consider consolidating this case with the appeal on Gooding County 
Case No. CV-2008-0000057. 
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IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Signed: _--=~~--=--=--=-"I~--­
Barry Wood, District Ju e 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 6 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby 
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), LR.C.P., that the court has determined that there is 
no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the court has and does hereby 
direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may 
issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this _L/6----__ daY of $1 
~ Barry Wood 
District Judge 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 7 
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NOTICE OF ORDER 
Certificate of Service Rule 77(d) 
A'J..h I, Cynthi Eagle-Ervin, Deputy Clerk of Gooding County do hereby certifi ~ on the 
~ day of 2008, I filed the above document, and further on the +::;:; day of 
2008, I aused to be delivered a true and correct copy of the within and foregoing 
fns nt to the parties listed below: 
Counsel: 
Gary D. Slette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
PO Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Andrew J. Waldera 
Moffatt, Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered 
PO Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
NOTICE OF ORDER 
DATED ~0 2&t32 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY:~ 
ut k 
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE. PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
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DEPUTY 
IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF mE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KA1HY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
Wll.LIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINOIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDER ATTON 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs above-named (hereinafter collectivelY refetTed to as 
nLynClit'), by and through the Undersigned, and move this Court for reconsideration of its Order 
on Motion for Summary JUdgment dated May 4, 2009 ("Order'~. 
Contnuy to paragraph 9 on page 4 of the Order, and contrary to paragraph 3 on page 5 
of the Order, Judge Melanson did not grant Zingibe~s Motion for Stay relative to the 
construction of the pipeline on the Hagennan Highway District right-of-way. A copy of Judge 
Melanson'S Order in Gooding County Case No. CV-2008-0057 is attached hereto as Exhibit 
1IA't, and by this reference incorporated herein. Although Judge Melanson's Order stayed 
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execution of the judgment for costs and attorney fees, his Order expressly denied the Motion for 
Stay relative to completion of construction of the pipeline in the Hagerman Highway District 
right-of-way. 
IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that Zingiber's 
Motion to Stay of March 27) 2009 regarding the judgment allowing 
construction of the pipeline is denied. 
(Emphasis in original). Order at p. 4. Once Judge Melanson's Order was received by LynCHf in 
the mail on May 4, preliminatY steps to undertake construction on the Hagerman Highway 
District right-of-way were undertaken, and LynClifs contractor was mobilized. 
Because it appears that an erroneous interpretation of Judge Melansonlg Order in CV-
2008-0057 has led to the Order in this case, LynClif respectfully requests that this court, sua 
sponte, reconsider its Order. No oral argument is requested unless otherwise directed by the 
court. 
DATED this ~ day of May, 2009. 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
By. ~ 
ruy S e 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the ~ day of May, 2009, he caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew J. Waldera 
MOFFATI THOMAS BARRETT 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 2 
[J Hand Deliver 
[~ U.S. Mail 
[] Ovemight Courier 
[] Facsimile TraI1SlJl.ission - 20S.38S-5384 
[1 Email slc@mQffiI1t com 
&,j.w@mof'tfttt com 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE 011' IDAHO, IN AND FOR mE COUNTY OF GOODING 
ZlNGmERlNVES1'MENT, LtC, an Idaho ) 
limiteclliabllity company, ) 
Case No. 2008·0000057 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER DENYING MOTIONS TO 
STRIKE and ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO STAY aDd ORDER 
DENYING MOTION TO STAY 
HAGERMAN HIGHWAY DISTRICT, '. 
Defendant, 
LYNN J. BAGINGTON and T<A THY L. 
BABINGTON, husband. and wife; and . 
CLlP'TON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSEN, hU$band and wife, collectively 
d.oiDa business u L YNCLIF FARMS, 
LLC~ an Idaho limited liability company. 
IntervenOD. 
L 
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On ~ 17,2009, the Plaint:ttt: Zingiber Investment, lle ("Zingiber"), filed a 
NoticIJ of AppaQ/ with the co~ appealing the Final Judgment entered by this court on 
November 19,2008, and subsequent Final Judgments entered by this ¢ourt in this matter 
on March 2, 2009.1 
EXHIBIT A 
I On March 26, 2009 • .bodt the Oofcadaat anet ~cnot$ flled all Ob}1t:t1oIt 10 RIII::t1rC. . tMld 
obicata&m~...s .. . afc.irt8m dDaantc:ats!oal Qood!lI& County Case No. CV· 
2nOI-1l1 ift 1M record. This Court win hoar vpmcDt on theae and any other objecricns to tne record after 
ORDD DEI'MNG MOTIOI'fSTOS'I'IUJa AND otmD GRANTJNG MOTION 1"0 STAV AND ORDD DKNYrNG 
1\COTION"rOst'A\" , .10f4 
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OnMardl27, 2009, Zingiber:filed aMQtlonfor Stay Pending Appeal, mtWingthe 
court for entry of an order staying enforcement of the judgment allowing construction' of 
a pipeline in the Justice Grade right...()f-way pending the! appeal In addition, Zingiber 
moved the CO\1I't for entty of an order staying execution of the judgment for costs and 
attorney fees in the case. Also on March 27~ 2009~ Zingiber tiled a Notiet. o/Cash 
/JqxJsit,.uotifyiDg the court of a cash deposit wjib the Court Clerk of bank certified funds 
in the amollllt ofS21)929.64, representing the aggregate amounts of the Final Judgments 
fur attorney fees entered by this court in favor of Defendants Hagerman Highway District 
, ' 
C'Hiihway District") and Intervenor LynCJitF~ Il..C C~LynClif'), plus 36% in 
accordance with Idaho Appellate Rule 13(b )(15). Also, on March 27, 2009, lingiber filed 
. ., , 
the Affuktvit of Paul Drury and a Supplemental A~it a/Norm Young, in support of 
their Motion to Stay Pending Appeal. 
On March 30,2009, LynCliffiled a Motton to Strike the affidavits in support of 
ZingI"ber's Motion to Stay, along with an Objection to Motion/or Stay Pending Appeal. 
On Aprl16, 2009, the Highway District also flled a Motion 10 Strike the affidavits in 
support of,the Motion to St4y. 
U. 
ANALYSIS 
A. LynCDf ad tile Highway Distriet's MotitJns to Strike 
LynCUf and the Highway District ariUe that the affidavits accompanying 
Zioaiber's Motion to Stay are irrelevant and immaterial to the issue before the court 
, , 
btcatlse the content of the affidavits pertains to issues litigated in Gooding County Case 
No. CV"2008-125, which is currently before Judge Wood. This court disagrees. 
Ibis court finds that the affidavits are submitted in order to show hann to 
Zingiber in the context ofldaho Appellate Rule 13 if the cwrt decides not to grant 
Zingiber's Motion to Stay. The contsnts of the affidavits are not immaterial or outside 
the scope of the issues presented to the court beca.use the issues referenced in tbe 
affidavits, including the applic:ability of I. C. §42-1207, were considered. by the court in its 
CO;;;:;;;~~-;;;,£":F,7f~'2'7::gTi"iP:;:;:;C~--:::;:::~.'Y""~-::''0'~:"::S:>'~C:N;u",,. """ 0"'" ~ """"'.'d .. ". ._". _ -~1"~ _ _ -__ ~t$*w,X2"_",,,_,,,~£ __ _ ___ " m __ " u _ _ ________ ~ ________ ""'_'" ,_ _ __"" __ U"' ___ "~_f"" __ _ _____________ --~ '" _ P--b1 ---7'i'>;;Y:-'--i7L4'"X.7> ':'''~~'C:-::'''',,':'O",c:-"~;{{::2:<,7:::;;;;{;sF:;:;:;;''"'' M" "7"-,,"-='0' 
the record and mmsctipC have besn lodpd and served upon fie parties in acc:ordanc:e witb Idllho Appellate 
Rule 2.9(a). 
OBDEIl'.DDtviNc MOTIONS TO STRJJa:A1'ID ORDER G.RAN'mfG MOTION "('0 ~AY AND ORDERDEl'MNG 
MOTION TO ~"v Pap.2 of4 
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. orlgiDal decision in this case. The court was requested by counsel to refer to CV -2008-
J 25 and did so in:mak:in& i1"$ deci~ion. Proceedings in that case are relevant to the 
question of whether Zingiber suffered harm as a result of the Highway District's action in 
granting a pemrit to LynCHf. Simil~ly) the affidavjts ate germane to the possible harm 
to Zingiber if the Motion 10 Stay is not granted. Therefore, the Motion to Strike is denied. 
B. Ziagiber's Motion to SI4y Execution of the J'Qdgment for Costs and 
Fees. 
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 13(b)(15), the court may "stay execution or 
enforcement of a ~neyjudgm~t upon the posting of~ ~ deposit or supersedeas bond. 
by ~ :fidelity, surety, guaranty, title or trust l:OJDpany authori2ed to do 'business in the state 
. and to be a surety on UDdertakings·and bOnds, either of which must be in the. atnO'Wlt of 
the judgment or order, plus 36% of such amount." The court finds that Zingiber has 
posted. a oash deposit of bank certified funds with the Court Clerk in the amount of 
$27,929.64, representing the aegregate amounts of the Final Judgments for attorney fees 
en1ered by this wart in favor of the Highway District and LynClif, plus 36%. It appears 
that the amount of attDmey fees has increased ~ce Zingiberls deposit. Therefore, the 
court will grant Zingiber's Motion to Stay the execution. of the judgment for attorney fees: 
subject to counsel obtaining a surety and/or making a cash deposit with the Court Clerk 
in the cummt and correct amount of attorney fees awarded in this case, pursuant to LAR. 
.' 13(b)(15). 
C Zingi"r's MtltitJn *' St4y Exeeution of Judgment AUowiDg 
C;OJlStl'UetioD of a Pipeline in the Justice Gnde Right-of. Way 
Zingiber aJ'gIles that the C01;U't must grant the Motion to Stay in order to preserve 
the status. quo and prevent injury and waste duringtb.c appeal ofthls Que to the Idaho 
SU)RJD.e Court. Zinsiber further argues that the Highway District and LynClif will not 
be haxmed should the court grant the Molton to Sray. Judge Wood is presiding over 
Gooding County Case CV .. 2008-125, which, as mentioned above, is closely related to 
~;;0'~ Pj+;:'£;"'5i§75.f65Si'2';:Pp"y,<,,,,,,,,C222" ~,~"~lit!:Imti!l,&.,m!Jil~tM~rt,lq,~tayJl,,.t.IJ!,l!e~.,~,~,lbi~Q~,,~tJ:Y~!,',~zY?::f7;;55i:£0 ";,(:2;';"55;,,2;;'T7?:.'7 
Wood.recently ordered the pipeline be consttUCted in the Justice Grade right"of"way 
ODllu.n·JNGMOTIO~TO S1'J.tJlCl AND'OROD GRANllNG MOTION TO STAY AND ORDER DENYING 
1If011ON."R) STAY PII~;5 nf 4· 
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. subject to any stay that might be ordered by this court. Judge Wood will retain 
jurisdiction over CV-200S .. 12S until the pipeline is oompleted in order to detetmine tithe 
installation will effectively deliver Zingiber's water right. It appears that until the 
pipeline is constructed, a Final Judgment will not be entered in that case. 
Under Idaho.Appellate Rule 13(b)(14) and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 62(f)~ 
the decision to stay an execution of a judgment pending appeal is committed to the 
court's discretion. While Zingjber offered evidence ofpossible harm should the Motion 
to Stay be denied, such harm is related to the fact that Zingiber's water right is limited to 
0.3 ds. Preserving the status quo and granting the Motion to Slay would delay the entry 
·of a Final Judgment in CV -200&-125 and delay final resolution· of this entire matter. Due 
to the tact that Judge Wood's case is so related. to the case before this co~ the court 
finds that it is in the interest of judioial efficiency to deny the Motton to Stay and allow 
the OOnstruction of the pipeline to continue. 
IlL 
ORDER 
Therefore. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED tha,t LynClifs Motion to Strike of March 
30, 2009 is denied. 
IT IS FURnmR HEREBY ORDERED that the Highway District's Motion to 
Strike of Apri16~ 2009 i$ deW. 
IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that Zingiber's Motion to Stay of March 
27, 2009 :regarding the judgments for attorney fees is conditionally granted. 
IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that Zingiber's Motion to Stay ofMa.rch 
27,2009 regarding the judgment allowing construotion of the pipeline is denied. 
Dated ~ I I 1.tJr:1 
1"'15 .) , ,;;; 
05-06-'09 10:03 FROM-Robertson & Slette 
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE. PILC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
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. DEPUTY 
IN TIlE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 1HE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI:IE COUN1Y OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATI:IY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLlFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLlF FARMS. L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
wn.LlAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
RIrr ,E 59~) MOTION TO 
AT ITER OR AMEND 
llIDGMENT 
COME NOW the Plaintiffs above-named (hereinafter collectively referred to as 
"LynClifj, by and through the undersigned, and move this Court, pursuant to IRC.P. Rule 
59(e), to alter or amend its Order on Motion for Summary Judgment dated May 4, 2009 
("Order"). 
This Motion is brought on the grounds that, con1rary to paragraph 9 on page 4 of the 
Order, and contrary to paragraph 3 on page 5 of the Order, Judge Melanson did not grant 
Zingibers Motion for Stay relative to the construction of the pipeline on the Hagerman 
Highway District right-of-way. A copy of Judge Melanson's Order in Gooding County Case No. 
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CY-200S-0057 is attached hereto as Exhibit IIAII, and by this reference incorporated herein. 
Although Judge Melanson's Order stayed execution of the judgment for costs and attorney feest 
his Order expressly denied the Motion for Stay relative to completion of construction of the 
pipeline in the Hagerman Highway District right-of-way. 
IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that Zingibers 
Motion to Stay of March 27, 2009 regarding the judgment allowing 
construction of the pipeline is denied. 
(Emphasis in original). Order at p. 4. Once Judge Melanson'S Order was received by LynClif in 
the mail on May 4; preliminary steps to undertake construction on the Hagerman Highway 
District right-of-way were undertaken, and LynClifs contractor was mobilized. 
Because it appears that an erroneoUS interpretation of Judge Melanson's Order in CV-
2008-0057 has led to the Order in this case, LynCHf respectfully requests that this court alter or 
amend its Order and Judgment. 
Oral argument is hereby requested. 
DATED this 6th day of May, 2009. 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
BY.~ ary . Ie e 
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CERTIFICATE- OF smnlICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 6Th day of May, 2009, he caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
An<iNw r. Waldera 
MOFFATI"IHOMAS BARRETI 
P.O. Box &29 
Boise, ID 83701"()829 
[] Hand Deliver 
[] U.S.Mail 
[J Overnight Courier 
[x J Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
[x ] Email slc@moffAft com 
ajW@moffim com 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OJ' THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
ZINOIBER INVESTMENT, ILC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintlft: 
HAG!RMAN HIGHWAY DISTRICT •.. 
Defendant, 
LYNN 1. BAGINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIP'TON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSENt husband and wi~ collec:tJ:vely 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, 
LLC~ an Idaho limited liability company, 
Intervenors. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. 2008·0000057 
ORDER DENYING MOTIONS TO 
STR.lI<E and ORDER GRANTING 
MOTION TO STAY aDd ORDER 
DElWING MOTION TO STAY. 
L 
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On ~h 17,2009, the Plaintiff, Zmgiber Investment, LLC C'Zingfber"), filed a 
Notice of Appeal with the court~ appealilli the Final Judgment entered by this court on 
November 19, 2008, and sUbsequent Final Judgments entered by this court in this matter 
on March 2,2009.1 
EXHIBlTA 
~.~" .. ~,~ ~~_"~~~ __ ,,~_"~9n March 26, 2009, both the ~fcndant and Intm'~ors filed an Objecti01l1o R(lC()N }'(spl1lSt on AppeaL, . 
~0'",_0~ i;VZ0""ZZ,z"X""';TX.'''T0''';;;''''''''''''''''''77Zoojeetiiii'to'Z~~riqn_'mr'ffii"nCTfisiof{bf~llCfeuftl __ reHf~~:,(3¥iii""T53Ti~T;?jffi;0'5C;;;00"'···' 
2001.125 in the record. This Court will hear argument on these and any odler objections to tile -m:ord after 
ORDDl DBNVING M0110NS'l'O STRIKE ANJ)~. GJtl\IImNG MOTION TO m'AV AND ORDER DINYrJ'ItIG 
MonON maT;'\' P2Itp: 1 014 
..................... ................"" • "".... ... ... ,......,~ ~ .I.~v~ ...... J,. \. ,.':H.Jj,1 Vi >..J...LI..,. "" "" V 
'.-~/· -.-* ---- '" 
'. 
On March 27, 2009, Zingiber filed a Mqtionfor Stay Pending Appeal, moving the 
court for entry of an order staying enrorcement of fue judgment allowing consttucnou' of 
It. pipeline in the Justice G.mde right-of~way pending the ~peal. In addition, Zingibet 
moved the court for entry of an order staying execution of the judgment for costs and 
attomcy fees in the case. Also on Match 27, 2009s Zingiber filed a. No/ice a/Cash 
, DlpOlit~ notifying the court of a cash deposit with the Court Clerk of bank certified funds 
hl'the amoUnt of'27,929.64, representing the aggregate amounts of the Final Judgments 
fOr attorney fees entered by this court in favor of Defwdants Hagerman Highway District 
, , 
r'Highway District'~ and Intervenor LynClitFarms, LtC ("LynClif,), plus 36% in 
aceotdance with Idaho Appellat~ Rule 13(b)(15). Also, em. March 27.2009, Zingiber filed 
the Affidavit 0/ Paul Drury and a Supplemental A.f/ithvit a/Norm Young, in support of 
their Motion to Stay PGnding Appeal. 
On Matcit 30, 2009, LynClif filed a Motion to Strike the affidavits in support of 
Zingiber's Motion to Stay> along with an Objection to Motion jor Stay Pttnding Appeal. 
On Aprl16. 2009 t the Highway District also filed a Motion 10 Strike the affidavits in 
support of,the Motion to Stay. 
IL 
ANALYSIS 
A. LynCUf BIld the Highway Distriet's j{nilolU to 9triB 
LynClif and the Highway District argue that the ,affidavi,ts accompanying 
Zm,iber's Motton to Stay are irrelevant and immaterial to the issue before the oourt 
, , 
because the content of the affidavits pertains to issues litigated in Gooding County Case 
No. CV -2008-11.5, which is currently before Judge Wood. This court disagrees. 
This court finds 1hat the affidavits are submitted in order to show harm. to 
Zingibe:r in the con~ ofIdaho Appellate Rule 13 if the ctmrt decides not to grant 
Zingiber's Motion to Stay. The contents of the affidavits are not immaterial or outside 
1he scope of the issues presented to the court bec:ause the issues referenced in the 
aftidavits, inclndingthe applicability ofI.C. §42-1207t were considered by the court in its 
~'Z,~~,CZi'!"liT~;Z;'C7":0CZ;'~~42~'c£~lc=WTeamfmunr_ctiPfll~'f~~'liip .. ~fw,....~da.or :utuel,'~ttA~_l'aU!:;;<c 72fiI~00;;;;EFC7Ci'! ccc,,c;C;Cc 
RnJel9(a). 
OJaJa,Id.N\llNGl M01JOl'G 1'0 S!lUXE A1'U) OltDfR GRANTING M0110N TO STAY AND ORDat'Vfil\lYlNO 
MO'I'ION'TOSfAY Pile: oC4 
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original decision in this case. The court was requested by counsel to refer to CV ~2008-
125 and cUd so in making its decision. Proceedings in that case are relevant to the 
. question of whether Zingiber suffered haxm as a result of the Highway District's action jn 
granting a permit to LynCHf. Similarly, the affidavits are getmane to the possible hann 
to Zingiber if the Motian to Stay is not granted. Therefore. the Motion. to Strike is denied. 
B. Zingiber's Motion to Stay Execution of the JlldgmeDt for Costs snd 
Fees, 
Pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 13(b)(1S), the court may "stay execution or 
enforcement of a~oney judgm~nt upon the posting of ~ ~lrdeposit or supersedeas bond 
by Of. fidelity. surety, guaranty, title Of ttust company authorized to cU? business in the state 
. and to be a surety on undertakings ·and hOnda, either of which must be in the amount of 
the judgment or order, plus 36% of such antQwit.·· The court finds that Zingiber has 
posted a cash deposit of bank certified funds with the Court Clerk in the amount of 
$27~929.64, representfna the aegtegate amounts of'the Final Judgments fbr attorney fees 
entered by this oourt in favor of the Highway District and LynClif, plus 36%. It appears 
that the amount of artomey fees has increased ~ Zingiber's deposit. Therefore, the 
court will grant Zingiber's· Motion to Stoythe execution of the ju4ment for attorney fees, 
subject to counsel obtaining a surety and/or making a cash deposit with the Court Clerk 
in the current and correct amount of attorney fees awarded in this case; pursuant to r.A.R. 
13(b)(lS). 
C. Zingiber's Motion to SIlly Execution of Jud ..... t Allowing 
C;onstruction oia Pipeline hi dleJUJdee Grade Right-of·Way 
Zingiber argues that the court must grant the Motion to Stay in order to preserve 
the status quo and prevent injury and waste duringthc appeal of this case to tb.c Idaho 
Supreme Court. Zingiber further argues that the Highway District and LynClif will not 
be harmed should the court grant the Motion to Stay. Jud~ Wood is presiding OWl 
Gooding County Case CV -2008<-125, wbic~ as mentioned above, is closely rela1ed to 
""'C?i".'7£!3Z7t;;:i755f?::';:;:5,,·.7 .••• ~50f]!~lbilfe&B6Ji·,,~ilt aiat. __ .~.-pamlSiafmxp!tgJMj~ .. '2.~ltUJ!!l.J!!~?i~C03.3Zi'C;;7'f£Ff70CC3:i70CF.7' ..•• 
Wood recently ordered the pipeline be constructed in the Justice Grade right-of-way 
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subject to any stay that might be ordered by this coutt. Judge Wood will retain 
jurisdiction over CV-2008-12S \U1tU the pipelines is oompleted in order to determine if the 
installation will effectively deliver ZingiW s water right. It appears that until the 
pipeline is constructed, a Final.Tudgment will not be entered in that case. 
Under Idaho Appellate Rule 13(b)(14) and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 62(t), 
the decision to stay an execution of a judgment pending appeal is committed to the 
court's discretion. while Zinilber offered evidence of possible harm should the Morion 
to Stay be denied, such harm is related to the fact that Zingiber's water tight is limited to 
0.3 cfs. Preserving the status quo and granting the Motion to Staywould delay the entry 
of a'?*inSlJudgIilent in CV .. 2008. .. 125 and delay final ~lutioil of this entire Iruitter. Due 
to the fact that Judge Woodrs case is so related to the case before this court, the court 
finds that it is in the interest of judicial effi~ency to deny the Mo/~n to Stay sna allow 
the cOnstruction of the pipeline to continue. 
m. 
ORDER 
Therefore, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that LynC1ifs Motion to Strik8 of March 
30~ 2009 is den_ 
IT IS FURTHER HEREBY ORDERED that the Highway District's Motion to 
Stria of April 6, 2009 is denied. 
IT IS FURTHER HER.EBY ORDERED that Zingibe:r's Motion to Stay of March 
27, 2009reprdingthe judgments for attorney fees is conditionally granted. 
IT IS FURTI1ER HEREBY ORDERED that Zingibet's Motion to Stay of March 
27,2009 reprding the judgment allowing construction of the pipeline is denied. 
Dated ~, ,1Or;;t( 
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Scott L. Campbell, ISB No. 2251 
Andrew J. Waldera, ISB No. 6608 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor 
Post Office Box 829 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 
Facsimile (208) 385-5384 
23425.0001 
Attorneys for Defendants William G. Van Hom 
and Zingiber Investment, LLC 
.. Uj~lr\; . ,uURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively doing 
business as L YNCLIF FARMS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; and 
ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, a Colorado 
limited liability company; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
COMBINED RESPONSE TO L YNCLIF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION AND 
RULE 59(e) MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
JUDGMENT 
COME NOW William G. Van Hom and Zingiber Investment, LLC (collectively 
"Zingiber"), by and through undersigned counsel of record and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
COMBINED RESPONSE TO LYNCLIF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
AND RULE 59(e) MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT - 1 Client1215526.1 
76u 
nv ~ ~ a. I. I. J.llVIIla.O l-'age ;j 
Procedure 7(b)(3)(E), and hereby submits this combined response to Plaintiffs' (collectively 
"LynClif') Motion for Reconsideration, dated May 5, 2009, and their Rule 59( e) Motion to Alter 
or Amend Judgment, dated May 6, 2009. 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
On May 4, 2009 the Court entered its Order on Motion for Summary Judgment 
("Order"), predicated at least in part upon Judge Melanson's Order Denying Motions to Strike 
and Order Granting Motion to Stay and Order Denying Motion to Stay, entered in Gooding 
County Case No. CV -2008-57 on May 1, 2009. Order at 4. On May 5 and 6, 2009, respectively, 
LynClif filed a Motion for Reconsideration ("Reconsideration") and a separate Rule 59( e) 
Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment ("Alter or Amend") seeking to address and clarify that 
Judge Melanson did not, in fact, grant Zingiber's requested stay with respect to the Padgett Ditch 
pipeline construction in the Justice Grade right-of-way. See Reconsideration and Alter or 
Amend at pp. 1-2, respectively. Zingiber is submitting this responsive memorandum in order to 
state its position with respect to these matters. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
Zingiber agrees that Judge Melanson denied its Motion for Stay with respect to 
LynClifs proposed pipeline construction in the Justice Grade right-of-way. Consequently, 
Zingiber agrees that some of the factual predicates supporting this Court's Order, entered May 4, 
2009, should be amended accordingly. On this point alone, at least, Zingiber is in agreement 
with LynClifs Motion for Reconsideration, and its subsequent Motion to Alter or Amend. 
However, to the extent that either of LynClif's motions argue that this Court should not issue a 
COMBINED RESPONSE TO L YNCLIF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
AND RULE 59(e) MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT - 2 Cllent:1215526'761 
.l:-'age ':I: 
final appealable judgment (or Order on Motion for Summary Judgment) in this case (CV -2008-
125), Zingiber disagrees with that notion. 
As the Court noted in its Order (relying, in part, upon the various correspondence 
between the parties and the Court-see, Order at pp. 2-3), it is clear where the parties stand with 
respect to the issues in this case. LynClifseeks to proceed with its Padgett Ditch pipeline 
construction in the Justice Grade right-of-way. Zingiber disagrees with LynClifs purported 
rights to pipe under Idaho Code Section 42-1207 for various reasons already contained within the 
record. Zingiber has no intent of restoring the 2006 ditch location and configuration across its 
property. And, LynClifhas previously advised the Court that it should enter a final judgment in 
this matter without retaining jurisdiction for any purpose. 
In sum, Zingiber agrees that the Court should enter a final and appealable 
judgment in this matter, particularly given that it does not intend to restore the 2006 location and 
configuration of the ditch across its property. Zingiber also agrees that if this case is 
subsequently appealed, that this case should be consolidated with Gooding County Case 
No. CV-2008-57 already on appeal, due to the significant overlap and cross-pollination between 
these two cases (CV-2008-S7 and CV-200B-12S). In the alternative, if the Court does choose to 
retain jurisdiction over this case for some reason (to the extent that "there may remain other 
issues in this case"-see Order at 5), Zingiber believes that the COUli should issue a Rule 54(b) 
Certificate with respect to the Court's interpretation and application ofIdaho Code Section 42-
1207. Such an action will expedite the final resolution of these more or less companion cases. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Zingiber believes that it is in the best interest of all involved, and in the best 
interests of judicial economy, to maintain the entry of final judgment in this case. While 
COMBINED RESPONSE TO LYNCLIF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
AND RULE 59(e) MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT - 3 Client1215526.1 
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Zingiber acknowledges and understands the desirability of addressing the factual results of Judge 
Melanson's May 1, 2009 Orders, Zingiber respectfully submits that the procedural result reached 
in this case (entry of final judgment) is still the proper procedural result for all involved. 
DATED this \.cb. day of May, 2009. 
MOFFAIT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
J. Waldera-OftheFirm 
Attorneys for Defendants William G. 
Van Horn and Zingiber Investment, LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~.'" day of May, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing COMBINED RESPONSE TO LYNCLIF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION AND RULE 59(e) MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT to be served 
by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
Fax: (208) 933-0701 
( ) U.S, Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
~acsimile 
AndMWi Waldera 
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Gary D. Stette 
ROBERTSON & SLEITE, PLLC 
P.O .. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303·1906 
Telephone: (208)933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
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FILE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIm F1FTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
. STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN 1. BABINGTON and KA1HY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
) 
) 
) 
JENSEN,hUsbandand wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, aniudividuaI; 
and ZINGm~ INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liabUity company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.CV -200~-125 
STIPULATION REGABDINfi 
NOTICE OF HEARlNG ON 
RIll IE 59(e) MOTION TO 
ALTER OR AMEND 
nmGMBNI' 
COME NOW the paltiesabove-named, by and through their respective counsel of 
record, and stipulate that the Plaintiffs' Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment may be 
heard on the 19th day of May, 2009, at 11:00 a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, 
even though service of said Notice of Hearing was provided to Defendants less than the 14 
days! notice required by I.R.C.P. 
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ROBERTSON & StEITE, PLLC 
By: ~ ~ 
MOFFATITIIOMA.,SBARRETI t.oc.iL.."b 
~) <:Jrr1::::,. 
By. ~_)J,L 
An ~.Wa1dera 
Attorney for Defendants 
Dated: "'Sf ~ 10' 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY 1. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
ORDER REGARDING 
NOTlCE OF HEARING ON 
RI II E 59(e) MOTION TO 
AITEROR AMEND 
rrmGMENT 
Based upon the Stipulation entered into between the parties hereto, and good cause 
appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Plaintiffs' Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend 
Judgment shall be heard on May 19, 2009, at 11:00 a.m., or as soon as counsel can be heard 
thereafter. 
This Order entered this +';;-day of May, 2009. 
BARRY WOOD 
DISTRlCT JUDGE 
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The undersigned certifies that on the r day of May, 2009, she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew 1. Waldera 
MOFFA TITIlOMAS BARRETI 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1906 
tL [ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
~ [ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Hand Deliver 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
Email slc@moffatt com 
aJW@moffatt com 
Hand Deliver 
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Overnight Courier 
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OaryD. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE. PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls. Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933~0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
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GOODtfiG COUNTY CLERr\ 
BY'~-U-TY-
IN nm DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIS1RICT OF 1HE 
STA 1E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATIIY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLlFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, colle((tively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF F ARMS~ L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZJNGIBER J:NVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
STA'IE OF IDAHO ) 
58: 
County of Twin Falls ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008~125 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
GARY D STRUB 
TN SITPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR RECONSIDER ATION & 
MOTION FOR RFJ,IEF PI TR SIJANT 
TO T Rep RTILE 59(e) 
GARY D. SLETI'E, first being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows: 
I am. the attorney of record for the Plaintiffs herein. 1. 
2. Zingiber has admitted in its Combined Response to LynClifs Motions that Judge 
14clallsolL-dcnicd Zingiber's MOtioll for St8y wilh respect to !he pipeline 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY D. SlElTE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION & MOllON FOR RELIEF 
PURSUANTTO IRCP RULE 59(e) -, 
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05-07-'09 15:31 FROM-Robertson & Slette 208-933-0701 T-977 P003/006 F-508 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
construction in the Justice Grade right-of-way. 
Zingiber has stated in its combined Response that the ufactual predicates" 
supporting the court's Order need to be amended. 
Notwithstanding Zingibers acknowledgement that the court in the instant case did 
not correctly apprehend Judge Melanson's Order in CV -2008~OOS7, Zingiber has 
filed a Motion for Reconsideration of Judge Melanson'S denial on the basis of the 
issuance of the court's Order in the instant case. 
In addition to filing the Motion for Reconsideration, Zingiber has notified counsel 
that it is pursuing a stay with the Idaho Supreme Court in CV-2008-00S7. See 
Exhibit !fA !I attached hereto, and by this reference incorporated herein. 
Construction activities in the Justice Orade right-of-way commenced upon the 
receipt of Judge Melanson's denial of Zingibets Motion for Stay. 
Further, sayeth your afftant naught. 
DATED this 7Th day of May, 2009. 
SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the i 1 day of May. 2009, he caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing i.nst.roment to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew 1. WaJdera 
MOFFATrmOMAS BARRETI' 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
[] Band Oeliver 
!.Xl u.s. Mail 
[) Overnight Courier 
[, 1 Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
[J Email slc@moffart enm 
a,jw@mQffatt com 
AFFIDAVIT OF GARY D. SLEITE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION & MOllON FOR RELIEF 
PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE S9(e} - 3 
• ON" .'UlJC! l ::;un (X ~lett e 208-933-0701 
MofJi!tt Thomas 
T-977 P005/006 F-508 
80ise 
Idaho falls 
Po<*tello 
Twin Fall$ 
MOFFATT THOMAs BARREIT ROCK & FIELDS, CHTD. 
llidoulli. n,., .. u 
PauiO. 1oL. 0laI .... 
dviari ... B. NithoJu 
lindley J 'trilliamr 
l«laclRtd 
W-Kilad O. Jloc 
Naaq J. <Am:« 
n..~S,.J-A 
j-aL.Mlldft 
C.a.y..GiIl 
lC ...... W.~ 
Da .. ~ P. C."dDlll 
TuaJob«cm 
)Wt C. PIllenoA 
JlIIiIa B. G.I.iob 
Ximbtrly D. Irnat 11._ 
J_aG,Mu, ... ,. 
]onA.Sc.mqltiit 
'I:yUt J. hIbon 
Paul D.McFatlanc 
Tyler J. HCIIdmon 
C. ~ c.m..t nr 
Michelle C. MKboud 
And_ J. W.w-. 
DyI. .. B. L.cmu<c 
Jlujunin C. llirdtie 
R,becca A. Lifter 
MatdoEW J. MNec 
]lobo" 1L Batw. 01 t'Of1/Ud 
WiJii, C J,JDIF.tt'. 1901·1980 
KirJc ll. H"I., 1956-2003 
via E-mailssdwlaw@mcleodusa.net 
yia Facsimile (208) 887-4865 
David E. Wynkoop 
Sherer & Wynkoop, LLP 
730N. MainSt 
P.O. Box 31 
Meridian, ID 83680-0031 
May 7, 2009 
US Bank. PIau BuBdit\9 
101 S capitol Blvd 10th FI 
PO 8QlI829 
Boise Idaho 83101 <lB29 
2083452000 
8004222839 
ZOB 385 5384 Fax 
www.moffin.wm 
via E-mail gslette@rsidaholaw.com 
'Via Facsimile (208) 933.070] 
Gary D. stette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, 10 83303-1906 
He: ZInglber Investment, LLC v. Hagerman Highway DiBtrlct 
Idallo Supreme Court No. 36298 
JAR 1300 Motion for Stay Pending Appeal and JAR 13.1 A.ppUcation for l!::J: :Parte 
Temporary Stay 
MfBR&F File No. 23425.0000 
Dear Counsel: 
I am writing you regarding the ongoing Padgett Ditch pipeline and water divcrs1.on structure 
construction activities taking place within the Justice Grade right-of-way. As you know, Judge 
Me1l1l18on denied Zingiber's requested stay pending appeal with respect to the pipeline and 
water diversion structure construction via Order entered Friday, May 1,2009. As you also 
know, Zingibcr has moved for reconsideration of Judge Melanson's decision in light of the 
final appealable judgment/order entered by Judge Wood on Monday, May 4,2009, in Gooding 
CountyC8seNo. CV-2008-12S. 
Additionally, LynClifhas filed a Motion for Reconsideration and a separate Rule 59(e) Motion 
to Alter or Amend Judgment in rcaponse to Judge Wood's May 4,2009 entry of final judgment 
in case no, CV-2008-12S. ZingtDer has already submitted responses to both of LynClif's 
motions, and LynClif's motions are set for hearing on May 19,2009. 
Given that Zingiber has filed a Motion for Reconsideration of Judge Melanson's denial of its 
pipe.linelwater diversion structure-related stay request; and to the extent that Judge Wood's 
May 4, 2009 Order on Summary Judgment may act as a some fol'IIl of stay regarding the 
ongoing construction activities, LynClifs continuing construction activities within the Justice 
Grade right-of-way are, arguably, questionable. While I do not know if construction is ongoing 0
0 ~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CIIellI!1211l*.1 
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David E. Wynkoop 
Gary D. stene 
May 7, 2009 
Page 2 . 
today. I have been informed that construction occurred in the 1ustice Grade right-of-way late 
yesterday afternoon. 
Last, I am writing to inform you that I have been authorized to apply for a stay of the 
pipetineJwater divenion structure COl18truction activities pending appeal with the Idaho 
Supreme Court pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule ("JAR") 13(g). I have also been instructed to 
apply for an ex parte temporary stay of the pipeline/water diversion structure construction 
a=vities pursuant to IAR 13.1. Zingiber has requested that these filings be made this afternoon 
or u roon thereafter as possible. I will notify you when the filings are made. . 
Thank you for your respective attention to these matters. 
12tru1Y yours, lL. I. Waldera 
AlW/dlt 
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Date: 5/19/2009 
Time: 11 :26 AM 
Page 1 of 2 
Hearing type: Status 
Fifth JUdicial District Court - Gooding County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2008-0000125 
Lynn J Babington, etal. vs. William G. Van Horn, etal. 
Selected Items 
Minutes date: 
FILE 
User: CYNTH IA 
05/19/2009 
Assigned judge: Barry Wood Start time: 10:59 AM 
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter End time: 11:06 AM 
Minutes clerk: CYNTHIA Audio tape number: DC 09-05 
Prosecutor: [none] 
Tape Counter: 1059 
Tape Counter: 1100 
Tape Counter: 1101 
Tape Counter: 1102 
Tape Counter: 1102 
Tape Counter: 1103 
Tape Counter: 1104 
The Court calls the case at the time noted. 
Identifies counsel and parties for the record. 
Mr. Slette for Plaintiffs 
Mr. Waldera for the Defendants VanHorn. 
The Court notes the matters before the Court: 
The Court discusses the course of events that occurred. 
Mr. McCrae comments as to his discussions with Judge Melanson. 
The Court did not have the benefit of Judge Melanson's order when this Court entered it's 
order. 
The Court takes the position before the entry of the last order - based upon the 
misconception of the facts. Apologizes to the parties. 
Mr. Slette comments - no apology is necessary. 
Additionally advises the Court as to the status of the construction - measurement of water 
- pipeline installed save last 20 feet. 
Mr. Waldera agrees with the procedural result - final appealable order - these cases 
should be consolidated on appeal. 
Mr. Slette indicates the Court should withdraw the Court's certification under Rule 54(b). 
The Court will withdraw that certification. 
Agrees with Mr. Waldera that the matters should be consol idated. 
The Court comments additionally. 
lViF.Sre'tt~argues tne~orm1iOrnss~rmart1iigh~doesf1"rw"811nOCOnsohaate ~~~ 
- different parties, different issues. 
Mr. Slette will prepare the order withdrawing the Rule 54b cert. 
The Court will sign a final order and the parties will proceed. 
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Date: 5/19/2009 
Time: 11:26 AM 
Page 2 of2 
Tape Counter: 1106 
Fifth Judicial District Court - Gooding County 
Minutes Report 
Case: CV-2008-0000125 
Lynn J Babington, eta!. vs. William G. Van Horn, eta!. 
Selected Items 
End Minute Entry. 
Attest:-"==::.....:=~-'=:::--~"--__ _ 
User: CYNTHIA 
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FILE 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. 
) 
) 
) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION & 
RULE 59(e) MOTION TO 
ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT 
This matter, having come before the court on Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration and 
Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend Judgment; and 
WHEREAS, the parties, pursuant to a Stipulation on file with this court, agreed that this 
matter could be heard on May 19, 2009, at 11 :00 a.m.; and 
WHEREAS, this court, having considered the briefs and the oral argument of the 
parties, hereby orders that its Order on Motion for Summary Judgment dated May 4,2009, is 
hereby withdrawn. This court shall retain jurisdiction to determine if the Defendants' water 
pipeline in Justice Grade Road. 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION & RULE 59(e) MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND JUDGMENT - 1 
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DATED this ~ay of May, 2009. 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the .z.Y day of May, 2009, she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew J. Waldera 
MOFFAIT THOMAS BARREIT 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ill 83701-0829 
Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, ill 83303-1906 
[ ] 
N 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
N 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Hand Deliver 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
Email slc@moffattcom 
ajw@moffatt com 
Hand Deliver 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission - 208-933-0701 
Email gslette@rsidabolaw com 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
BY:~ DWhty erk 
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
* * * * * * * 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCUF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. VAN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
MOTION FOR STAIl IS 
CONFERENCE 
The above-named Plaintiffs (collectively referred to hereinafter as "LynClif'), by and 
through the undersigned, hereby move this court for a status conference with regard to pending 
issues in this matter. 
DATED this IS-day of June, 2009. 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERENCE -1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 16th day of June, 2009, he caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell/Andrew Waldera [x] 
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT [ ] 
101 S Capitol Blvd., 10th Fl. [ ] 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 [ ] 
[ ] 
MOTION FOR STATUS CONFERENCE - 2 
Hand Deliver 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Courier 
Facsimile Transmission - 208-385-5384 
Email slc@moffatt com 
ajw@moffatt com 
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETTE, PLLC 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
ISB # 3198 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATHY L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN and SUZANNE K. ) 
JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as L YNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAM G. V AN HORN, an individual; 
and ZINGIBER INVESTMENT, LLC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
I YNN I BABINGTON 
22 STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss: 
23 County of Gooding ) 
24 LYNN J. BABINGTON, first being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as follows: 
25 1. 
26 about Monday, June 1,2009. 
2. The members of LynClif and its contractor planned to install the orifice plate and 
77d 
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the waterman control gate on Tuesday, June 2, in accordance with the plans prepared by Rob 
Sampson of the NRCS. 
3. On the morning of June 2, LynClif was provided with a copy of an email sent on 
June 1, 2009, at 5:11 p.m., by Andy Waldera, attorney for Van HornlZingiber, requesting 
eleventh-hour modifications to the NRCS design. A copy of that email is attached hereto, and 
made a part hereof by reference, as Exhibit "A". On that same day at 5:12 p.m., Mr. Waldera 
provided a second email, attached hereto as Exhibit "B", and made a part hereof by reference, 
which indicated by his law firm's filing stamp, that V an HornlZingiber had been in possession of 
the NRCS plans since February 20,2009. 
4. Believing that LynClif would be unfairly criticized by Mr. VanHorn and his 
counsel if consideration was not given to the suggested changes, LynClif immediately halted 
construction on the proposed NRCS modifications to the concrete structure in order to solicit Mr. 
Sampson's analysis of the proposed changes. 
5. In discussions with personnel from Mr. Sampson's office, LynClif and its counsel 
learned that Mr. Sampson had back surgery on June 1,2009, and would be unable to review any 
documents on June 2. However, Mr. Sampson made himself available on June 3 to respond to Mr. 
Waldera's email, and provided LynClifwith a response on that same date which is attached hereto 
as Exhibit "C", and made a part hereof by this reference. 
6. Mr. Sampson expressed that leaving the design as proposed would be the best way 
to regulate flow and to provide measurement of the flow as required by the court. 
7. LynClifs counsel responded to Zingiber's attorney on June 4, with the letter 
attached hereto as Exhibit "D", and by this reference incorporated herein. The letter advised that 
the proposed modifications would not be incorporated into the construction. 
8. On June 4, at 3:18 p.m., Mr. Waldera sent the email attached hereto as Exhibit 
"E", and made a part hereof by reference, complaining on two occasions therein about the "current 
lack of completion of the designed infrastructure." On that same day at 3:40 p.m., LynClifs 
counsel responded to said email, which response is attached hereto as Exhibit "F", and made a 
part hereof by reference. The sole and only reason that LynClif did not complete the construction 
requests of Van HornlZingiber to attempt a late modification of 
the NRCS plan. 
9. The contractor informed me that welding and assembly of the components to be 
7St) 
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installed in the concrete structure would begin. on Friday, June 5, and were completed at 
approximately 1 p.m. on Sunday, June 7. The orifice plate and the waterman gate were installed 
consistent with the NRCS plans, and the installation is shown in the photographs attached hereto 
as Exhibit "G", and by this reference incorporated herein. 
10. On the morning of June 8, I visited the site of the concrete structure and observed 
that the construction completed on Sunday was still intact. 
11. By noon of the same day, I passed by the concrete structure again, and observed 
that the control gate downstream of the orifice plate had been removed and was leaning against 
the fence. I later learned that Mr. V an Hom had removed the waterman control gate, and had 
connected a plastic box to the orifice plate as shown on Exhibit "H". Mr. Van Hom also 
connected plastic piping to the plastic box. 
12. Given the modifications of Mr. V an Hom by the removal of the gate, there is no 
way to create a controlled submerged orifice condition, no way to control the flow of water at that 
point, and no way to effectively measure the amount of water being delivered at that point. 
13. LynClif spent thousands of dollars to build the gate and make the modifications to 
the concrete structure as had been designed by the NRCS. 
LynClif never consented to the changes made by Mr. VanHorn. 14. 
15. Cindy Yenter of the IDWR visited the site on Wednesday, June 10,2009, in order 
to attempt to measure the flow. She indicated she would prepare a written report to be provided to 
the parties during the week of June 15. A copy of her report will be provided to the court upon 
receipt by LynClif. 
Further, sayeth your affiant naught. 
DATED this 15th day of June, 2009. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 16th day of June, 2009, he caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell! Andrew Waldera [x] 
MOFFATT mOMAS BARRETT [ ] 
10 1 S Capitol Blvd. 10th PI. [ ] 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 [ ] 
[ ] 
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Gary Slette 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Gary, 
Andy Waldera [AJW@moffatt.com] 
Monday, June 01, 2009 5: 11 PM 
Gary Slette 
Robin Moore 
LynClif/Zingiber 
Per our phone conversation, I am listing the items that Bill needs to address with respect to the Justice Grade structure 
and pipeline works in order to capture and distribute the 0.3 cfs being delivered to the upstream edge of the Zingiber 
property. 
1. The elevation of the orifice in the steel orifice plate. As we discussed, this issue is of primary importance at this pOint. 
The plans attached to the Affidavit of Steven Thompson (copy attached hereto) show that the designed elevation of the 4 
inch square orifice is to be located 6 inches above the bottom of the plate. However, paragraph 4 of the affidavit says that 
the orifice is to be located/modified by lowering it by 3 inches ... presumably the new elevation will now be 3 inches from 
the bottom of the plate. Thus, the resultant question is, 'What elevation from the bottom (3 or 6 inches) of the orifice plate 
is ultimately being constructed?" This information is critical to Bill's ability to fabricate infrastructure to line up with the 
orifice. 
2. The orifice plate itself needs to be relocated further upstream. As the NRCS plans currently depict, the orifice plate is to 
be inserted at some distance downstream within the northerly heading concrete spillway on the existing Justice Grade 
structure. Much of the concrete spillway is located on Zingiber property, and Bill seeks to move the orifice plate closer to 
the property line (south--back towards the road) to provide him with more spillway space/room in order to fabricate 
irrigation improvements. Doing so will also benefit both LynClif and Zingiber by eliminating a backwater eddy that the 
current orifice plate location promotes which will back up debris and threaten water flow to both parties. 
3. The proposed Waterman gate at the northerly terminus of the existing spillway also needs to be relocated to the south 
(upstream) of the relocated orifice plate. As the structure is currently designed, Bill has no way to shut off water upstream 
of the orifice plate for maintenance and infrastructure fabrication purposes. Stated differently, the current location of the 
proposed Waterman Gate does no good unless it is located upstream of the orifice plate. Bill proposes to place the gate 
on or immediately inside his property line, and relocate the orifice plate just downstream of the gate. Thus, all 
improvements Bill proposes to make are all located on his property (those portions of the concrete spillway that are 
located on his property). The changes/modifications will not interfere with, or modify your client's pipeline diversion device 
(depicted on the plans as the "steel pipeline inlet structure") which is, presumably, constructed wholly within the Justice 
Grade right-of-way. 
Please visit with your clients about the issues as soon as possible. Until Bill is provided with "as built" construction details, 
he cannot meaningfully capture and distribute his water. If you have any questions, or if Bill informs me that any of my 
understandings of these issues is in error, I will update you accordingly. 
Thank you. 
--Andy 
NOTICE: This e-mail. including attachments, constitutes a confidential attorney-client communication, It is not intended for transmission to. or receipt by. any 
unauthorized persons, If you have received this communication in error, do not read it. Please delete it from your system without copying it, and notify the sender 
by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000, so that our address record can be corrected, Thank you, 
not 
imposed by the Internal Revenue Service. 
used. and cannot be used, by any person 
1 
any penalties that may be 
EXHIBIT A 
!i1& I 
Robin Moore 
From: Andy Waldera [AJW@moffatt.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 01,20095:12 PM 
To: Gary Slette 
Cc: Robin Moore 
Subject: 2009-02-20 Affidavit of Stephen N Thompson.PDF 
Gary, 
Forgot to attach the Thompson affidavit to my prior e-mail. 
It is attached hereto. 
Thanks, 
Andy 
NOTICE: This e-mail,including attachments, constitutes a confidential attorney-client communication. It is not intended for transmission to, or receipt 
by, any unauthorized persons. If you have received this communication in error, do not read it. Please delete it from your system without copying it, 
and notify the sender by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000, so that our address record can be corrected . Thank you. 
NOTICE: To comply with certain U,S. Treasury regulations, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice 
contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding 
any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service. 
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Gary D. Slette 
ROBERTSON & SLETIE, PLLC 
P.O; Box 1906. 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1906 
Telephone: (208) 933:-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 933-0701 
lSB # 3198 
!rhn\LynClif\decIreliet\sum judlL alIThompson _ water 
RECEIVED 
FEB 202009 
MOFFATT,THOMAS SA 
AOCK&FIet.DS:OOO. ' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIF1H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING 
********* 
LYNN J. BABINGTON and KATIN L. ) 
BABINGTON, husband and wife; and ) 
CLIFTON E. JENSEN· and SUZANNE K. ) 
. JENSEN, husband and wife, collectively ) 
doing business as LYNCLIF FARMS, L.L.C.,) 
an Idaho limited liability company, . ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
WILLIAMG. VANHORN, an individual; 
and ZINGlBER INVESTMENT, llC, 
a Colorado limited liability company, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
ss: 
County of Gooding ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-125 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
STBPHENN THOMPSON 
25 STEPHEN N. mOMPSON, frrst being duly sworn, deposes and states on oath as 
6 
1. I am the District Conservationist for the United States Department of Agriculture 
FILE, 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN N. THOMPSON - 1 
19-2009 13:30 ,FROM:USDA 2" '144327 .. '13313701 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
e 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
19 
19 
rUSDA") Natural Resources Conservation Service C'NRCStI) In Gooding COWliy, Idaho. 
2. LynClif Farms has received a grant from the FaIm Services Agency for a portion 
of the construction costs assooi~ wi1n the piping of a segment of the Padgett Di1ch in Gooding 
County. Idaho. '!he design for: such improvements, including the strUcture for wa~ control 
located on the narth side of Justice Grade Road, was developed by Rob sampson. the State 
, Conservation Engineer, USDA NRCs. Mr. Sampson isa registered Professional Bngineer in the 
State of Idaho. A copy of said design is attached hereto as Exlu'bit "An and inecnpomted herein by 
. this reference. 
, . 
3. ' The conC(ete structure, as designed. will pass fl continuous flow of 0.30 ofs to the 
property owned by ZingiberNan Hom when the water level is maintained one (1) ineh above the 
orlftcc. 
4. I haw advised representativeS ofL}'llClifFmns. L.L.C. to mo~ the location of 
the orifice by lowering it three (3) inches. When canstruotcd as designed with the orifice lowered 
by three lnchelf, such change w~ ensure a constant flow of .3' ers otwater at that location at all 
times during the irrigation seasDn. 
FtutJu;r, your affiant sayetb naught 
DATED ttrls £ day ofFebtuary. 2008. 
20 SUBSCR.1BED AND SWORN to before me this 11..}t. day ofPebniary. 2009. 
21 
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23 
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2S 
26 
AFF10AVlt0F STEPHEN N. THOMPSON - 2 
TARY PUBUC FOR IDAHO 
siding at: B-LI ~
Commission, Expires: I 7,,/1 ~/;2of/ 
P:2'" 
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CERTfFICATE of SERVJCE 
The undersigned certifies that on the 1..J) day of FebruaIy, 2009, he caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served upon the following persons in the following 
manner: 
Scott L. Campbell 
Andrew J. Waldera 
MOFFATIllIOMAS BARREIT 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
AFFIDAVIT OF STEPHEN N. THOMPSON - 3 
[ } 
f~ 
[ ] 
[ ] 
Hand Deliver 
U.S. Mail 
Overnight Comer 
Facsimile Transmission -208-385-5384 
Email slc@moffuttcom 
ajW@moffutt com 
~NRCS 
Natural Resources Conservation Service 
9173 W. Barnes Dr., Suite C 
Boise ill 83709-1574 
208.378.5729 (phone) 
208.378.5135 (fax) 
. General 
LinCliffPadgeti Ditch Irrigation Conveyance 
. Design Report 
Job Class IV, Code 587, Structure for Water Control 
Boise, Idaho 
November, 2008 
An existing concrete structure on the North side of Justice Grade Road in Gooding County will 
be modified to act as a pipe inlet. A steel pipe inlet and screening structure will be attached to 
the west side of the modified concrete structure. 1305 linear feet of 21 inch pipe will convey 
water to an existing concrete outlet structure. 
Location and Layout 
The concrete structure and pipeline are located in Section 11, T 7 S, R 13 E, Boise Meridian. 
Soils 
Soils in the area are loams. Many of the soils are shallow to basalt. Some rock excavation is 
expected in order to get the pipe to grade. 
Hydrology 
The Padgett Ditch runs year around. There is very little intercepted runoff and very few changes 
in flow. 
Hydraulics 
The pipeline is designed to carry 10 cfs. The ditch continuing north is designed for 0.3 cfs, and 
that is controlled with an orifice. 
The inlet to the pipeline is a 7 foot wide weir. The 4" x 4" steel orifice bottom is set at the same 
elevation as the weir. . 
Flow division is at design rates when the water is at elevation 101.0. For reference, the flood of 
the existing structure is 100.0. 
Water above the water rights is divided proportionately. 
Padgett Ditch Pipeline 
Gooding County, Idaho 
Page 1 
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.Gary Slette 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Gentlemen, 
Sampson, Rob - Boise, ID [rob.sampson@id.usda.gov] 
Wednesday, June 03, 2009 3:31 PM 
Gary Slette 
Cliff Jensen 
RE: LynClif/Zingiber 
padgett ditch water measurement.doc 
A written response. Please call if you have questions: 
Cell 761-7917 
Rob Sampson, P.E. 
State Conservation Engineer 
USDA-NRCS 
9173 W. Bames Drive, Ste. C 
Boise, ID 83709 
(208) 378-5727 
(208) 378-5735 (fax) 
From: Gary Slette [mailto:gslette@rsidaholaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 02, 2009 2:48 PM 
To: Sampson, Rob - Boise, 10 
Cc: LYNN BABINGTON; Cliff Jensen 
Subject: PN: LynClif/Zingiber 
Rob, 
I hope you're on the road to recovery. This inquiry pertains to the Padgett Ditch structure you designed for 
LynClif Farms in Hagerman. Everything has been installed except for the weir and the control gate, and they are 
ready to install that at this time. However, the neighbor has raised some issues as identified by his attorney 
below, and before my clients did anything, they wanted to get your thoughts on the requests. 
As to #1, LynClif knows that the orifice will be three inches lower so no real issue there. As to #2 and #3, I 
believe the installer doesn't think that would necessarily work given the need to still the water in order to get an 
accurate measurement. What do you think? 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls. 10 83303-1906 
Tel: (208) 933-0700 
Fax: (208) 933-0701 
gslette@rsidaholaw.com 
1 78:1 EXHIBITC 
From: Andy Waldera [mailto:AJW@moffatt.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 01,20095:11 PM 
To: Gary Slette 
Cc: Robin Moore 
Subject: LynClifjZingiber 
Gary, 
Per our phone conversation, I am listing the items that Bill needs to address with respect to the Justice Grade 
structure and pipeline works in order to capture and distribute the 0.3 cfs being delivered to the upstream edge of 
the Zingiber property. 
1. The elevation of the orifice in the steel orifice plate. As we discussed, this issue is of primary importance at this 
point. The plans attached to the Affidavit of Steven Thompson (copy attached hereto) show that the designed 
elevation of the 4 inch square orifice is to be located 6 inches above the bottom of the plate. However, paragraph 
4 of the affidavit says that the orifice is to be located/modified by lowering it by 3 inches ... presumably the new 
elevation will now be 3 inches from the bottom of the plate. Thus, the resultant question is, "What elevation from 
the bottom (3 or 6 inches) of the orifice plate is ultimately being constructed?" This information is critical to Bill's 
ability to fabricate infrastructure to line up with the orifice. 
2. The orifice plate itself needs to be relocated further upstream. As the NRCS plans currently depict, the orifice 
plate is to be inserted at some distance downstream within the northerly heading concrete spillway on the existing 
Justice Grade structure. Much of the concrete spillway is located on Zingiber property, and Bill seeks to move the 
orifice plate closer to the property line (south--back towards the road) to provide him with more spillway 
space/room in order to fabricate irrigation improvements. Doing so will also benefit both LynClif and Zingiber by 
eliminating a backwater eddy that the current orifice plate location promotes which will back up debris and 
threaten water flow to both parties. 
3. The proposed Waterman gate at the northerly terminus of the existing spillway also needs to be relocated to 
the south (upstream) of the relocated orifice plate. As the structure is currently designed, Bill has no way to shut 
off water upstream of the orifice plate for maintenance and infrastructure fabrication purposes. Stated differently, 
the current location of the proposed Waterman Gate does no good unless it is located upstream of the orifice 
plate. Bill proposes to place the gate on or immediately inside his property line, and relocate the orifice plate just 
downstream of the gate. Thus, all improvements Bill proposes to make are all located on his property (those 
portions of the concrete spillway that are located on his property). The changes/modifications will not interfere 
with, or modify your client's pipeline diversion device (depicted on the plans as the "steel pipeline inlet structure") 
which is, presumably, constructed wholly within the Justice Grade right-of-way. 
Please visit with your clients about the issues as soon as possible. Until Bill is provided with "as built" construction 
details, he cannot meaningfully capture and distribute his water. If you have any questions, or if Bill informs me 
that any of my understandings of these issues is in error, I will update you accordingly. 
Thank you. 
--Andy 
NOTICE: This e-mail.includingattachments.constitutesaconfidentialattorney-clientcommunication.ltis not intended for transmission to. or receipt by, 
any unauthorized persons. If you have received this communication in error. do not read it. Please delete it from your system without copying it, and 
notify the sender by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000. so that our address record can be corrected. Thank you. 
NOTICE: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations. we inform you that. unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice 
contained in this e-mail. including attachments. is not intended or written to be used. and cannot be used. by any person for the purpose of avoiding any 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service. 
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~NRCS 
Natural Resources Conservation Service 
9173 W. Barnes Drive, Suite C 
Boise, Idaho 83709 
(208) 378-5700 
5/3112009 
To: Gary Slette, esq. 
Cliff Jensen 
Re: LinCliff - Padgett Ditch 
cJniled States Department of Agriculture 
Thank you for your recent correspondence. I will try and address them from oldest to newest 
(these numbers refer to Gary's email of 6/02/09, 1450): 
1. The bottom of the 4" x 4" orifice should be located 3" above the concrete floor. 
2. My measurements don't show a lot of room to move the orifice plat upstream. When it is 
acting as a free-flowing orifice, it needs at least 3 feet of stilling distance upstream (e.g., a calm 
pool 3 feet upstream from the orifice plate). If acting as a submerged orifice, it needs a similar 
length downstream from the orifice. 
3. I would suggest leaving the downstream gate as this is the best way to regulate flow through 
the orifice when it is operating as a submerged orifice. If NO flow regulation is needed, the gate 
can be omitted. If isolation is required, I would suggest a second gate, upstream of the orifice 
plate. This would be a tight fit. 
The following are from Cliff Jensen's email of 6/03/09 1114: 
1. The change in the large weir does not effect the elevation of the orifice, as long as the orifice 
can be submerged. Flashboards across the long weir opening will accomplish this, if need be. 
2. The gate at the North end is for On and Off, as well as lowering flow if too much water is 
going to the North. This will be accomplished by operating the orifice as a submerged orifice, 
and using the gate to regulate the water elevation downstream of the orifice plate. If no flow 
regulation going to the North is needed, then the gate can be removed. 
3. The orifice plate will be operating as a free-flowing orifice, as long as the downstream water 
elevation is (technically) below the center of the orifice (e.g., the total water depth is less than 5" 
downstream of the orifice plate). Perhaps a more practical limit is that the downstream water 
elevation is below the bottom lip of the orifice. 
4. The staff gages should be set: 
a. 
b. At least 1 foot upstream, and downstream ofthe orifice, AND 
He/ping People Help the Land 
An Equal Opportunity Provider and Employer 
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c. At exactly the same elevation 
d. I suggest that elevation be exactly at the centerline of the orifice. (They can be at any 
elevation, as long as the relationship between the upstream staff gage, and the centerline of the 
orifice are known. 
The flexibility of operating the orifice as either free-flowing or submerged is that we can still get 
an accurate measurement regardless oftailwater conditions to the North. Here is a primer: 
Q = C * a * (2 * g * h)I12 where: 
Q is flow in cfs 
C is the orifice coefficient, taken as 0.61 
a is the cross sectional area of the orifice in s~uare feet, 0.1111 for a 4" x 4" 
g is the constant of gravity, 32.2 feet / second 
h is the head in feet 
Note that for our situation, this equation simplifies to: 
Q = 0.54 hIl2 
The equation works if the orifice is free flowing OR if the orifice is submerged, the only 
difference is how you measure head. 
Free-flowing, head is the upstream water surface to the centerline of the orifice: 
Orifices 
An orifice is a hole of regular form through which water fl~ 
Figur~ 3-16 flow through an oritic~ 
refNRCS EFH, Chapter 3. 
Submerged, head is the difference between the upstream and downstream water surfaces. 
792 
........ 
ref: U of! Bulletin #552, Water measurement manual. 
So to release 0.31 cfs in a free-flowing condition, we need 0.33 feet (4 inches) of head. Since this 
is measured to the centerline of the orifice, the upstream water level needs to be 2 inches above 
the top ofthe orifice (0.17 feet). IF the upstream staff gage is set at the center line ofthe orifice, 
when it was reading 0.33 feet, the flow would be exactly 0.31 cfs, IF the outlet of the orifice was 
free-flowing. 
If the water submerges the downstream of the orifice, then the downstream regulating gate 
comes into play. Since we can not fine-tune the upstream elevation very well, we regulate the 
downstream water elevation until the difference between the two water surface elevations is 4 
inches or 0.33 feet. 
Please call if I can answer any questions, 
Rob Sampson, P .E. 
State Conservation Engineer 
cc - Steve Thompson, NRCS, Gooding 
reference emails: 
ref 1: 
Rob, 
I hope you're on the road to recovery. This inquiry pertains to the Padgett Ditch structure you designed 
for LynClif Farms in Hagerman. Everything has been installed except for the weir and the control gate, 
79J 
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and they are ready to install that at this time. However, the neighbor has raised some issues as 
identified by his attorney below, and before my clients did anything, they wanted to get your thoughts 
on the requests. 
As to #1, LynClif knows that the orifice will be three inches lower so no real issue there. As to #2 and #3 , 
I believe the installer doesn' t think that would necessarily work given the need to still the water in order 
to get an accurate measurement. What do you think? 
Gary D. Slette 
Robertson & Slette, PLLC 
134 Third Ave. East 
P.O. Box 1906 
Twin Falls. ID 83303-1906 
Tel: (208) 933-0700 
Fax: (208) 933-0701 
gslette@rsidaholaw.com 
From: Andy Waldera [mailto:AJW@moffatt.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 01, 2009 5:11 PM 
To: Gary Slette 
Cc: Robin Moore 
Subject: LynClifjZingiber 
Gary, 
Per our phone conversation, I am listing the items that Bill needs to address with respect to the Justice 
Grade structure and pipeline works in order to capture and distribute the 0.3 cfs being delivered to the 
upstream edge of the Zingiber property. 
1. The elevation of the orifice in the steel orifice plate. As we discussed, this issue is of primary 
importance at this point. The plans attached to the Affidavit of Steven Thompson (copy attached 
hereto) show that the designed elevation of the 4 inch square orifice is to be located 6 inches above the 
bottom of the plate. However, paragraph 4 of the affidavit says that the orifice is to be located/modified by 
lowering it by 3 inches ... presumably the new elevation will now be 3 inches from the bottom of the plate. 
Thus, the resultant question is, "What elevation from the bottom (3 or 6 inches) of the orifice plate is 
. ultimately being constructed?" This information is critical to Bill's ability to fabricate infrastructure to line up 
with the orifice. 
2. The orifice plate itself needs to be relocated further upstream. As the NRCS plans currently depict, the 
orifice plate is to be inserted at some distance downstream within the northerly heading concrete spillway 
on the existing Justice Grade structure. Much of the concrete spillway is located on Zingiber property, and 
Bill seeks to move the orifice plate closer to the property line (south--back towards the road) to provide 
him with more spillway space/room in order to fabricate irrigation improvements. Doing so will also benefit 
both LynClif and Zingiber by eliminating a backwater eddy that the current orifice plate location promotes 
which will back up debris and threaten water flow to both parties. 
3. The proposed Waterman gate at the northerly terminus of the existing spillway also needs to be 
relocated to the south (upstream) of the relocated orifice plate. As the structure is currently designed, Bill 
has no way to shut off water upstream of the orifice plate for maintenance and infrastructure fabrication .-l 
purposes. Stated differently, the current location of the proposed Waterm . ~.wesscjt:i;;,,,,,,.,.=,,,~dg,, .• %,, •• f.~.,; 
is located u stream of ttla o . ., . on or Immediately inside his 
~~~li';;;i3if;;i~ffflme:"andre1Oc~~iethe o~ifice plate just downstream of the gate. Thus, all improvements Bill 
proposes to make are all located on his property (those portions of the concrete spillway that are located 
on his property) . The changes/modifications will not interfere with, or modify your client's pipeline 
79 4 
diversion device (depicted on the plans as the "steel pipeline inlet structure") which is, presumably, 
constructed wholly within the Justice Grade right-of-way. 
Please visit with your clients about the issues as soon as possible. Until Bill is provided with "as built" 
construction details, he cannot meaningfully capture and distribute his water. If you have any questions, 
or if Bill informs me that any of my understandings of these issues is in error, I will update you 
accordingly. 
Thank you. 
--Andy 
NOTICE: This e-mail,including attachments, constitutes a confidential attorney-client communication. It is not intended for transmission to, or 
receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you have received this communication in error, do not read it. Please delete it from your system 
without copying it, and notify the sender by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000, so that our address record can be corrected. Thank 
you. 
NOTICE: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax 
advice contained in this e-mail. including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the 
purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service. 
ref2 
Mr. Sampson, 
The following are some questions that our contractor has asked us in regard to the irrigation right of 0.30 
cfs of the neighbor to the North, Bill VanHorn. I would have asked Steve Thompson however he is in 
Texas, Steve changed the elevation of the orifice to 3 inches instead of the 6 inches shown on your plans 
in his affidavit. The hole in the concrete structure to the steel intake structure for the 21 inch pipe is 69 
inches wide by 24 inches deep. This is a change from your plans because of restraints during 
construction. The following questions are: 1. Are the orifice plate details affected by the change in the 
size of the hole cut in the concrete wall? 2. Is the gate at the north end of existing concrete structure for 
the purpose of on or off control only? 3. Does the orifice plate have to have an open discharge? 4. 
Where and at what elevation should the staff gauge be located for the orifice plate? 
Could you please e-mail me the answers as soon as possible to the above questions and I will get them 
to our contractor. Thank you in advance for your assistance in this matter and hope you are feeling better 
from your back surgery. 
Sincerely, 
Cliff Jensen 
1. EVAN ROBERTSON 
GARYD. SLIlITE 
Robin L. Moote, PLS • Paralegal 
VIA EMAIL ajw@moffatt.com 
Andrew J. Waldera 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
lDberlson & Jldtt, pJ.lc. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
134 Third Avenue East 
P.O. BOX 1906 
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 83303-1906 
TELEPHONE (208) 933..0700 
FAX (208) 933·0101 
June 4,2009 
RE: LynClifv. Zingiber 
Dear Andy: 
GARY D. SLETIE 
gslette@rsidaholaw.com 
When I arrived at my office on Tuesday morning, June 2, I saw the email that you had sent 
after the close of business on Monday. I undertook immediate steps to contact Rob Sampson, the 
state NRCS engineer who designed the project. I wanted. to determine if it was plausible from an 
engineering perspective to accommodate Zingiber's eleventh-hour requests. As you know, Mr. 
Sampson prepared the plan some number of months ago, and in fact, your finn's filing stamp shows 
that the documents were received in your office on February 20, 2009. 
Mr. Sampson had just undergone back surgery on Monday, and as a consequence, was 
unable to review the proposed changes suggested by your client. I was able to speak with him 
yesterday, however, and he advised as follows: 
1. The bottom of the orifice will be located three inches above the concrete floor. 
2. There is insufficient room to move the orifice plate upstream. When it is acting as a 
free-flowing orifice, it needs at least three feet of stilling distance upstream, i.e., a calm pool three 
feet upstream from the orifice plate. 
3. The location of the downstream gate is the best way to regulate the flow through the 
orifice when it is operating as a submerged orifice. 
In addition to Mr. Sampson's statements, you and your client should be advised 
and parts for the final installation were purchased and assembled for this project some time ago. 
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ElHIBIT D 
Andrew J. Waldera, Esq. 
June 4, 2009 
Page 2 
Had your client not cut off portions of the concrete structure when he did his ditch relocation, we 
would not be placed in the situation of having to make the modifications that are now being 
required. 
The changes proposed by your client would interfere with the manner in which construction 
has been designed, and also, would interfere with the court's direction to provide an accurate 
methodology of measurement. Given the NRCS engineer's statements in regard to your requests, we 
are not able to incorporate them both from a timing and a practical perspective. 
If you have any questions or comments, please contact me. 
GDS:rIm 
cc: LynClif 
1 rIm\gds\lettet\waldenU 
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Gary Slette 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Gary, 
Andy Waldera [AJW@moffatt.com] 
Thursday, June 04, 2009 3:18 PM 
Gary Slette 
RE: LynClif/Zingiber 
Thank you for the update. Bill has no disagreement with the quantity of water being delivered to the property. The problem 
lies with the current lack of completion of the designed infrastructure so that he can make the necessary modifications to 
his irrigation system, and hook up to the infrastructure. If the NRCS-designed structure is not complete due to Bill's 
modification requests (ultimate placement of the orifice plate and the Waterman gate closer to his property line, with gate 
immediately upstream of the orifice plate), so be it. But Bill has yet to receive an indication that his requested 
modifications will be tolerated ... which they should, because they will be made on his property downstream of LynClifs 
pipeline structure in the Justice Grade ROW. 
In short, LynClif is delivering Bill's water. However, the lack of completion of its designed infrastructure is preventing Bill 
from capturing and using that water in the meantime. Moreover, Bill's re-tooled irrigation works requires modification of the 
current NRCS design with respect to the improvements to be installed on his property (the Waterman Gate and the orifice 
plate). Bill is more than willing to do the work on his property, but he wants LynClif to understand the need and nature of 
the work, and the fact that such work will not interfere with its pipeline infrastructure. 
--Andy 
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FYl-fIRIT P 
Gary Slette 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 
Andy, 
Gary Slette 
Thursday, June 04, 2009 3:40 PM 
'Andy Waldera' . 
'Cliff Jensen'; 'suzjensen@cableone.net'; 'arkfish@q.com'; Robin Moore 
RE: LynClif/Zingiber 
Waldera Itr.pdf 
My clients would have had the final installation completed by yesterday had it not been for your inquiry on Monday 
evening. That inquiry stopped the work in order to determine if the state NRCS engineer would sanction the change. As 
you can see by my enclosed letter, he did not. I did not believe it in my clients' best interest to make a decision on your 
request without the engineer's review on the belief that your client would assert something to the court about lack of 
cooperation. Please be assured that the "current lack of completion" is solely due to my clients' attempts to see if your 
client's last minute request could be accommodated. 
The ditch easement sti li exists on your client's property where the final work will be undertaken, and my clients intend 
to get this finished ASAP. I would have thought that your client would have " re-tooled" his irrigation works long ago in 
accordance with the NRCS plans which were provided to you in February of this year. 
Thanks, 
Gary 
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